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Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Fitness Challenge!

Daniel
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Here we lay out the rules of engagement 
for the 28 Day Fitness Challenge (28FC). 

NON-NEGOTIABLES!
1. You must take before and after pics & measurements 

(instructions below)

2. You must post those on the  PRIVATE FB Group:

 https://www.facebook.com/groups/28dayfitnesschallenge

3. You must exercise every day following the programs 
provided

4. You can continue to exercise every day, with our 
programs, at our gym, or on your own, with your own 
trainer. But do work at intensity and daily! Don’t skip a 
day!

5. You must update your progress after 14 days publically 
on the PRIVATE FB Group.

If you have decided to upgrade to the Platinum version, 
you have gained full access to the Platinum members area. 

Once your payment through the link on 
www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com you will receive your 
instructions to login to the member’s section, with a 
password and access all the downloadable forms, manuals 
and e-books.

There is actually a lot more we are going to add to the 
download sections and bonuses. So keep an eye out for 
those. Way more than we ever expected with this super 
affordable program. We normally include it in our higher 
coaching programs.

But we want you to see just how effective our programs 
can be and be able to help you in the long term, and way 
beyond just these initial 28 days.

Stay close to the Facebook Group page for additional 
coaching, tips and motivation as well as all the support 
from you fellow challengers.

First and foremost: 

GET  
CONNECTED!

Join our exclusive 
Private Facebook 

Group where you will 
gain access to all the 

support, not just from 
me and my team 

but also your fellow 
challengers who are 
participating in the 

28 Day Challenge. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/28dayfitnesschallenge
http://www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com
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1. Download Your Forms
 Login to the members’ section and download the 

workout training programs and anything else you find 
useful. Tracking manual can be printed out in A4 or 
A5 (depending on how your eyesight is ;)

2. You have 2 options for the next step. 

 Login to the members’ section and download the 
workout training programs and anything else you find 
useful. Tracking manual can be printed out in A4 or 
A5 (depending on how your eyesight is ;)

 DECIDE HOW MUCH STRUCTURE YOU NEED!

 If you know yourself well, and you know you need 
extra accountability and support, then I strongly 
encourage you to join the Platinum group. Coaching, 
accountability is the NUMBER ONE ESSENTIAL 
element that will help you achieve your goals.

Getting  
Started

GUIDE

Decide How 
Much 

Structure 
You Need!
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3. Clean out your pantry and fridge:

 If the “bad” food is not in your house you won’t be able to eat it.  Your family probably 
doesn’t need to be eating those processed foods you have committed to removing 
from the house for 28 days either, but if that is not realistic then create a place for 
“YOUR” food.  Have a special cabinet where you will can all of your healthy food and 
arrange your fridge so that any non-compliant foods are not within your sight. Try 
to get the whole family in this with you, or at least have them try to support you in 
your efforts. No encouraging you to eat fast food. No pizza or McDonalds. No French 
fries. No fried food, period. And if you have to eat bread, eat rye bread. 

5. Grocery Shop:  Using your grocery list on the next page, stock your fridge with lean 
proteins, eggs, and fresh fruits and vegetables.  You may need to shop more often 
to ensure that your meat and produce are fresh.  Fill your pantry with cooking 
staples such as coconut oil, almond meal, and a variety of spices.

4Plan One week 
of meals: 

“If you fail to plan, you plan to fail.”

This is going to take some planning and 
organization.  Figure out which nights 
you will home to cook dinner and which 
nights you need a quicker option (a go-
to meal or something from the freezer).  
Then plan what you will make for dinner 
the nights you are home.  Make sure you 
will have some leftovers for breakfast 
and lunch.  Also make a plan for some 
breakfast and lunch options that are 
quick and easy.  This will make creating 
your grocery list very simple.
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7. Put together your Game Plan:

 What situations will you be faced with over the next 28 days?  Traveling?  Out to 
dinner?  Family get together?  If you have a plan going in you WILL be successful.  
You may have to be a little bit selfish in some of these situations.  This program is 
absolutely do-able with all of these situations. It just takes some planning.  

 Offer to cook or at least bring one dish that you know you can eat.  If you will be 
eating out whenever possible take charge and pick the restaurant. Find a protein 
source and a vegetable; you may have to custom order, meaning create your own 
menu item.  Plan ahead and bring your own dressing (olive oil, lemon juice, salt, & 
pepper).  

Establish 
“Go-To Meals”: 
Pick 2-3 meals that can be prepared 
in about 15 minutes on those 
nights that you get home late and 
don’t feel like cooking.  Some of my 
favorites are lean meat and salad, 
simple stir-fry, breakfast for dinner, 
eggs, veggies, and bacon or pork 
sausage topped with avocado.  For 
lunch I often pick up a roast chicken 
from Woolies or Coles with a Greek 
Salad. My last tip/suggestion here 
is to cook several meals on the 
weekend and then freeze some. I 
often have turkey chili con carne, 
chicken vegetable soup, and 
chicken with steamed veg in the 
freezer.

6
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8. Choose activities/events that are not centered 
around food.  Meet a friend for tea, take a yoga 
class, or get outside for a walk.

9. Enlist your Support Team: Who will be your 
support system throughout this challenge?  
Don’t forget, you always have your coach, the 
private Facebook group.  

10. Having a solid support team that will not 
sabotage your efforts is critical.  You may 
choose to not spend as much time with those 
who you feel do not/will not be supportive of 
you during this time.

11. Complete all the tasks on the 28 Day Fitness 

Challenge ‘Initial Checklist’, tick them off one 
by one to ensure you follow all the instructions 
to help you get the best results.

12. Complete all the tasks on the weekly check-

sheet, tick them off and send your coach in 
your FB chat group a photo of the completed 
page.

Get ready to 

kick   your 
goals 
and have 
some fun!
Dan
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1. Ensure you have enough protein – make protein
bags for your trip!

2. Every morning, make time for cardio—at least
one 20 metabolic workout each day!

3. Start the day off with a shake (simple protein
and water).

4. At lunch stick to a salad with lots of veggies,
chicken/ salmon ( dressing on the side).

5. Dinner should be the same. Very simple.

6. Skip all other items. If it isn’t on this list it should
not go in your mouth!

I eat this way on trips all the time and most of the 
time I am so busy that I actually lose weight while 
I am gone. Pre-bag up all daily supplements and 
protein serving options and get a small blender 
bottle to help with your plan.

Stick with the protein and vegetables 
rule. It’s that simple.

“If in doubt, shake it out!”

There is an entire list of body weight programs 
and workouts you can take with you in the 
download section.

No gym needed

No facilities needed

No equipment needed, and therefore

NO EXCUSES!

travel
Guide

If you are traveling 
during this 28 day 

program you will be 
challenged with eating 
well. I urge you to stick 

to the plan as closely 
as possible. Here is 

what you need to do 
while traveling.
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www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com/special-offer

http://www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com
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DISCLAIMER:

This manual is not intended for the treatment or prevention of disease, nor is it a 
replacement for seeking medical treatment or professional fitne s advice. 

No portion of this manual may be used, reproduced, or transmitted in any form or 
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including fax, photocopy, recording, or any 
information storage and retrieval system by anyone but the purchaser for their own 
personal use. 

This manual may not be reproduced in any form without the express written 
permission of 28 Day Fitness Challenge, except in the case of a reviewer who wishes 
to quote brief passages for the sake of a review written for inclusions in a magazine, 
newspaper, or journal – and these cases require written approval from 28 Day Fitness 
Challenge prior to publication. 

For more information, please contact: 

Dan Remon
28 Day Fitness Challenge
www.danremon.com
www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com 

http://www.danremon.com
http://www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com 


Daniel

Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Fitness Challenge
Mindset and

Accountability
Manual



This BONUS Mindset Manifesto is to be used in 
conjunction with your goal setting system which you 
will find in the download section. These need to be 
completed before you start the program so you can get 
a clear picture of your goals, and visualize exactly what 
you want to achieve and how you are going to achieve 
it. 

WHY is also important. Why do you want and need to 
fulfill these goals. Write it out and vocalize it, if possible. 
Your WHY is often more important that the WHAT, and 
the following sections will help you chart a path to your 
new lifestyle. 

Be as honest as possible so that we have the best chance 
of helping you.
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GOAL  SETTING   AND   ACCOUNTABILITY   START   POINT
What are your long term health/fitness/body goals? 

Why are these your goals? Answer as honestly as possible. There are no wrong 
answers. 

And why that last one?

Why is that important?

What do you want to achieve in the next 4 weeks?
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What is a goal apart from weight loss (like an event) that you can aim to train 
towards in the medium term?

What has stopped you from reaching your goals in the past?

Is there anything holding you back from getting the results you want?

How will you feel when you’ve reached all your goals?

How will you feel if you DON’T achieve your goals?
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See, training your subconscious is just as important 
as training your body—because the mind and your 
mindset is key to your success. 

This is what is called the power of visualization and it is 
big in motivation science today. 

The Mindset Manifesto is a method of visualizing your 
success and making it palpable through using positive 
words with positive connotations to fuel your ability to 
succeed. 

If you are the sum of your subconscious mind, then 
it reasons that the place to start is in changing 
your subconscious mind, putting powerful, positive 
messages in there to help you succeed. 

Do you think Muhammad Ali knew the power of a solid, 
empowering mindset? 

Ali once said, “I am the greatest, I said that even before 
I knew I was.” 

See, saying the words alone, over and over, helped him 
to become the greatest. That’s the power of a positive 
mindset. 

You cannot change the past. You can only create a 
positive, successful future by changing your mindset 
like Ali did. 

So, write a new script for your life. A winning one. 

This Mindset Manifesto allows you to do that… to create 
the life you want to, by sneaking past the fil ers of your 
conscious mind that might have inhibited your success 
in the past. 

The visualization strategies and affir tions you’ll 
learn here plants the seeds of change right into the 
subconscious subliminally.

Apply the Mindset. It works. 

WORDS  
ARE 

POWERFUL
Words are 
the key to 

everything . . .

You are the sum of 
your imagination, 

and the imagination 
is limitless. This is 

why people that set 
their mind firmly

upon a goal are able 
to achieve it. 
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Affirmations are powerful declarations of 
truth. Developing a positive mindset is one of the 
most 

I AM are the TWO most powerful words in 
the English language, whatever follows will be 
the result of your mindset. So you need a 
positive, determined one.  

Everything relies on affirmations, positive self-
talk and repeating positive behaviours as well 
as the deeper sub conscious thoughts that drive 
our inner beliefs.

I choose to make positive healthy choices 
for myself

• I choose to exercise regularly

• I AM doing whatever it takes to achieve my goals

• I enjoy eating healthy, it makes me energized

• I dedicate myself to successful healthy living

• I AM Strong

• I AM Powerful

• I AM successful…

Ali once said that to beat Sonny Liston, he lay in 
bed, trying to visualize the thinking that allowed 
Liston to beat his opponent. Then he tried to think 
of a better one. This is where he came up with the 
whole mantra “I am the greatest” that fueled him to 
achieve immortality in boxing. 

Affirmations 
powerful life strategies 

there is. Using 
powerful positive 

thinking techniques, 
visualizations, and 

positive affirmations, it is 
possible to achieve 
whatever you want. 

Athletes, scholars, and 
business professionals all 
use a positive mindset to 
achieve their competitive 

edge. You can too.
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Ali once said that to beat Sonny Liston, he lay in bed, trying to visualize the thinking 
that allowed Liston to beat his opponent. Then he tried to think of a better one. This 
is where he came up with the whole mantra “I am the greatest” that fueled him to 
achieve immortality in boxing. 

Model success 

to   be   successful 
in everything that 

YOU DO!
Here are a few examples to help write your OWN affirmations. It is super important 
that you write your own, and not just copy what we have written, or from someone 
else. 

The following affirmations are designed to help you get the most from this 

program and ensure you succeed, whilst removing the old and negative thoughts 

we can add new, positive reinforcements that help you to truly believe in yourself 

and see the future rather than remember the past.
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Pick one structure that suits you or make up your own 
affirmation and repeat this to yourself daily when you wake 
up and last thing before you go to sleep.

Affirmation

“I am so happy 
and grateful 
right now to 
be xxx lighter”

Affirmation

“I choose to 
eat only the 
healthiest foods 
and I love to 
exercise every 
single day”

Affirmation

“Every day in 
every way 
I am getting 
closer to my 
goals”

Affirmation

“I only use 
empowering 
beliefs that help 
me achieve my 
goals”

Affirmation

“Life is beautiful 
and I am in 
charge of my 
happiness and 
success”

1 2

3

4 5
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The first step is to have a clearly defined goal of 

what you want, and to write this down into a 
sentence. Brainstorm some ideas and put together 
a sentence clearly defining what you want to see 

happen.

If you want to lose 20lbs, take that number of your 
current weight E.G if you weight 140lbs and 
you want to weigh 120lbs make 120lbs your key 
focus rather than the 20lbs you want to lose.

In my experience however it is a much better 
idea to make your goal the size you wish to be or 
exactly what you want to achieve (as long as it is 
realistic) rather than the weight you wish to lose!

As you will discover in the program that how much 
you weight does not necessarily mean the size you 
wish to be. If you want to be a size 10 U.K, (6 
U.S) some people may only heed to tone up and 
therefore lose very little weight rather add muscle 
tone which weighs 3 x as much as fat.

So determine your goal first – is it weight 
reduction, is it dress or pants size or is it to look 
good in a beach gear for an upcoming holiday.

Do you want to fit into particular clothes again and 
look awesome or are you just doing this to feel 
lighter and takes some excess weight off your 
body to help relieve joint pain and prevent illness?

Once you have established this you can 
determine your affirmation.

Creating 
your own 

Affirmations
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Secondly if you look at all the examples of the affirmations above you will notice 
they all start with positive reinforcement!

“I am so grateful I’m on a new path to success . . . “ or “I can do anything if I apply 
myself.” 

Make sure you 
always start 

your affirmation in a 

positive     manner.
Also, it is always a good idea to repeat the phrase to yourself while  looking in the 
mirror and visualizing yourself slimmer.

Perhaps tape a picture of someone with a (not photoshopped) body that you want 
to your mirror. 

The thinking behind this is that the more you can see and feel your desires, the more 
you will want to make it  a reality. 

So there you have our top tips for visualization.

In the advanced program we take this to a whole other level to continue to help you 
reach your goals and get the slimmer, sexier and sculpted you that you want to be 
and to supercharge your self-esteem. 
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Remember these 5 Elements to 
Successful   Affirmations:
• They MUST be PERSONAL

• They MUST MEAN something to you

• They MUST EMPOWER you to create CHANGE

• You MUST OWN Your Affirmations

• You MUST REPEAT and dedicate yourself to your new affirmations

       Write your own 5 Affirmations below:

Now type these out and place them around your home –use them as book marks, on 
your fridge, everywhere!! Write and re-write! Say them with passion!

Choose your most powerful 3. Read these out load and to yourself every day, 3 
times per day for the duration of the program. This will imbed simple commands and 
reinforce a mindset that is so powerful, the results will astound you.



PRINT AND POST ALL AROUND YOUR HOUSE, YOUR 
CAR AND YOU OFFICE

 ELIMINATE negative language.

The following words are BANNED. Find an alternative, 
and replace with powerful messages and words.

Try, should, can’t, shouldn’t, wish, hope, maybe, might, 
failure, failed… are OUT! 

No excuses! Instead use…

I MUST, I WILL, I AM, I CAN!

If you MUST, then you CAN! 
SO JUST DO IT!!

Read   

3
Times 

Per   Day,
Every Day, 

Preferable Out 
LOUD.

“What the mind 
can conceive 
and believe, 
the mind can 

achieve” 
Napoleon Hill

What’s my outcome?

Is this behavior getting me towards 
my goals?

Does this behaviour serve me?

Is this behaviour working towards 
my outcomes?

What could I be doing right now to 
empower me towards achieving my 
goals?

There is no failure, only FEEDBACK!
So commit to your repeating 
your chosen affirmation several 

times, EVERY SINGLE DAY for 28 
days, and whole new world of 
possibility will open up to you!
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We are shaped by what we believe – for 
example how can two siblings, raised in the 
same area, have totally different views and 
beliefs on politics, parenting, opinion of a 
mutual acquaintance? It’s because we form 
certain beliefs based on things that may have 
happened to us, and we then cling to those 
beliefs at all costs thinking that is the only 
truth. What’s true is that just because we 
believe something does not mean it’s true at 
all. We make our own truths.

The story you tell yourself matters more than 
you think. If you always tell yourself you’re 
never going to get to look a certain way or 
ever reach your goals then you won’t. Make it 
a habit to cut out those negative stories that 
don’t serve you. Be aware when you explore, 
and especially verbalise these beliefs to others.

Use this worksheet as much as you need to 
with different limiting beliefs you find yourself 
questioning from day to day. You CAN 
succeed, all you need is the right mindset, the 
right information, motivation and a rock solid 
plan. 

Note: If you are looking for results, don’t just 
read the following steps, actually do the tasks 
each step asks. It’s best to be somewhere you 
won’t be disturbed, grab a pen and paper, and 
let’s start!

Removing 
Limiting 

beliefs
Action: 

What to Do 
to Overcome 

Limiting Beliefs
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They often do not serve us but rather hold us 
back from pursuing our dreams and living freely 
and fully to our potential.

On a separate piece of paper (or you can use the 
bottom of the last sheet), write some beliefs you 
have about yourself and the world around you 
that you’ve come to accept as reality relating to 
health/fitne s and weight loss. Especially ones 
that you know are over generalized, and are no 
longer serving you on your path to personal 
wellbeing. Some of these statements may seem 
like you don’t actually consciously believe them, 
but if you noticed an emotional reaction in your 
body, then you actually do carry that belief with 
you.

Here are some common beliefs:
• I never stick to any program very long and give

up easily.

• Losing weight is too hard.

• I’ve tried heaps of weight loss programs in the
past but nothing works for me.

• I’ve always been overweight my whole life and
will probably stay that way.

• It’s in my genetics to be bigger.

By brainstorming and writing these out for 
yourself, you become aware of them and can 
work on overcoming them.

What 
Are Your 

Beliefs?

1. 

Beliefs are mental 
notions and assumptions 
we have, about ourselves 

and the world around 
us that we hold onto 

as absolute truths. 
They are emotional 

and psychological and 
often irrational. They 
are formed through 

our experiences and 
interactions with the 

world. 
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For your belief, look for one specific example 
where the statement is not actually true, where 
you did something or experienced something 
– even through someone else – that was not in
alignment with your belief.

For example,

• It’s in my genetics to be bigger: this proved
untrue in the case of my cousin who is slim/ or
my parents were slim when they were younger.

This step introduces the possibility that there 
are flaws in this belief. As you go about your 
day, specifically look for examples that 

counteract this belief statement.

Find a 
Counter 

instance

2. 

Pick one of the 
beliefs from step 
1 to work on and 
continue on with 

the remaining steps.
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Think of all the instances where this belief 
worked against you, either kept you away from 
taking action towards something you wanted, 
or negatively affected you emotionally and thus 
affected other areas of your life – relationships, 
health, etc. How has this belief hurt me in the 
past? Write it down.

Change happens when we take action, and pain 
can be an effective motivator to catapult and 
accelerate our desire for change. When we’ve 
experienced enough pain, we will want change 
and will take action to make it happen.

Now, close your eyes and experience the pain 
you felt as a result of this belief. Visualize, hear, 
and feel the emotions of that moment. Make it as 
real as possible.

3. 
How Has 

This Belief 

Worked
Against 

You?
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Dig deep into memories from your past – 
childhood, teenage years, early twenties or even 
last year – what instance or instances brought 
you to this conclusion? Be specific and write 
them down using as many words as needed to 
describe them.

Tip: it helps to close your eyes, and repeat the 
belief statement out loud. This triggers emotions 
that will assist in locating the events that 
contributed to its formation.

For example,
For the belief, I am a bad writer, I recalled an 
instance when a high school English teacher told 
me that my paper was poorly done.

4. 
Find the 

Source
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I believed this, because that was how I 
had interpreted the situation. I attached 
that meaning to the scenario. I had chosen 
that perspective out of the many possible 
perspectives that could have explained the 
situation. But at the time, I chose one, and 
attached myself to it.

Nothing has any meaning, unless we give it a 
meaning. The only power we can give to any 
external event or scenario, is the power we 
allow it to have on us.

Now, brainstorm for other perspectives that 
could also explain the external event you 
identified. It may be helpful to pretend you 
are other people, viewing the situation from 
multiple angles. In my example above, where 
I had concluded that, “I am a bad writer”, here 
are some alternative perspectives that may 
equally explain the situation:

Close your eyes and visualize the scene 
from step 4, except, view it from these new 
alternative perspectives. See that you are 
free to choose the meaning you give to the 
external event.

Now repeat your original belief statement 
verbally and examine how you feel. Do you 
now feel that your emotional reaction to the 
statement is reduced or non-existent?

5. 
alternative

Meanings
The external event you 

identified in step 4 wasn’t 
necessarily responsible, on 

its own, for the formation of 
your belief statement. For 
example, just because my 

high school English teacher 
expressed dissatisfaction 

with one paper from 
a class 15 years ago, didn’t 
mean that I had to invent 

the belief that, 
“I am a bad writer”.
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Step  A
Close your eyes and once again visualize the scene you 
found in step 4 (a situation that contributed towards 
you forming this belief). Now imagine that this image 
in your mind has gone dim, as if someone turned off a 
light or two in the scene. Now visualise that the image 
is moving away from you, as if contained in a box that 
is being pulled away from you.

As the image moves away, see that it also becomes 
blurry. Continue to imagine the image shrinking until it 
disappears and all you are left with is darkness. Now, 
take a nice deep and long inhale, causing an audible 
exhale, making an –ahhhhhhh sound.

Step  B
Open your eyes. Now write down a statement that has 
the opposite meaning from your belief statement. For 
example, I am a great writer, I deserve good things, I 
am a good person, etc.

Step C
Close your eyes, and see yourself living with this 
statement you just constructed. 

Imagine yourself as a great writer, typing away at your 
desk. See yourself walking around on a beautiful day 
knowing that you are a good and deserving person.

Look around at the details of this scene. What do you 
see around you? What do you hear? Touch something in 
your environment. How do you feel? Feel the emotions 
of that moment. Feel the joy bursting from your being. 
You are smiling. Now make this image slightly brighter, 
as if someone had shined extra light onto the scene. 
Continue to imagine this scene until you are satisfied

6.
Removing 

Eliminating 

Beliefs
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How do you feel now? Try repeating your original statement. Does it still bother you 
in the same way? Repeat the process if you still feel an emotional reaction towards it.

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

STEP 5:

STEP 6:
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INITIALLY
There will be a checklist for you to complete. 
It will include things like: completing the goal 
setting section of the book, taking your ‘before 
photos’ and other assessments, clearing out 
your cupboard, downloading and writing out 
your shopping list etc.

WEEKLY
There will be a checklist for you to fill out on 
a Sunday night/ Monday morning. Which will 
include things like: completing your weekly 
food shop and meal prep, did you complete 
the weekend challenge, a grateful log and how 
many sessions you attended the last 7 days 
and how many you will commit to attending 
for the week ahead.

DAILY
Post a screenshot of an overview of your 
calories and also your macros (macronutrient 
breakdown). 

You will post these in your private Facebook 
chat groups which you will be put into for 
the 28 challenge. This will especially include 
weekends.

The more you share with the group, the more 
accountability you have with others, and the 
more you will engage in the process.

Refer to the ‘Success Tracking Checklists’ 
found in your downloads section.

Accountability 
Tasks To 

Keep You 

On    Track
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28   DAY   FITNESS
Challenge Checklist
Initial Checklist

1 Read the READ ME FIRST Document – 

Getting Started Guide

2  Read and complete Mindset Manifesto 

3 Write your Affirmations

4 Complete Goal Setting

5 Read Success manual

6 Complete all baseline measurements

7 Read Nutrition Journal

8 Empty out your cupboards

9 Read Training Manual

10 Print out Checklists and compliance grid

11 Go Shopping

12 Prepare to dominate

LET’s GO!

Tick when completed



         

GOAL SETTING GUIDE

DAN REMON B. HMSC

FITNESS 
CHALLENGE28 DAY 



Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Goal Setting Guide

Daniel
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Name: Age: 

Step #1:
Get READY!
1. What do you WANT in life, but don’t have?

These are things that make you happy on a deeper level, not just give you pleasure
or make you feel better in the short-term.

2. What do you HAVE in life, but don’t want?
These are the things that cloud your mind, take up time, aren’t supporting you or
add stress without a sense of reward.

What’s most important to you in life?  My Top 3 Priorities are:

1. 

2. 

3.  

Where do you want to be in 10 years?
It’s about you 10 years from now. Think about the big picture - where do you want to 
be? How do you want to look? How do you want to feel? Be realistic but also inspired. 
Think POSSIBILITY not probability. Take a moment to really visualize what will your 
life (personally and professionally) look, feel, and be like.
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SMARTer 
GOALS

Want to learn the 
DIFFERENCE 

between achieving 
and not achieving your 

goals? Make sure you 
spend the time investing 

in your SMARTer 
goal plan. This is the 

DIFFERENCE.

I have redeveloped the traditional SMART 

goal plan to make it even more effective. 

This is the only SMARTer Goal System you 

need to give you a precise, detailed, and 

effective goal plan.

S SPECIFIC

M MEASUREABLE

A ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

R RESOURCES REQUIRED

T TIME FRAME

E EVALUATE

R REVIEW OR REPEAT
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SMARTer 
GOALS

SPECIFIC – 
Be laser 

targeted 
       with your goal

MEASUREABLE – 
How will you be able to measure your 
success?

ACTIONS NEEDED
The Specific actions you need to take.

1.  

2.  

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.



RESOURCES REQUIRED

Support, gyms, motivation, post it notes, 

dream body pic etc.?

TIME FRAME

Keep it specific to this program. You can elaborate in Phase 2

EVALUATE

Evaluate often. Weekly, monthly, quarterly

REVIEW OR REPEAT

if you are on track and achieving, REPEAT. If you are not achieving 

the desired outcome, modify your plan and implement.
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Step #2:
Get READY!

A. If you did nothing else, what 3 things would make this program an
absolute SUCCESS?

1.

2.

3.

B. What outcome are you looking for? WHY do you want it? What are
the BENEFITS?

1.

2.

3.

C. WHEN will you achieve it by?
A date to aim for & inspire you, not beat yourself up with

1.

2.

3.

D. HOW will you know you’ve achieved your goal? What and how can
you measure it?

1.

2.

3.
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Who’s on my TEAM?
(My Help & Support: Friends, Family, Fitness Buddies, Co-Workers, etc.)

1. HOW can they help?   

2. HOW can they help?   

3. HOW can they help? 

Success Accelerators 
What can I start doing or stop doing, do more or do less that will help me achieve 
my goals faster?

1.  

2.  

3.   

Smashing Obstacles 
What could get in the way? From previous experience what do you need to change?

1.  

2.  

3.   

What is DIFFERENCE that will make the DIFFERENCE?

1.  

2.  

3.   
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Goal Setting – My Personal Goals

Step #4:
On-Target Checks
If you were to score yourself from 1 to 10 on how likely you will be to 
achieve your goals, what would it be?  / 10

* When your score is an 8 or more – Congrats! You have a plan!

* If your score is LESS than an 8, ask yourself what obstacles will get
in your way from achieving your goals. List them out and then create a
plan on how to overcome those obstacles!

Signed and dated: 

Date:   

I am committed 
to achieving 

these goals in 
the next 

28 days!





Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Measurement Guide

Daniel
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What gets measured gets improved. It’s amazing 
really, your pre-assessment is pretty standard in 
most gyms, and it has been for as long as I have 
been in the industry. However, the question is, how 
many trainers, coaches, gyms and health clubs 
actively follow up with you monthly or quarterly to 
help track the results of your progress?

I can’t tell you exactly, but I can tell you not many. So 
this is another difference between my program and 
what you have probably experienced elsewhere. 
And this is a key factor for success.

Measuring your baselines, your starting point, 
through as many different elements as possible, 
will be the constant motivating force for you in the 
weeks, months and years to come.

I am going to walk you through, step by step, each 
element that I have found to be an effective tool 
when working with the thousands clients I have 
been privileged to work with with over the years.

And I guarantee it will help you too.

In addition, just think for a moment. Any goal, 
whether it is related to health, weight management, 
or business, requires a goal – and therefore requires 
MEASUREMENT, so you’ll know if you have reached 
your goal. And not just goals, specific goals. So 
without knowing where you are at today, how will 
you know if you are heading in the right direction or 
doing what you NEED to do to achieve your desired 
outcome. So, this is an area we cover at the very 

beginning of the 28 Day Fitness Challenge.

What  gets 
measured  

gets  improved.
It’s amazing really, your 

pre-assessment is pretty 
standard in most gyms, and 

it has been for as long as I 
have been in the industry. 
However, the question is, 

how many trainers, coaches, 
gyms and health clubs 

actively follow up with you 
monthly or quarterly to help 

track the results of your 
progress?
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It’s amazing really, your pre assessment is pretty 
standard in most gyms, has been for as long as I 
have been in the industry. However, the question is, 
how many trainers, coaches, gyms and health clubs 
actively follow up with you monthly or quarterly to 
track the results of your hard work?

I can’t tell you exactly, but I can tell you not many. So 
this is another difference from my program and what 
you have probably experienced elsewhere. And this 

is a key factor to 
your success.

Measuring your 
baselines, you 
starting point, 
through as many 
different elements 
as possible will 
be your constant 
motivating force in 
the weeks, months 
and years to come.

I am going to walk you through step by step, each 
element that I found to be an effective tool with the 
thousands of clients I have been privileged to with 
over the years, plus more.

And I guarantee it will help you too.

the  more  
you  measure, 

the  more   
results  you  

achieve.
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The    Key    Measurements 
We Want Great Results on

1. Weight

2. Circumferences

3. Body fat %

4. Photos

5. Clothes

6. Basic Fitness

7. Energy

8. Happiness
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Most programs that you have might have checked out or 
possibly tried tend to focus solely on weight loss as their 
primary measurement.

That’s another point why the 28 Day Fitness Challenge is different. We want to 
provide you with the feedback on your overall success as a person trying to improve 
their life in every way possible.

So we have included the 3 easiest and most effective performance tests you can do 
without equipment that will track your progress and show you just how much you 
have improved over the coming 28 days. You can also use this to measure and track 
your continuing success and increasing fitne s levels for years to come.

It might be a little different from the standard tests out there, and I have tweaked 
them to give people of all levels the ability to see significant change, not just the 
elite body building/weight lifting professionals, but every single person that joins our 
programs.

1. Weight:
Some will say scales are measuring your 
weight is a waste of time, as it doesn’t 
reflect the amount of actual fat loss 
achieved. But here’s the thing. You need 
to track as many elements as possible, 
and if you want to lose weight, then the 
scales need to change.

The scales DO NOT LIE!

Do keep in mind though that just because your 
scales haven’t dropped doesn’t mean that you 
haven’t lost fat. Check out the video where 
I explain why this is. So, End of story, WEIGH 
YOURSELF.
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2. Circumferences:
Weigh yourself on your scales. Record your result in your assessment 
form. Make sure to post your results on the FB Group page

Take your tape measure and measure 3 points:

The scales DO NOT LIE!

Do keep in mind though that just because your scales haven’t dropped doesn’t mean 
that you haven’t lost fat. Check out the video where I explain why this is. So, End of 
story, WEIGH YOURSELF.

Waist. This is the smallest circumference in your midline. Make sure it is the
SMALLEST circumference in your midline. Yes I did say that twice! IT’s very important 
to stay consistent. It doesn’t matter how high or low you think your waist actually is, 
this is your Anatomical Waist Line (as are the other measurements).

Abdominal. This is simply the level of your belly button. Stand side on to a mirror
to ensure the tape measure is parallel and even.

Hips. This is the LARGEST circumference around your butt and thighs. Likewise,
make sure the tape measure remains even.

Thighs: This one is optional. Measure the distance between your hip bone and the
top of your knee cap. Divide by 2 and measure that EXACT point. This also helps to 
make accurate post measurements in the future.
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3. Body Fat %:
Measuring body fat is optional, but recommended. Your options for 
measuring body fat % vary. From detailed skin folds to easy to access 
Bio Electric Impedance Analysis or BIA - like the standing scales and 
hand held devices.

Measuring body fat is optional, 
but recommended. Your 
options for measuring body fat 
% vary. From detailed skin folds 
to easy to access Bio Electric 
Impedance Analysis or BIA - 
like the standing scales and 
hand held devices.

There are some limited errors 
with these options as the device 
sends a low frequency current 
through your body that has a 
resistance to adipose, or fat.

And the reason these BIA 
devices provide some strange 
or inaccurate readings is mainly 
because of water and your 
hydration levels.

So you have them, use them, but keep in mind results may fluctuate. I’ll put a video 
on this topic in the platinum members section if you decide to join us for higher-level 
results coaching 
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Name: Age: 

Start Date End Date     Total Change

Waist (small)

Abdominal (bb)

Hips

Thigh

Body Fat %

Weight Tracking:
Date: Day #1       Day #7      Day #14      Day #21       Day #28

Weight

Total Weight Lost: 

Total Body Fat % Lost:

Total mm Lost: 

“Success    is   the   sum   of
 small    efforts,  repeated   
day   in   an  d day   out”
~ Robert  J.  Collier
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4. photo:
I love this part. Even for clients who are a little hesitant to take photos, 
mainly because of the fear and reality of looking at themselves is 
overwhelming. But even if the reality sucks, it will give you more 
motivation to take action now. If you feel unhappy with your body when 
you see yourself, it will enhance your motivation to to keep going and 
stick to your goals and the plan.

Here are your steps for taking your pre and post photos.

1. Choose the same location for pre and post photos
2. If possible the same lighting also

3. Even better, get your friend or partner to take the photos for you. Much better 
than a selfie pic in the mirror! :)

4. Take photos fro all 3 angles (Front, side and back)

5. Make sure they are not blurred and are clear and accurate.
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6. performance    measures:
Option 1:  Isometric Squat
The isometric squat is a safe and easy way to assess your lower body strength.

1. Stand against a solid wall, with your knees at 90 degrees. If you are just starting out, 
you can stand higher – just make sure you remember the height of your butt, or the 
angle of your knees so you can reproduce the same position at the end of your 28 
days.

2. Start your timer, and hold your position for as long as possible.

3. Stop the timer when you can no longer hold the position and record your result.

Option 2:  2 Minute Squats
Perform as many squats as you can in 2 minutes.

Notes:

• Hips must drop below the knee reach full extension at the top. Scaling:

• Use a bench and perform as many as you can in 2 minutes

1. Start in a full extended, tall standing position.

2. Start your timer, and perform as many fully body squats as possible in 

 2 minutes.

3. Record your result.

You can stop to rest at any time, and resume until the end of your 2 minutes.



Option 3:  2 Minute Push Up
1. Do as many push-ups as possible in 2 minutes.

2. Hand release at the bottom (chest touching the floor with hands off the floor)

3. Full extension of arms at the top of the range

Scaling:
Push-ups on your knees or a bench / chair / table.

Note on performance tests: 

Make sure you repeat the same scaling option for pre and post testing protocols to 

ensure consistency.

1. Get in position – either on your toes or your knees if using the scaled version.

2. Start your timer, and perform as many push-ups as possible in the designated 2

minutes.

3. Stop the timer when you can no longer hold the position.

Pre Post Total Change

Iso Squat

Squat test

Push Up
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energy and   happiness:
This is by far one of my favorite ways to measure less tangible forms of success. We 

have included a daily checklist in your fitne s and nutrition-tracking journal for you 

to track your energy and happiness. Your level of confiden e, sleep and energy levels 

are crucial to your long-term success.

If you can see you are happier and have more energy, you will look at the overall 

success of your engagement in this program. This will lead to long-term lifestyle 

change and success for you.
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Disclaimer

Here’s all the fun legal stuff my lawyer says I have to put in here. This program is for 
information purposes only. The information presented herein is in no way intended as 
medical advice or to serve as a substitute for medical counseling. Rather, as nutritional 
and exercise guide this is intended only to supplement, not replace, medical care or 
advice as part of a healthful lifestyle.

As such, the information should be used in conjunction with the guidance and care 
of your physician. You must consult your physician before beginning this program 
as you would with any exercise program. If you choose not to obtain the consent of 
your physician and/or work with your physician throughout the duration of your time 
using this product from 28 Day Fitness Challenge, you are agreeing to accept full 
responsibility for your actions.

By using the nutritional guidance and exercise strategies contained herein, you 
recognize that despite all precautions on the part of me or other staff or trainers of 
the 28 Day Fitness Challenge, there are are risks of injury or illness which can occur 
with any program and you assume such risks and waive, relinquish and release any 
claim which you may have against 28 Day Fitness Challenge or other staff or trainers 
of 28 Day Fitness Challenge or its affil tes as a result of any future physical injury 
or illness incurred in connection with, or as a result of, the use or misuse of this 
nutritional guide and exercise program for personal use.

*IMPORTANT: This program is copyrighted and to copy, share, or reproduce is in
violation of the law and prosecution will be enforced.
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Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY
Fitness 

Challenge!

I’m VERY excited to have you as a part 
of this challenge! For many, it has been 
completely life altering, bringing people 
to a level of joy and fitne s they never 
thought possible. 

The next four weeks are going to be a 
life changing, challenging, and fulfilling
journey filled with n w experiences and 
self-discovery.  You will try to reach 
your personal best, and trying is what 
matters. 

This challenge was created to help you 
reach your goals with intention.

By following this plan, you will boost 
your metabolism, eliminate sugar 
cravings, & rid your body of unwanted 
fat! I guarantee that if you follow the 
plan, you will achieve results, regardless 
of your previous attempts at improving 
your fitne s, your body, and your 
life, and regardless of your current 
challenges and stressors.

Daniel
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The benefits of this eating strategy stretch far beyond 
fat loss, however.  

You’ll be eating a LOT of delicious recipes that 
are loaded with energy-boosting, nutritious, and 
healing properties. They are highly original recipes 
with surprising ingredients I learned about from my 
mother, chefs that specialize in healthy cuisine, and 
nutritionists with culinary talents.

Here’s a quick snapshot of some of the other 

benefits. his program works to   

D Naturally balance blood sugar and helps eliminate 

cravings

D Support hormone production and rebalancing 

D Improve brain health and help protect against 

dementia and other disorders

D Improve memory and clear brain fog

D Improves digestion

D Increase energy levels

D Improve hormonal balance and fertility in men and 

women

D Improve quality of sleep

D Decrease anxiety and mood swings

I’m very excited and grateful to be a part of 
your journey to better health and fitness. 

I’m here to help and answer any questions, no matter 
how big or small.  

I want you to have the BEST possible experience and 
get the BEST possible results, so please reach out if 
you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks again for trusting in us and joining us for the 
next four weeks.

Sincerely,

Daniel

The key to your 
success with me is your 

accountability to the 
process, just follow the 

plan, apply the tips, 
strategies and guidelines 
and you will be on a path 

to success that ends in 
a healthier, leaner, more 

sculpted, peppy, energized, 
motivated, and happier 
you! And your success 

and joy at achieving your 
personal best will fl w 
into every area of your 

life, improving your focus, 
your motivation, and your 
quality of life overall. And, 

of course, there are all 
kinds of benefits or your 

romantic life when you 
feel more confident and

attractive.  
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Let’s    Get 
Started! 

First…
the Basics

Over the next 28-days, you’ll be eating a real, 
whole-foods based meal plan.  If it comes out 
of a box, you’re probably not going to find it on 
the grocery list.  

Great nutrition is the foundation of great results. 
Your main focus is going to be on eating high-
quality protein, healthy fat, nutrient-dense 
greens, and real fruits and vegetables.   

Processed foods laden with chemicals, artificial 
colorings and preservatives are NOT on this 
plan. 

Other things you won’t find here: added 
sugars like high fructose corn syrup, 
inflammation-causing grains (like white bread 
or other baked goods), and most dairy.  

That’s why the overall goal of this challenge 

is to feed your body with nutrient-rich foods 

to help reduce inflamm tion so your body can 

heal and restore itself.   

Inflammation 
is the root 

of all 
disease 

in the body.  
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As  your   body
 begins  to

 balance   out,
you’ll notice 

increased energy, 
better quality 

of sleep, better 
digestion, and 

increased fat loss. 

I am VERY excited about the next 28-days, 
because what you will be learning can literally 
change the rest of your life.  

Before we move on any further, I have ONE thing I 
need you to do. It’s for you really, not for me, but I 
know this is a powerful tool, one that will enhance 
your commitment and the add accountability, both 
of which will help you fully dedicate yourself to 
really throwing yourself into the 28 Day Challenge. 

It’s your pledge. Your commitment to me . . . and, 
more importantly, to yourself. 

Print, read and sign your oath to success on the 
next page.

Also, be accountable to others. Enhance your 
commitment to this challenge by choosing a friend 
that you know will support you during the next few 
weeks, or better still, a friend who is also joining on 
this 28 day journey. The more friends and people 
you have in your team, the stronger your bonds, 
your support for each other, and your ultimate 
results beyond the 28 days of this program.
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My 
Pledge

I acknowledge 
and accept the 

responsibility 
of making a 

commitment to 
this program as it is 

presented to me. I 
am aware that there 
may be challenges, 

but my commitment 
is to do my very 

BEST!

It is my responsibility to inform my fitne s 
advisors and coaches of any pre-existing medical 
conditions.  This information will be kept strictly 
confidential

My fir t goal requires only a 28 day commitment. 
Nothing should interfere with my progress.  I am 
totally 100% committed to the process over the 
next 28 days.

However, if such an event is foreseeable, my 
counselors, fitne s advisors, and/or personal 
trainers, and I will schedule alternative dates for 
follow-up appointments.

I understand all guarantees are forfeited if I:

Ultimately, I am responsible for my own results. 
To be successful, I must dedicate myself to the 
following goals:

List 3 short-term goals:

1

2

3

List 3 long-term goals:

1

2

3
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 Commit 
to the 

following 
steps:

1. Review your goals on a regular basis. Make your
list of goals accessible, so that you can review it
on a regular basis. Frequent reminders will help
keep you on track.

2. As you achieve your goals, return to your list
and update the entire set of goals.

Signature Date

Support Team Signature      Date
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Nutrition 
Success
Lets Keep 

This 
Simple!!!

The media and the health industry has complicated 
everything to do with Nutrition.

This guide is all about simplicity. And what has 

worked best for my clients over the years is basic, 

simple instructions. Follow these steps, without 

exception, and you will achieve your goals.

There will be no questions. There will be no 

uncertainty. There will be no confusion. These 

powerful Nutrition hacks are the KEY to all nutrition. 

Don’t be concerned though, we have added a more 

detailed guideline with loads of recipes if you need 

the extra structure. I do strongly recommend you 

to just follow the below steps. Sooner or later, this 

WILL be how you eat. Because a. you’ll love the 

way you feel, b. you’ll love the way you look, and c. 

you’ll love the weight and fat loss, and d. you’ll love 

the food. And, believe me, like all my thousands 

of clients, you will thank me for it too. The eating 

strategies typify simplicity at its best.

Simply put, your diet should be based on lean 

animal protein, fresh vegetables (green leafy and 

colorful), some fruit, healthy sources of fat, limited 

number of complex carbohydrates, and no added 

sugars.
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The number one way to meet your nutritional needs is 

to consume a diet rich in whole foods. For this reason, 

you want to consume foods that have a high net gain 

– that means foods easily digested and utilized by your

body. The foundation of your nutritional intake should

be fib ous vegetables, fruits, seeds, cold-pressed oils,

nuts, and other healthy fats.

Because you do not burn the same amount of calories 

every day, consider changing your food intake based 

on your activity level for the day. On days that you are 

not training, or exercise at a low intensity you will not 

need to consume as many calories or carbohydrates as 

you would on a heavy training day. 

On recovery or low activity days limit the amount 

of grains and starches opting instead for lean 

proteins, vegetables, and fruit. Simple, fast-digesting 

carbohydrates will also play a less critical role, as you 

will want to consume medium glycemic fruits like pears, 

apples, and berries.
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Here are 
Simple

Nutrition 
Guidelines:

1. Eat Natural whole foods
That means it must come in its natural form. No
bags, no boxes, no labels. It really is as simple as
that.

2. Eat When you’re hungry
Within reason. This doesn’t mean starve yourself.
It simply means that your metabolism will kick
in overtime with increase training intensity and
consistency. The hunger you feel now, is probably
emotional, so be aware of triggers that trick you
into thinking you’re hungry, wanting to devour an
entire Donut shop, or feast on fats and high sugar
foods. It’s a trap.

3. Eat Slowly
Chewing your food slowly helps kick start the
digestive process as well as give you time to enjoy
the fl vors of your food so you enjoy the ritual
more than just throwing it down your hatch. Eating
slowly also increases the time it takes to finish your
meals, allowing for your brain to recognize you are
full, so you’re not feeling deprived and wanting
more unnecessarily.

4. Eat Less, 2 days per Week
Now this is a more advance strategy that is linked
directly to intermittent fasting, which continues
to be supported through studies and science to
increase longevity, reduce body fat, and repair your
cells and DNA. Don’t take my word for it, do your
own research, or keep an eye out for the Strategic
Fasting program, Eat Less, Move More. Make these
on your LIT days especially.

5. Cut out SUGAR!
This really is self-explanatory. I elaborate more on
sugar in the following pages.
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Master 
Your 

Nutrition
You can’t 

out-train poor 
nutrition. What 

you need is 
captured in 

one word, 
willpower. 

80% of the time you need to eat real food and real 
healthy food: lean meat, veggies, fruit, nuts and 
seeds. Do not eat foods that come out of a box or 
bag and that means 

No grains! 
No bread!  (I know this is hard but it’s a must)

No sugar! 

No starch!

Powerful Protein

“When life gives 
you lemons, ask for 
something higher 
in protein.” – Anonymous

Simply put, we wouldn’t exist without protein.  
Protein plays a lead role in nearly every function in 
your body.   

Simply put, we wouldn’t exist without protein.  
Protein plays a lead role in nearly every function in 
your body.   
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Not only that, eating the right amount of 
protein will help to boost your metabolism 

and keep your weight in check. 
AND….protein can also help you avoid 
gaining unwanted weight in the fir t 
place.  This is because when you’re eating 
enough protein, you’ll feel more full for a 
longer period of time, and have less of an 
urge to eat junk food.  

In fact, studies have shown that when 
women eat around 30% of their diet from 
protein, they eat 441 fewer calories per 
day.  

For this challenge, you’ll be eating about 
30% of your calories from protein – which 
is ideal for fat-loss and maintaining lean 
muscle mass.  

You’ll be eating high-quality proteins like 
grass-fed meats, wild fish, and free-range 
poultry. If you’re thinking that eating like 
this may start to get expensive…. it really 
doesn’t have to!  

A lot of times you can find items on sale—
just buy in bulk and freeze them!  Also, make sure you check out local farms and 
farmer’s markets.  

Most of the time, you’ll be able to get a much better deal because you’re buying direct 
from the source.  Not only that, but it’s always great to support our local community 
:) Make sure to read the “Personalizing Your Plan” section in this manual for details on 
how to adjust these numbers based on your individual needs. 
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The     Not
-So-Sweet

Truth  
About

 Sugar... 
Added sugars 

(that don’t occur 
naturally in the 

foods you are eating) 

can be absolutely 
detrimental to 

your health.

We’ve already talked about how inflamm tion is 
the root of all disease in the body…

I’m taking about diseases like cancer, diabetes, 
Alzheimer’s, digestive disorders, arthritis, and the 
list goes on and on. 

Consuming a high amount of refined sugars is a 
LEADING cause of inflamm tion in your body.  

Did you know that soda and other sugary drinks 
are the #1 source of calories in the American diet!?  

Here are a few not-so-sweet facts 
about sugar: 
• Sugar promotes inflamm tion in the body – the

root cause of disease.

• Large amounts of sugar will suppress your
immune system.  (Imagine how your immune
systems suffers if you’re eating processed sugars
every meal.)

• Sugar suppresses the release of HGH (Human
Growth Hormone) in the body.

• Sugars will raise your insulin levels, which over
time can lead to a whole host of diseases.

• Sugars have a massive negative effect on
energy levels throughout the day.

• Sugar negatively impacts your hormones
(leading to fat storage) and your ability to deal
with stress.

Artificial sugars like Splenda and Aspartame are 
no better for you, either.  They have been proven 
to have countless negative effects in your body 
and, especially, your brain.  

Sugar in itself is NOT bad.  In fact, we need a certain 
amount of it to even survive and be able to think 
straight.  



The problem really stems from the quick rise in our blood sugar levels when we 
consume large amounts sugar on a regular basis.  

When you eat healthy carbs, like a sweet potato or an apple, you’re also eating the 
fiber that comes along with it.  Digestion is slowed down, so even though you’re 
eating sugar, your blood sugar levels do not raise as fast.  Your body can easily 
handle it.  

If you drink a Coke, there’s no fiber or anything to slow down the digestive process, 
and your blood sugar levels spike to unnatural highs.  

So,for this challenge, we’re going to keep it close to nature.  

We’re going to stay away from ALL white and 
refined suga , high-fructose corn syrup, and 

artificial sweeteners.  
Acceptable substitutes (in moderation, of course) are raw coconut palm sugar, raw 
local honey, dates, and Green Leaf Stevia. 

The fir t three are slow to raise your blood sugar levels, so they’re ok in small amounts.  
Green Leaf Stevia is a much less processed form of Stevia and does not have an 
impact on your blood sugar levels.  It has been around for centuries.  It’s about 30-40 
times sweeter than regular sugar… so make sure you only use the smallest amount!  

Remember- this is a LIFESTYLE approach, not a fad diet.  I don’t want you feeling 
deprived in any way- so it’s all about finding healthier alternatives to what you’re 
already eating! :)
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10 Foods that get you LEAN 

10 Foods that Maximized Fat Loss, Increased your
Metabolism, and build Musle

CAYENNE PEPPER
Benefits Helps the body production of heat, increased lipid oxidation; burning fat for 
energy. Also decreases appettite and slows the growth of fat cells. 

CINNAMON
Benefits Adding this spice to your coffee, tea or snacks adds flavors and has been 
found to lower blood sugar levels. 

GINGER
Benefits Known to be a metabolic activator increasing metabolic function, suppressing 
the appetite, and helping improve digestion and even relieve an upset stomach.

CITRUS FRUITS
Benefits: Vitamin C oxidizes body fat, increasing the use of fat for energy. 

BERRIES AND APPLES
Benefits: Packed with pectin, quercetin, vitamin C and malic acid these fruits regulate 
energy levels and because they are water based and high in fiber they help satisfy your 
appetite.

WILD SALMON
Benefits: Fresh, wild salmon, not farmed raised, contain essential fatty acids or EFAs a 
key nutrient for overall healthy. 

GARLIC
Benefits: Enhances thermogenic properties; your body’s ability to burn fat. Garlic has also 
benn linked to lower blood sugar levels. 

GREEN TEA
Benefits: EGCG, a chemical in green tea revs up the heart, metabolism, and fat burning 
abilities. Catechins, the powerful antioxidants found in green tea, are know to increase 
metabolism.

RAW ALMONDS
Benefits: Build muscle, keep you full, and stay healthy with protein, fibe , vitamin E and 
magnesium in raw almonds. 

EGGS
Benefits: Full of vitamin B12, protein, and animo acids eggs help build muscle and burn 
fat. 
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The 
Skinny 

  on     F at...
We hear it all the time—
fat is BAD for you!  Drink 

skim milk instead of 
whole.  Get fat-free 

yogurt instead of 
full-fat.  Have an 

egg white omelet.  
Trim the fat off your meat 

and remove 
the skin before 

you eat it! 

But is this really the best advice?  Here are the real 
facts about fat…  

It’s important to understand that eating fat does 
not make us fat.

If you’re looking for the shady criminal to blame—
look no further than the processed carbs, sugar, and 
HFCS that find their way into almost everything we 
eat. 

Plain and simple: eating SUGAR 
makes us fat.  

Now it’s definitely important to not overeat on your 
healthy fats, as too much of anything will have an 
impact on your waistline. 

Please keep in mind that the key word is healthy 
fats. 

Healthy fats include things like coconut oil, olive oil, 
avocado, nuts and seeds, grass-fed butter and ghee, 
animal fats (duck, beef, pork), Omega 3’s (found in 
fish), etc.  

The “bad” kinds of fat you want to stay away from 
are trans fats.  

Most trans fats that people eat have been cooked 
up in a laboratory kitchen where scientists 
“hydrogenate” certain oils so they have a longer 
shelf life. 

Trans fats are found in a LOT of packaged foods—like 
baked goods, donuts, pie crusts, cookies, crackers, 
margarine, and a lot of fried foods. 

Basically look at your labels. And if you see anything 
labeled “partially hydrogenated” or “hydrogenated” 
get rid of it fast.  
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In addition to trans fats, you also want to stay away from refined oils that tend to 
be high in Omega 6’s (which throw off the ideal Omega-3 to Omega-6 balance) like 
peanut oil, canola oil, vegetable oil, soybean oil, and corn oil.  

Not that you know what kinds of fat NOT to eat, let’s talk about why the right kinds 
of fat are GREAT for your body.  

Healthy fats are incredible for your body. 
They are important for:
• Making hormones

• Supporting brain health

• Boosting energy levels

• Supporting your thyroid

• Strengthening your bones

• Strengthening your immune system

• Reducing your risk for Cancer

• And the list goes on…. 

If you’re thinking that eating more healthy fats will increase your cholesterol and put 
you at an increased risk for heart disease, get ready for these facts:

• There is NO significant evidence that dietary saturated fats are associated with an
increased risk for heart disease. (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20071648)

• “No study to date has adequately shown any significant link between dietary and
serum cholesterol levels or any significant causative link between cholesterol and
actual heart disease” – Nora Gedgaudas, Primal Body Primal Mind (pg. 80)

• About half of the people admitted to hospitals with heart disease have normal
cholesterol levels.

AND….in 2015, the DGAC (Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee) has recommended 
that limitations on dietary cholesterol be removed from their guidelines.

forbes.com/sites/larryhusten/2015/02/10/new-us-guidelines-will-lift-limits-on-
dietary-cholesterol/  

You’ll be blown away by what learn from us about the real science that literally 
explodes the myths that society has perpetuated about nutrition. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20071648
http://forbes.com/sites/larryhusten/2015/02/10/new-us-guidelines-will-lift-limits-on-dietary-cholesterol/  
http://forbes.com/sites/larryhusten/2015/02/10/new-us-guidelines-will-lift-limits-on-dietary-cholesterol/  
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How
 much   

Water 
should I 

drink?
“If there is magic on 

this planet, it is 
contained in water”

– Lauren Eisely 

Staying hydrated is one of the BEST ways you can 
possibly take care of your body.  Water is essential 
for every single cell in our body to function at its 
highest level.  

Water helps increase your energy levels, promote 
weight loss, flush out toxins, improve the quality of 
your skin, improve digestion, can help relieve joint 
pain, and can even help relieve headaches!  

Your body is about 60% water… and just a small 2% 
decrease can significantly impair performance and 
the way you feel.

Your goal for this challenge is to stay hydrated and 
keep water with you everywhere!

Example:  Keep things simple. 1-2 liters per day. 
That’s just 4 x 500ml bottles. You can easily down 
that. Here are some additional tips.

Drink 2 glasses on waking up. Before you even 
clean your teeth.

Drink another 2 glasses before you leave the house

Drink another 2 glasses before lunch

Drink another 2 glasses before dinner.

AND
Have your water bottle on your desk, sipping often.

AND
Have your water bottle when you workout and 
drink as you need to.

With this simple approach, you will be able to 
maintain adequate hydration levels.
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Personalizing 

Your 
Plan.   

Men and women 
metabolize food 

differently.  Not only 
that, but our daily 

energy requirements 
vary quite 

substantially.  

To help you get the BEST results, you’ll need to 
adjust your meal plan according to what your body 
needs.  

Protein Serving Sizes for Men & Women

Women: 6 glasses 
Men: 6-8 glasses

Starchy Carbohydrate Considerations

Women: keep plan as is
Men: ADD ½ cup of carbs when it calls for it in the 
meal plan at each serving (this includes items like 
sweet potato, quinoa, etc. (see Swap Guide for the 
complete list.)

Healthy Fat Considerations

Women: keep plan as is
Men: ADD about 3 Tbsp. or ¼ cup PER DAY to the 
plan

If you need help with this, simply reach out.  My 
goal is to make this plan as simple as possible to 
follow, so if you have any questions, just let me 
know!
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Modify   
Your   

Food    
Intake   
based on 

Your Activity 
level

Because you do not burn the same amount of 
calories every day, consider changing your food 
intake based on your activity level for the day. On 
days that you are not training, or exercise at a low 
intensity, you will not need to consume as many 
calories or carbohydrates as you would on a heavy 
training day. 

On recovery or low activity days, limit the amount 
of grains and starches opting instead for lean 
proteins, vegetables, and fruit. Simple, fast-
digesting carbohydrates will also play a less critical 
role, as you will want to consume medium glycemic 
fruits like pears, apples, and berries.

And another rule of thumb, eat your complex carbs 
only on your strength training days and AFTER 
your workout. Not before.
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The First

2     Days    
of  Yo ur 

Challenge:

Your first two days are scheduled “reset 
days.”  These days are designed to reset your 
metabolism to allow your body to digest and 
process the foods you eat more easily and 
efficientl and to absorb all their nutrients and 
goodness.  

No pills, drugs, or juices… just lots of 
fresh vegetables, fruit, water and minimal protein.

Depending on what you’ve been eating lately, you 
may experience headaches and some fatigue 
in the beginning.  

Just make sure you drink plenty of water so 
you continue to flush out the toxins, and you’ll 

make it through.  After Wednesday, you should 
be feeling a renewed sense of energy! 

NO CAFFEINE is allowed on retox days, 
and please limit over-the-counter drugs like 
Advil or Tylenol.  All prescribed medications 

should still be taken. 
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Nutrition 
House 
Rules!

CAFFEINE
Caffeine is a stimulant that will increase your stress 
hormones.  When stress hormones go up, insulin also 
goes up.  Now, there are definitely benefits to drinking 
caffeine, so we just need to find a healthy balance.  

Limit caffeine to 5 servings per week MAX (and never 
after 1 pm.)  On days you have caffeine, make sure you 
drink an extra glass of water. 

***For creamer, use coconut milk.  No sugar unless it’s 
1 tsp. or less of coconut sugar or raw honey.  Organic 
coffee & green tea are your best options for caffeine. 

ALCOHOL, SUGARY JUICES & SODA
Liquid calories can add up FAST.  Not only that, 
they’re loaded with sugar that will spike your insulin.  
It places a heavy load on your body to detoxify from 
it (which it the exact opposite of what we’re trying to 
do during this challenge.)

For the next four weeks, you’ll be steering clear of 
anything other than water, the drink recipes in your 
meal plan, or an occasional coffee or green tea.  If 
you’re going to indulge on ”liquid calories” during 
your cheat meals, make sure it’s only 1-2 servings 
maximum per week.  

SLEEP TO PEAK
Over 40% of us suffer from chronic lack of sleep!  
Lack of sleep is associated with impaired memory, 
slowed speech, lack of ambition, and will lead to 
imbalanced hormones in your body causing weight 
gain and chronic fatigue.  During this challenge (and 
in general) aim for 6-8 hours of uninterrupted sleep.
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ALWAYS BE PREPARED
This goes for your pantry, too.  Keeping only 
healthy food allowed during the challenge 
around you is the main premise behind pretty 
much every program and challenge we run at 28 
Day Fitness Challenge. 

Being prepared will mean the difference between 
success and failure during this challenge!  Set 
yourself up for success by cleaning out your 
pantry from temptations and replacing them 
with healthy, delicious options. 

This will outline the fruits and 
vegetables that have the highest 
levels of pesticides, herbicides, 
and fungicides on them. Try to 
purchase as many organically 
grown foods as you can from the 
“clean” list.

The “Clean 15” is the list of foods 
that are likely to have fewer 
chemicals.  Other than this list, a 
good rule of thumb is to choose 
organic when you’re going to eat 
the skin such as grapes, pears, 
cucumbers, etc. 

GO ORGANIC AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE 
Below is EWG’s updated “Dirty Dozen List and Clean 15 List”.  

“If you keep 
good food 

in the 
fridge, 

you will eat 
good food.”

~ Errick McAdams.
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ONLY PURCHASE FOOD ON YOUR SHOPPING LIST:
Don’t fall into the trap of putting tempting items in your cart while you are at the 
store.  If this is something you struggle with, try eating a small apple before you go.  
This will defini ely help!  Also, always print out your grocery list before you go. 

DE-STRESS YOUR LIFE
It’s time to focus on YOU for the next four weeks.  Here’s a great rule of thumb to 
help: If it’s NOT going to help you grow, contribute, or reach your personal goals, then 
it’s probably wasting your time. 

All of that “extra stuff” = stress.  Stress increases cortisol in your body and that equals 
more body fat.   Not only that, it takes away the most valuable resource which we 
have, our time. Guard your time like your life depends on it, because it does.  

TOSS THE MARGARINE
Just get rid of it.  Margarine smells SO horrible after all of that processing that it 
needs to be chemically deodorized so people will be able to eat it.  It’s also processed 
with a petroleum solvent.  Toss it.  

MEASURE YOUR FOOD
Measuring is extra important if portion control is an issue for you.  When you start 
doing this regularly, you’ll soon be able to estimate the correct serving sizes just by 
looking at it.  This is a very eye-opening exercise!

GRASS-FED, ORGANIC & WILD
The living conditions (whether or not the animals were raised in congested feed lots, 
given antibiotics and hormones, what they are fed, etc.) all play a major role in the 
amount of nutrition that is passed along to us when we eat protein. 

I could write an entire chapter about the differences between grass-fed, organic, and 
wild practices versus conventionally raised and farmed practices.  It’s true that you’ll 
pay a little bit extra for the quality, but it is defini ely worth it in my opinion. 

Plus… you’ll be saving money during this challenge because you won’t have any food 
that goes to waste, so it will help balance out the cost.  
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How to 
Handle Your 

Treat 
Meals

In a nutshell, 
don’t do 
anything 

that you will 
regret. 

Treat meals are a way of not feeling deprived from 
any of your absolute favorite foods.  

They also have a positive impact on your hormone 
levels when they’re planned into your weekly 
schedule (like this challenge).

A great quote to remember is 

You do NOT want to ruin all of your hard work and 
preparation in a single treat meal.   

So, feel free to indulge a little bit… but make sure 
NOT to go overboard.

I’ll give you a very brief run down on WHY it’s ok to 
enjoy yourself, which is also why I don’t like to use 
the phrase “Cheat Meal”

“You will 
never out 

train a 
bad diet.” 
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Why Cheat Meals are a Lie. 
Here’s 3 reasons Why and What to do Instead.

Over my 20 years of experience in the health and fitne s industry one of the most 
important element is that I have focused on for clients to achieve their fat loss, 
performance and fitne s goals is nutrition.

Probably the most misunderstood component of health, the holy grail of results, and 
the most challenging element to not only understand but to master and implement 
is nutrition.

Above all else, the psychology of weight loss is the one of the biggest elements to 
overcome, and understanding nutrition is the only real way to help you achieve those 
weight loss goals.

To be successful in your weight loss endeavors, the words and imagery you use with 
yourself to change behaviors, to make better choices when it comes to nutrition, 
and to fuel your recovery is important—so think about the vocabulary you use and 
what you tell yourself. Limiting beliefs are trained and tight, embedded into our 
subconscious mind and therefore become truth.

One key factor in the failure of so many clients and people who wish to lose weight, 
is the negative association of exercise and food. I think one of the largest misnomers 
in the health and fitne s industry regarding nutrition is the Cheat meal.
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What exactly is the cheat meal?
Well for one, it automatically implies we are cheating. And here lies the problem.

Imagine this. 

You are 100% committed to achieving your health goals. You have invested time into 
your training, invested money in a trainer or membership, and invested in quality 
healthy food that’s going to help you achieve these goals. 

You’re doing everything right. Going to bed early, planning your schedule and your 
time, committing to the process. Building a positive mindset to stay in track and 
achieve, achieve, achieve. 

Yes, one day a week you are told you can cheat. “Cheat” meaning, take a short cut, 
do something you shouldn’t be doing. This goes against your morals, your values and 
your integrity. This is totally opposite to the direction you want to go. Your direction 
is sabotaged by a lie. A cheat meal. Even worse, you have been probably told that 
your cheat day is your reward.

This needs to change.

Let’s look at this from a different perspective that can empower you to better results, 
better compliance, and to reinforce a positive mindset and approach to your goals 
and lifestyle change.
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1. Eating for a lifestyle is the reality of life itself 

 Going out with friends, socializing, trying the latest new restaurants, celebrating 
birthdays, having a few drinks. THIS is life. So we need to ENJOY life – not feeling we 
are being deprived or cheating our way through it to accomplish a specific weight 
loss or fitness goals. Don’t punish yourself by calling it a cheat day, telling yourself 
you shouldn’t be doing it and it’s ‘against the rules.’ There are no rules. You are 
simply living life, enjoying life’s pleasures. It’s all part of your ‘strategy’ for total lifestyle 
balance and a strategy in your plan that works. 

2. Use more empowering words

 Given the above point, rather than consider this to be a cheat day, use more 
empowering words like normal day, eat for life day, your day off, refuel day, recharge 
day, or refeed day. These terms have more powerful, positive connations that yield 
positive results.

 Like with any other area in your life, success comes from a plan –a strategic plan to 
achieve a specific outcome. Whether it is financial, health, or career success, all will 
come more readily when you know exactly what your desired outcome is, and then 
develop a specific plan to achieve that specific outcome. Then, implement that plan 
and monitor your progress to ultimately achieve results.

3. Increasing your fat burning capacity 

 Physiologically, foods higher in fats and carbohydrates release the hormone leptin, 
which sends signals to the brain to burn fat and gives the signal that you are full. The 
strategic part is to enjoy a day of refueling to initiate higher levels of fat for fuel. So in 
fact, refueling days or refeeding days are essential for most people to maximize their 
fat-burning efficiency and to help them to achieve faster results. 

 When you have a strategic plan in place, treats become part of the strategy. So 
use empowering words that align with your mindset, your goals, and your plan to 
achieve your desired outcome.

 Strategically, we want the hormone LEPTIN to be released, and when you eat 
foods higher in fats, carbs and sugars this will send the message to the brain and 
effectively switch into FAT BURNING MODE! You can find out more about the power 
of hormones and Leptin in our other programs.
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Supplements 
& Swaps: 

To help 
maximize your 

results and fill in 
any gaps, you may 

wish to swap or 
supplement with 

the 
following: 

1. Protein Powder: 

For your smoothies in the morning, you will need 
a good-quality protein powder.  This will help you 
meet your protein requirements for the day simply 
and quickly! 

Look for one that contains 5 ingredients or less and 
has about 20-25 grams of protein per serving.  Grass-
fed whey protein is the “gold standard” of powders 
and is the most absorbable. 

Protein shakes are designed as an additional non-
exclusive option to increase your protein intake with 
your training. Its convenience, not fundamental. 
Forget ALL other supplements which promise 
accelerated fat loss. It’s a myth. And you will be 
seeing a lot more studies and research supporting 
the fact that supplements are not only ineffective, 
but some will actually contribute to other health 
concerns, and reduced performance. We cover 
more on the facts of the supplement industry in 
our other programs. For now, read those words 
and stick to it: “If it sounds too good to be true, it 
probably is.”

Lastly, when I refer to supplements, I am referring 
to synthetic based nutrition supplements, NOT 
natural organic supplements which remain in their 
natural state or form.
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2. Switch to Pink Himalayan Rock Salt or
Sea Salt.
Himalayan salt has more minerals and trace 
elements than almost every other salt. It’s also a 
very pure and unprocessed product.  

Table salt is chemically produced, bleached, and 
may contain anti-caking agents, MSG, and even 
aluminum!  

Ben Greenfield says “Refined table salt is poisonous 
to the body and is responsible, in great part, to the 
onset of many terrible diseases including thyroid 
and metabolic dysfunction.” 

Sodium is an important electrolyte, so Himalayan 
Pink or Sea Salts are the perfect ways to get high 
quality salt in your diet!  

3. Probiotics
Did you know that up to 70% of your immune 
system resides in your gut?  Probiotics will help 
to restore balance back to your digestive system- 
and help fuel your immune system. The bacteria in 
your body outnumber your cells by more than 10 
to 1.  Remember the good bacteria help to keep 
you in check- they help to fight against the “bad” 
bacteria, viruses and other pathogens.  

It’s really important to give these good bacteria 
an extra hand, because toxins, chemicals, and any 
antibiotics we are exposed to will kill off these 
microscopic warriors.  Probiotics are best taken 
30 minutes before food on an empty stomach. 
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4. Omega 3s (Fish Oil)
To give you a quick breakdown: 
Omega 3s reduce inflamm tion in 
the body, increase your ability to 
burn fat, strengthen your immune 
system, improve circulation, 
improve good cholesterol, and the 
list goes on and on.

Since Omega 3s are “EFA’s,” that 
means that your body is NOT 
capable of producing them on its 
own, and you MUST consume your 
Omega 3s from an outside dietary 
source.

5. Rhodiola
If you live a high-stress life, this 
may just be the best thing you’ve 
read all day.  I started taking this 
supplement months ago to help 
support my adrenal glands and 
protect my body against stress.  

It’s also used to help combat fatigue, 
boost memory, and increase work 
capacity to improve productivity. 

6. Magnesium
Another one of my go-to recommendations to help combat stress.  It’s not only great 
for stress, but it’s an important mineral that’s required for more than 700 biochemical 
reactions in your body! 
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Additional Swap Options…
• Exchange a protein for a protein
• Carb for a carb
• Healthy fat for a fat
• Fruit for a fruit
• Vegetable for a vegetable

Non-Starchy Veggies (NSV’s) 
• Artichoke
• Artichoke hearts
• Asparagus
•  Beets
• Brussels sprouts
• Broccoli
• Cabbage
• Carrots
• Caulifl wer
• Celery
• Cucumber
• Eggplant
• Greens (no iceberg)
• Hearts of palm
• Jicama
•  Leeks
• Mushrooms
• Okra
• Onions
• Peppers
• Radishes
• Sprouts
• Squash (summer)
• Swiss chard
• Tomato
• Turnips
• Zucchini

Common Starchy Veggies:
• Acorn Squash
• Butternut Squash
• Parsnip
• Pumpkin
• Quinoa
• Spaghetti Squash
• Sweet Potatoes
• Winter Squash
• Yams

Lower-Med Sugar Fruits:
• Apple
• Apricots
• Berries (any kind)
• Cantaloupe
• Grapefruit
• Honeydew
• Peaches
• Pear
• Nectarine
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Higher-Sugar Fruits
• Banana
• Cherries
• Grapes
• Mango
• Plums
• Oranges
• Kiwi
• Pineapple
• Tangerine

Protein Swaps
• Turkey
• Chicken
• Fish
• Eggs
• Pork
• Lean Beef

Fat Swaps
• Extra Virgin Olive Oil, 1 tsp.
• Coconut Oil, 1 tsp.
• Salad dressing, 1 tsp.
• Avocado (1/4 avocado)
• Large Black olives (8)
• Bacon, 1 slice (limited quantities)
• Nut Butters, 1 ½ tsp.
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Food   
Portion 

Guide
Learning how 

to portion food 
and eat right 

doesn’t have to 
be difficult. 

Below are the recommended guidelines to help 
you quickly and effectively portion food. There 
are two recommendations on how to portion each 
meal. One is for males and the other is for females.

To figure out the best number of portions for you, 
it’s best to experiment. Use this as a guideline. If 
it’s not enough food and you are still hungry try 
adding another portion of protein. If it’s too much 
food try eliminating a few portions throughout 
the day. Make small adjustments and do your 
best to stop eating once you’re full. The idea is to 
create consistent eating habits. This allows you to 
separate emotional or situational circumstances 
from eating.

Always follow the 20-minute rule. If you are a 
relatively fast eater, SLOW DOWN! If you have just 
had a meal and still feel hungry, wait for 20 minutes 
and see if you are still hungry afterwards. Assess if 
you are actually hungry or if you can hold off. More 
often than not, you will be full and no longer need 
to eat. 

Over time, you will adjust to your increased satiety 
levels and awareness of your own needs to fuel, to 
eat or not to.

Below is the perfect portion guide. Apply it 
whenever you cook, buy food, or eat, and apply 
it until it becomes automatic and you can easily 
look at foods and know the correct portion size 
you need and that is healthy for the new you.
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Portion Sizes
(These portions are based on three meals per day).

Protein: 1 portion = 1 palm (NOT including the finger )

Males: 2 portions

Females: 1 portion

Carbohydrate: 1 portion = 1 cupped handful

Males: 2 portions

Females: 1 portion

Vegetables: 1 portion = 1 fi t

Males: 2 portions

Females: 1 portion

Fats: 1 portion = 1 thumb

Males: 2 portions

Females: 1 portion



TRAINING 
SUCCESS 

An Overview 

Not all training is created equal. Just as not all 
trainers and created equal. Many unfortunately 
jump on the latest trends and follow the market, 
rather than develop result-based systems that 
achieve the best results, based on their experience, 
scientific studies and their own client success 

stories.

Your workouts, therefore, need to be science and 
result-based. High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT), 
for example, has attracted a lot of headlines in 
recent years, by dangling the promise of delivering 
better results in less time. 

To some extent this is true. However, your entire 
program should not only contain HIIT-based 
training. There are 3 energy systems that need to 
be included in your weekly training.

And 3 types of workouts you need to follow. In the 
28 day challenge, we keep it super simple, using 
the KISS principle. Keep It Super Simple!

First, let’s cover the 3 types of training modalities 
you will cover each week.
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1. Strength Training
Make this your mantra: “In order to achieve my body-fat goal, I understand I must 
complete 3 sessions of strength/resistance/circuit training every week for the next 
4 weeks.”

I will complete _______ sessions of resistance training EVERY week.

While aerobic exercise stresses the heart and lungs, weight training works muscle, 
bone, and connective tissue.  A common myth is that strength training will bulk up 
your muscles and reduce your range of motion.  When performed properly and 
effectively, this is not the case and in fact the exact opposite will occur.  

After the age of 35 our muscles begin to atrophy or decrease in size.  Weight training 
helps to combat this detrimental problem, by helping to maintain and improve current 
levels of muscular strength, endurance, and definition.  

The benefits of strength training include the following:
• Reduced blood pressure

• Reduced body fat

• Increased bone mineral density

• Increased tendon and ligament thickness

• Increased muscle strength and endurance

• Physical appearance (tones and shapes the muscles)

In the fight to lose fat and keep it off, one of the most important factors to consider 
is an individual’s resting metabolic rate (RMR).  Your RMR is a measure of the amount 
of calories you burn at rest while performing no exercise or activity.  

Muscle is a metabolically active tissue, meaning it burns calories both at rest and 
during physical activity.  On the contrary, fat is a metabolically inactive tissue.  It 
just sits on your body as a stored source of energy, only tapped into when needed. 
Because weight training reduces body fat and increases lean muscle mass, your RMR 
is increased when you have more muscle on you.  

In other words, if you decrease fat and increase or realistically maintain muscle you 
will burn more calories at rest than you would otherwise.  This is why strength training 
is so crucial to any weight management program. 
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2. Circuit Training
Circuit weight training (CT) is a very effective method used to achieve results in a 
limited amount of time. CT is generally set up in gyms to provide a workout to all 
major muscles of the body in a specific order. Typically the exercises are completed 
within a set period of time without a great deal of rest in between sets. One set of up 
to 10 exercises are performed in sequential order, with little or no rest in between sets, 
until all 10 exercises have been completed. After 1 round thru the circuit, 1 to 2 minutes 
rest is taken, and the circuit is repeated. Up to 3 complete rounds through the circuit 
are performed for maximum results.

Circuit training is so effective because it keeps your heart rate elevated, while still 
providing an adequate stimulus to your muscles and bones.  Keeping your heart rate 
up ensures maximal calorie burn, which is the bottom line when trying to lose weight.  
So you get all the benefits of weight training, while burning more calories in less time.  

3. The Power of Intervals (HIIT).
This is where Interval Training comes in. “Intervals,” when applied to exercise, means 
that you vary the intensity of your workouts, alternating bursts of high-intensity with 
periods of rest. It’s that simple. Work hard for a few minutes, and then rest -- work 
hard and recover. These recovery periods are important because they allow you to 
push harder during the work interval. This, in turn, helps you to achieve a higher 
intensity of workout overall. This is the Power of Intervals.

Physical activity in general is extremely beneficial. But research also shows that a 
higher intensity of physical activity can increase these benefits. By incorporating 
intervals into the exercises, sports, and activities that you already do, you can:

• Get fit in th ee 30-minute workouts a week

• Lose 3 times the fat over steady-state exercise

• Burn up to 30% more calories than steady-state workouts

• Strengthen your heart and lungs

• Increase your endurance and energy

• Intervals help you make the most of your workout and your time.
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4. Cardiovascular (LIT)
Your cardiovascular training is crucial for developing your aerobic base. It’s not just 
about fitness, it’s also about the neural response you create for your body to develop 
a strong foundation of aerobic fitness. Additionally, I have found that cardiovascular 
training, also dubbed “Long slow boring, kill me now” training also helps you to 
develop a bulletproof mindset.

Doing what you need to do to get the results you want. Sometimes we have to do 
what we don’t want to do to get the results we want. If you have neglected cardio 
because you think it’s boring, then remember this:

The bulletproof mental edge that you develop with cardio training comes from being 
focused on persistency, consistency and the job at hand. To overcome, any “negative 
thinking” about cardio, use affirmations to empower you to engage in a process of 
active meditation. Some people like to watch TV or watch a movie while they do this. 
This is an option of course, I prefer nothing at all, or music at best so I stay focused on 
myself and increase my own awareness of by entire mind and body, the physiological 
aspect of the process I am currently engaged in.

Now back to the training.

“The definition of insanity: 
Doing the same thing over and 

over again and expecting a 
different result.”

- Albert Einstein
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Cardiovascular fitness represents the body’s ability to take in oxygen and distribute 
it to the muscles and other parts of the body, including the brain.  The heart is the 
core of the cardiovascular system.  Exercise that conditions the heart improves 
cardiovascular fitness. 

Aerobic exercise causes the heart to pump harder, but it should not make you short 
of breath. Take extra time to warm-up before exercise and cool down after your 
workout. Also, check with your physician before beginning any exercise program.  

With each heart beat blood is pushed through your system. The contraction frequency 
of your heart is the heart rate (HR). The amount of blood moved to the cells of your 
body every minute is the result of the heart rate and stroke volume (HR x stroke 
volume). 

As you increase physical activity your muscle cells require more oxygen and your 
circulatory system responds by increasing the heart rate.  With aerobic training, the 
actual amount of blood pumped per heart beat increases.  And, the efficiency of the 
exchange process at the capillary level improves.  The result is a lower heart rate for 
any level of physical activity in the trained versus the untrained individual.  

Cardiovascular training comes with many names. For the purpose of the challenge, 
we will use the term Low Intensity Training or LIT.

Other names include:

•CV

•Cardio

•Steady State

•Aerobic training

•Cardiovascular training

•Long Slow Distance or LSD

At the end of the day, it is all the same thing. Building your base, your foundation and 
your general baseline of aerobic fitness.

This will require you to work at 65% of your maximal heart rate. No more. It will not 
fatigue you. You will not be tired. You will not be exhausted. Important note. Do not 
crank up the intensity because you feel you are not working hard enough. If you 
increase the intensity, you will (1) move out of the aerobic heart rate and (2) reduce 
your fat burning capacity.
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Generally, there are five training “zones” or heart rate ranges.  Ranges will vary among 
personal trainers and coaches based on your level of fitness.  

As you move up the hierarchy of training zones, exercise intensity increases, resulting 
in a shift from the use of fat as an energy source to carbohydrate. Below 65% MHR 
(maximum heart rate) fat is burned predominately.  

Below we will show you how to measure your heart rate and determine the correct 
heart rate and training zones.

To measure your Maximum Heart Rate zone, simply take 220 minus your age.

220 - Age =________________

My Maximum Heart Rate is: ___________________

To keep things simple, we use 220 minus age as a benchmark across the board. There 
are other methods that have been used which are different for men and for women, 
and also calculations that take into consideration each individual’s resting heart rate.

If you are on blood pressure medication that reduces your resting heart rate like Beta 
Blockers, do not try to influence your heart rate. In fact, this is where you must see 
your doctor prior to starting this program to ensure full health clearance.

Now find your optimal training zones,

Heart Rate Intensity Zones*

My Heart Rate Zone      Beats per minute (bpm)

Zone 1:   65% of MHR (aerobic)     ___________

Zone 2:   65-75% of MHR (endurance)    ___________

Zone 3:   75-85% of MHR (high level aerobic activity)  ___________

Zone 4:   85-95% of MHR (lactate threshold)   ___________

Zone 5:   95-100% of MHR (sprints and anaerobic training)  ___________
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Tracking your heart rate:
The best way to measure your heart rate is with 
a heart rate monitor. There are many ways and 
so many new wearable tracking devices on the 
market these days. You can find either a simple 
heart rate monitor, or an activity tracker which 
will track your heart rate and the daily steps you 
take every day.

Remember, the more your track, the better your 
results. So I highly encourage you to get and find the 
best option that works for you.

The use of a Heart Rate Monitor (HRM) is one of the 
most significant training advances in the last ten 
years.  Using a Heart Rate Monitor will help you to:

• Bring objectivity to your training program

• Read your body to distinguish between
anaerobic / aerobic training

• Establish individual benchmarks to your fitne s
program

• Identify overtraining

Rate of Perceived Exertion Table

0 Nothing at all

0.5 Just noticeable

1 Very light

2 Light

3 Moderate

4 Somewhat heavy

5 Heavy

6 

7 Very heavy

8 

9 

10 Very, very heavy

The next best way to measure your 
level of intensity, if you do not have 
a heart rate monitor is by measuring 
your RPE.

The RPE scale is used to measure the 
intensity of your exercise. The RPE scale 
runs from 0 – 10. The numbers below 
relate to phrases used to rate how easy 
or difficult you find an activity. 

For example, 0 (nothing at all) 
would be how you feel when sitting in 
a chair; 10 (very, very heavy) is how 
you feel at the end of an exercise 
stress test or after a very difficult 
activity.

Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE)
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In most cases, you should exercise at a level that feels 3 (moderate) to 4 (somewhat 
heavy). When using this rating scale, remember to include feelings of shortness of 
breath, as well as how tired you feel and overall. Working 6-7 range for HIIT, and 
strength. Only work above 7 if you are mentally and physically prepared, engaged, 
fit enough, and focused enough to do so. You must stay aware of how your body is 
feeling and not push so hard you do more harm than good. 

Using the RPE scale helps you to understand the scale, to recognize your body’s signs 
of exertion, and to modify your normal workout intensity. Rating yourself between 
3 and 4 during exercise suggests that you are exercising at a moderate intensity 
-- somewhat hard. Once you feel that you are exercising “somewhat hard,” you can 
increase or decrease your efforts depending on how you feel and the intensity you 
require to hit the energy and heart rate zone you need to be in. 

Overall, the RPE scale is a great tool to increase your own awareness of how hard you 
are working. You will find that as your level of fitne s increases, you will rate lower in 
the scale for the exact same workout you were doing in prior weeks.

So make sure you level up, increase the intensity of your workouts, yet work in the 
desired range.

Warm-Up
You should consider “warm-up” and “cool-down” as essential parts of your program.  
This important process will improve the quality of your workout and accelerate your 
recovery processes.

Why Conduct a Warm-up?
A warm-up will ensure your body is 
ready to perform higher intensities of 
movement.  By elevating your heart 
rate from its resting rate of around 60 
beats per minute (bpm), you begin to 
get blood supplied, in quantity, to the 
parts of your body that will need it.

We have progressed into new areas of warm up research. All programs will commence 
with a dynamic warm up, and movement preparation to ensure you are maximizing 
your productivity, preventing injuries and switching on or activating the essential 
muscles and central nervous systems
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A Warm-up will:
Increase speed of contraction and relaxation of warmed muscles

 • Reduce muscle stiffness and soreness

 • Provide greater economy of movement because of lowered viscous resistance 
within warmed muscles

 • Facilitate oxygen utilization by warmed muscles because hemoglobin releases 
oxygen more readily at higher muscle temperatures

 • Help nerve transmission and muscle metabolism at higher temperatures

 • Increase blood flow through active tissues as local vascular beds dilate, raising 
metabolism and muscle temperatures

Cool-Down
After your workout a cool-down is equally important.  
Your body will have built up chemicals in your muscles. 
In addition, you may also have incurred a collection of 
microscopic muscle strains and tears.  A cool-down 
simply raises your breathing without overstraining 
your muscles. It also increases the concentration of 
oxygen within the blood.  This process also helps to 
gently “wash out” chemicals and other toxins (such as 
lactic acid) from your muscles.

An appropriate Cool-Down will:

 • Aid in the dissipation of waste products

 • Reduce the potential for Delayed Onset of Muscle 
Soreness (DOMS)

 • Reduce the chances of dizziness or fainting caused 
by the pooling of venous blood in the extremities

 • Reduce the level of adrenaline in the blood

 • Return normal blood flow to the essential organs.
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1. Make your Kitchen your TEMPLE
 You need to make your kitchen your “safe 

haven.” Get rid of EVERY temptation and all of 
the junk.  Throw it ALL out or donate it. If you 
have visitors in town or family who isn’t on the 
plan, set aside these items on a different shelf 
(below eye level) that you will know is OFF 
LIMITS to you. (I have my boyfriend keep all his 
cheese in the refrigerator drawer so it is out of 
sight.)

2. Get rid of ALL products with 
hydrogenated or partially 
hydrogenated oils or high fructose 
corn syrup (HFCS).

 You will be SHOCKED at how many foods you 
have purchased that contain one or both of 
these ingredients.  Basically – take a look at any 
processed foods you have in the pantry.

 This includes crackers, cookies, sugar cereals, 
microwave popcorn, cereal bars, chips, pretzels, 
condiments & dressings, fat-free snacks, and 
many others. Nearly everything with a “shelf-
life” fails the Sculpted by Summer Challenge.

3. ONLY purchase the foods on your 
Shopping List.

 DO NOT succumb to any temptations while 
you are at the store. I try to eat a small meal 
right before the store to help fight off the urge 
to throw something random into the cart. And 
secondly, keep your shopping list with you. 
Write out your list and ONLY buy what is ON 
THE LIST. Simple, yet effective rule.

19 
ULTIMATE 
SUCCESS 

TIPS 
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4. Buy organic meats whenever
possible.
Specifically look for organic free-range 
poultry, meat, & eggs.  If you’re unable to buy 
organic, at least try to purchase antibiotic 
and hormone-free products.

5. Buy local, organic fruits &
vegetables whenever possible.
This is most important for fruits and veggies 
exposed to pesticides and sprays right on 
the surface like apples, peaches, grapes, 
strawberries, etc. A good list for you to 
reference is called the ‘dirty dozen.’

6. Cooking Oil
For cooking, use only Coconut Oil for high 
temperature cooking and Extra Virgin Olive 
Oil (cold pressed) for low temperature 
cooking.

7. TOSS out the margarine.
Margarine smells SO terrible after all of the 
processing that they need to be chemically 
deodorized so people would be able to 
eat it. It’s also processed with a Petroleum 
solvent. Toss it.

8. When choosing your almond or other nut butters, make sure the ONLY
ingredients in there are NUTS!  Whole Foods has a grinding machine where you
make your own nut-butters fresh on the spot.

Peanuts are NOT nuts!! They are a legume and processed in the same way in your 
body as gluten is… as a TOXIN!! We are removing anything in our system that will 
cause inflamm tion. Even if you are not ‘allergic’ to these foods, we all have a 
sensitivity to them at varying degrees. Not ideal if you are trying to shed inches 
and tone muscle.
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9. Avoid ALL products with Soy.
Check your labels.  Soy seems to find its way into most everything processed.
Almost everything you can purchase has been genetically modified and then
subject to insane amounts of processing to make it consumable. Best to stay FAR
away.

10. Just Say “NO” to Bread, Pasta & other Grains. PERIOD.
White and even whole wheat bread can prevent you from reaching your goals.
This may be the most challenging part... but will also be the most rewarding.

Cutting these out from your diet will be hard, but it WILL be worth it. You’ll have 
a new level of energy, will recover faster from your workouts, and some of you will 
feel better than you ever have before. Ezekiel bread is approved in small amounts 
(found in the freezer section at Publix, Rollin’ Oats, and Fresh Market).

11. Toss the Table Salt – switch to Sea Salt or Kosher Salt instead.
Other brands may contain mercury and/or toxic heavy metals in them. Most table
salts have been overly processed and stripped of beneficial minerals and then
subjected to anti-caking agents like aluminum. No thanks.

12. Sweeteners: Raw, local, organic honey, or coconut sugar is A-okay. Coconut
sugar is safe for most diabetics with a glycemic index of 35.

NO Cane Sugar OR Artificial sweetener. Period

Artificial sweeteners will be stored as fat and are very TOXIC and acidic to 
your body.  Look for the –ose endings (sucralose), aspartame, Splenda etc.

When you put artificial sugars into your body, it thinks it is having sweets, when it 
isn’t. Your body then CRAVES something that is truly sweet, causing you to binge 
eat and crave sugars later in the day.

13. SPICE IT UP! Add spicy seasonings to your meal
(Like red pepper fla es, black pepper, & ginger). It will actually help rev up your
metabolism. Studies have proven that eating spicy foods can increase your
metabolism up to 8% over a normal rate AND has the potential to make you feel
fuller, longer.

Feel free to go ALL OUT when it comes to spices. This is what will make your food
more interesting. I particularly like Mrs. Dash seasonings because they have no
sodium.
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14.Get your SLEEP! 
To optimize the levels of 
growth hormone released 
while you are sleeping (over 
80% is released while you 
sleep) do not eat within 2-3 
hours of going to bed. If you 
do have to – protein only. 
When you get your meal plan, 
you’ll see that you will be 
having a protein, healthy fat, 
and veggies before bedtime.

15. Get plenty of sleep:
To make sure that your body has the chance to restore itself and recover from
your workout and from your daily stress, get a minimum of 7 hours of sleep per
night. You’ll be shocked at how energized you feel when you start to get sleep on
a regular basis. Your body needs sleep in order to lose weight and get results!

Tips for Better Rest:
*Try to turn off all electronics:  TV, cellphone, and computer at least 45-60 minutes
before going to bed. This will help to calm your mind before you sleep.

16. Tips to beat Cravings:
First, try drinking a glass of water. There’s a good chance you’re just dehydrated!
Wait 15 minutes and see if you are still hungry.  Always include a protein at every
meal.

- Have fruit tea. Celestial Seasonings makes different fruit teas that I LOVE if my
sugar cravings decide to take a hit if I’m overly tired at night.  Brew a cup of fruit
tea and sip on that while you are watching TV with your family. I will often have
tea while my boyfriend has popcorn.  It works!! I promise.

- Brush your teeth.  If sweet cravings hit, go brush your teeth. You’re your teeth
are clean and you have had the freshness of the toothpaste in your mouth, you
won’t want to eat anything
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17. Set a meal cadence (time schedule)
If you tend to lose track of the time and forget to eat while you are at work or at
home, set your cell phone alarm to remind you when it’s time to eat. It’s a GREAT
tool. (Do your best to eat every 3-4 hours.  This will be 3-4 meals depending on
how long you are awake.)

The goal of eating this way is never to be hungry, and never be full. If you are
still hungry after meals, you are either: (a)  thirsty or (b) didn’t eat enough. If
you are full, you ate too much.

18. Use a scale or measuring cups for portion control.
When you start to do this regularly, you’ll soon be able to do it without them, but
they can be GREAT learning tools.  (It’s also a very eye-opening exercise!) And
don’t forget to use the portion control guide in this manual.

Have Fun & Stick to the Plan!
In order to get the best results and the most out of this transformation challenge, you 
have to stick to the plan!  Trust in the journey itself, and take it one day at a time.    

We’re always here to help if you need anything.  Never hesitate to reach out--that’s 
what we’re here for. 

Committed to Your Success,

Your Success Coach,

Dan Remon

www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com 
www.danremon.com

http://www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com 
http://www.danremon.com
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Legal Disclaimer 

You must get your physician’s approval before beginning this exercise program. 
These recommendations are not medical guidelines but are for educational purposes 
only. You must consult your physician prior to starting this program or if you have 
any medical condition or injury that contraindicates physical activity. This program is 
designed for healthy individuals 18 years and older only. 

The information in this report is meant to supplement, not replace, proper exercise 
training. All forms of exercise pose some inherent risks. The editors and publishers 
advise readers to take full responsibility for their safety and know their limits. Before 
practicing the exercises in this book, be sure that your equipment is well maintained, 
and do not take risks beyond your level of experience, aptitude, training and fitne s. 

The exercises and dietary programs in this book are not intended as a substitute for 
any exercise routine or treatment or dietary regimen that may have been prescribed 
by your physician. 

Don’t lift heavy weights if you are alone, inexperienced, injured, or fatigued. Don’t 
perform any exercise unless you have been shown the proper technique by a certified 
personal trainer or specialist. Always ask for instruction and assistance when lifting. 
Don’t perform any exercise without proper instruction. Always do a warm-up. 

See your physician before starting any exercise or nutrition program. If you are 
taking any medications, you must talk to your physician before starting any exercise 
program, including this workout. If you experience any light-headedness, dizziness, 
or shortness of breath while exercising, stop the movement and consult a physician. 

You must have a complete physical examination if you are sedentary, if you have 
high blood pressure, or diabetes, if you are overweight, or if you are over 30 years 
old. Please discuss all nutritional changes with your physician. If your physician 
recommends that you don’t use this workout, please follow your doctor’s orders. 

Dan Remon © 2017 



Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Training Manual

Daniel
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The 28 Day Fitness Challenge is a 28 day program I 
have designed to help kick start fat-burning, reverse 
fat storage and naturally elevate hormones.

This guide3 will help you to kick start your fitness, 
lose some body fat, get leaner, develop new positive 
habits and massively enhance your confidence. 

Congratulations on your decision to take that 
first initial step towards a healthier lifestyle, an 
unbeatable mindset, and long term success. For 
many individuals, this is just the first step, and for 
others, it might be a way to increase focus and break 
through some plateaus which have been holding 
you back. 

Whatever your goals or reasons or joining this 28 
Day Fitness Challenge program, you now have 
access to the latest metabolic workout and nutrition 
plan based on the stringent research from peer-
reviewed, scientific journals on enhancing fat 
burning, lean muscle building, and achieving a new 
level of health and fitness. In laymen’s terms, I have 
put on my research cap on firmly to bring you the 
most informed, intelligent, reliable fitness advice I 
can. What we do is use the latest fat loss science, 
and advice from the most intelligent fitness gurus, in 
helping you achieve maximum fat loss. But we also 

congratulations
and  welcome
to 28 Day 

Fitness 
Challenge! 
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have one secret weapon that most programs neglect, and that is the power of social 
support and an incredible community. 

By being part of the 28 Day Fitness Challenge community (hopefully you’re part of 
our 28 Day Insider’s Club) you’ll have access to a positive support environment, with 
accountability partners that help you to become a better version of yourself and 
assist you in achieving your goals 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If you’re not already 
a member, you can join HERE for $1. 

Your friend and coach Dan Remon PS - Don’t forget to be an active member of the 
28 Day Community HERE for $1
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1. Don’t do any exercise that you aren’t sure how to 
do. Always get personal instruction from a certified 
trainer.  

2. Don’t do anything that hurts or “doesn’t feel right.” 
There are plenty of alternative exercises for every 
movement. Just ask us on the 24-7 forum for 
substitutions.  

3. Whenever you start a NEW program, use lighter 
weights than normal, and only 1 set per exercise. 
You must expect extra soreness when starting a 
new program just because of the new exercises, 
so don’t try to set world records in a new program 
right away.  

4. If you need extra recovery within the workout or 
between workouts, don’t hesitate to take it. Safety 
first. 

 10  Tips 
to  Train 

SAFE!
It is very important 
for all of us to train 

conservatively and not 
overdo things. Even the 

most experienced fitness 
professionals know that 

you can tear a muscle or 
injure your back with the 
slightest wrong move or 

lift of the weights. 
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5. Use a spotter if you are training with heavy
weights. If you train alone at home, follow
my recommendations in the manual and
do NOT train to failure.

6. Check your ego at the gym door and start
with the easier alternative exercises if
appropriate, even if you have exercised in
the past. The new exercises and new style
of movements will cause muscle soreness
--  even workouts you think “look easy”.

7. Do NOT do interval training more than 4
times per week. Even pro athletes don’t
play hard every day, so why should we?

8. Never skip a warm-up. Use the general
bodyweight warm-ups and the specific
warm-up sets in each workout.

9. If you want to start the program but you
have an injury, get medical attention and
have a professional therapist rehabilitate
your injury before starting an exercise
program.

10. Check with your doctor before
starting any new exercise  or diet
program. All together now, “Safety first!”



Training 
and  Workout

plan 
In this document 

you will find 
workout 

instructions for 
the every single 

day, the entire 
28 days. 

The key here is to complete as best as you can, 
and most importantly, get then job done. Even 
with the timing guidelines, it is ok to take longer. 

If you complete each workout in less time, and 
have the energy to do so, repeat an additional set 
or add total x time to your workout. The plan is 
designed to give the fundamentals to your 
workout routine and for different levels. 

You can use the following guide to assist you to 
increase or decrease the time or intensity of your 
workouts based on your starting level of fitness, 

experience and determination. RPE is explained 
under the training section of your Success Manual. 

Beginner: As prescribed (RPE 4-5) 

If still too difficul Increase recovery time between sets 
and exercises Reduce Range of Motion (ROM) 

Intermediate: Add an additional 10 minutes or an 
additional set (RPE 5-7) 

If still too easy; Decrease the recovery 
time between sets and exercises 

Advanced: Smash the intensity (RPE 8-9) 
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IMPORTANT NOTE: 
Less is more. More is not better, BETTER is BETTER. You have plenty of time to 
progress and increase the volume and training time in the coming weeks. So take 
your time in week one to identify your current level, and get through the fir t week 
and phase of muscle soreness. Remember, this is the start of your LIFESTYLE of 
health and fitne s. So there is no need for any gold medal performance in the fir t 
week. 

The key to success with the 28 Day Fitness Challenge is to devote your time to 
QUALITY and CONSISTENT training. Quality over quantity always wins. 

Resistance: 
The programs prescribed are predominantly Body weight. To add resistance even if 
you don’t have a gym, check out your kitchen cupboards – there is always something 
easy to use to add. 

Cans of food, water bottles, milk bottles, bags of rice, backpack full of books. Try it! 
You will be amazed at how effective just a little extra weight maximizes your workout! 

STR  =  Strength 

HIIT  =  High Intensity Interval Training 

LIT  = Low Intensity Training 

MAP = Metabolic Activation Program 

Your 28 Day 
summary will look like this: 
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MAP 
Programs  

MAP stands 
for Metabolic 

Activation Program. 

Over the years of working with 1000s and 1000s 
of clients, I created this format to develop a kind 
of Pavlovian response for your mind and central 
nervous system. It falls under the category of 
Rituals – simple, easy, short activities that you 
can incorporate into your daily routines that after 
a few weeks become completely ingrained into 
your life. 

They become automatic, without you having 
to think about them. See, good habits, like bad 
habits, can become habitual quite easily. 

Every wondered why people like Steve jobs and 
Mark Zuckerberg wear the same exact clothing 
day after day? Because this way it becomes an 
automatic, habituated action that leaves your brain 
energy untouched – leaving you more energy for 
the important stuff. Believe me, it works. 

With the MAP system, you active your nervous 
system, wake up your brain, and give your body 
a wake-up-jolt that is better than coffee! You will 
see visible results Week 1. 
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Workout Structure: 

The strength programs include 3 exercise combinations. 22 major, large muscle group 
movements, followed by ‘Corrective Recovery’ exercises, which are highly important. 

The corrective exercises are similar to the warm up exercises you do, and the MAP 
program. We call them corrective because they are also the exercise that 95% of 
us need to (a) improve posture, (b) correct muscle imbalances which can cause 
pain and, lastly, to introduce some active recovery exercises into your program. That 
means you are giving yourself some recovery time + productive exercise + corrective 
action --simultaneously. Genius isn’t it?! 

On LIT and HIIT days, you still perform your Map or warm up programs prior to 
getting stuck into your training for that day. Super simple. 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

AM MAP MAP MAP MAP MAP MAP MAP 

Workout STR HIIT LIT STR  LIT HIIT LIT 

PM MAP MAP MAP MAP  MAP MAP MAP 



Weekly 
Training 

Summary 
Below is the summary 

of progressions for your 
28 days of training. 

There are 2 body weight 
strength programs, and 

2 HIT workouts. You 
also have access to 

another 25 bonus body 
weight workouts in your 

downloads if you want 
to mix it up and bring 

more variety to your 
training sessions.
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Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Training STR HIIT  LIT  STR LIT HIIT  LIT 

Reps  10 10 10 10 10  10  10 

Sets 2 2 2  2  2  2  2 

RPE 4  4  65%  4  65% 4  65%

Training Schedule Week 1 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Training STR HIIT  LIT  STR LIT HIIT  LIT 

Reps  12 12 12 12 12  12  12

Sets 3 3 3   3   3   3   3  

RPE 5  5    65%  5  65% 5    65%

Training Schedule Week 2 
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Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Training STR HIIT  LIT  STR LIT HIIT  LIT 

Reps  12 12 12 12 12  12  12 

Sets 3 3 3  3  3  3  3 

RPE 6  6  65%  6  65% 6  65%

Training Schedule Week 3 

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Training STR HIIT  LIT  STR LIT HIIT  LIT 

Reps  12 12 12 12 12  12  12

Sets 3 3 3   3   3   3   3  

RPE 7-8 7-8 65%  7-8 65% 7-8 65%

Training Schedule Week 4 

Now let’s get into the training programs.
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Week 1 Week 2

     Sets Reps    Sets Reps

A 1A Squats 2 10 3 12

1B Push ups - Full ROM 2 10 3 12

1C Side Plank 2 10 3 12

2A Reverse Lunge 2 10 3 12

2B DB Incline Rows (bench) 2 10 3 12

2C Prone Y’s 2 10 3 12

3A Towel Body Weight Row 2 10 3 12

3B Sumo High Pull 2 10 3 12

3C Pelvic Tilts 2 10 3 12

4A Kneeling DB Shoulder press 2 10 3 12

4B Overhead Reverse Lunge 2 10 3 12

4C Plank Holds 2 10 3 12

5A Core - Plank to press up 3 10 3 12

5B Core - Hollow Rockers 3 10 3 12

B Finisher (Choose from below) Sets Time

Week 1 Week 2

    Sets Reps    Sets Reps

A 1 High Knees 3 30s 4 45s

2 Mountain Climbers 3 30s 4 45s

3 Skaters 3 30s 4 45s

4 Nurpees 3 30s 4 45s

5 Speed Jacks 3 30s 4 45s

6 Dynamic Spidermans 3 30s 4 45s

Body Weight Strength 1 

HIIT Workout 1
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Week 3 Week 4

    Sets Reps    Sets Reps

A 1A Air Squats 2 12 3 15

1B Windmill Push Ups 2 12 3 15

1C Bird Dogs 2 12 3 15

2A Step Ups 2 12 3 15

2B Renegade Rows 2 12 3 15

2C Elbow to Knee High Plank 2 12 3 15

3A Single Leg Bench Squats 2 12 3 15

3B Sumo High Pull 2 12 3 15

3C Cobra 2 12 3 15

4A Lateral Lunge 2 12 3 15

4B Skaters 2 12 3 15

4C External Rotations 2 12 3 15

5A Core - Butterfly Sit up 3 12 3 15

5B Core - Russian Twists 3 12 3 15

B Finisher 

Week 3 Week 4

    Sets Reps    Sets Reps

A 1 Jumping Alternate Lunge 4 30s 5 45s

2 Burpees 4 30s 5 45s

3 V sit / toe Touches 4 30s 5 45s

4 Lateral Shuffles 4 30s 5 45s

5 Push Pike 4 30s 5 45s

6 Bear Crawls – fwd/bwd 4 30s 5 45s

Body Weight Strength 2 

HIIT Workout 2

At the end of every strength day, choose your ‘Finisher’
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Week 5 Week 6

    Sets Reps    Sets Reps

A 1A Air Squats 3 15 3 20

1B Hindu Push Ups 3 15 3 20

1C Hollow Rockers 3 15 3 20

2A Step Ups 3 15 3 20

2B Body Weight Towel Rows 3 15 3 20

2C High Knees 3 15 3 20

3A Dynamic Step Up 3 15 3 20

3B Crocodile Push ups 3 15 3 20

3C Hollow Rockers 3 15 3 20

4A Elevated Split Squat 3 15 3 20

4B Decline Push ups 3 15 3 20

4C High Knees 3 15 3 20

5A Core - Butterfly Sit up 3 15 3 20

5B Core - Russian Twists 3 15 3 20

B Finisher 

Week 3 Week 4

    Sets Reps    Sets Reps

A 1 Jumping Alternate Lunge 4 30s 5 45s

2 Burpees 4 30s 5 45s

3 V sit / toe Touches 4 30s 5 45s

4 Lateral  Shuffles 4 30s 5 45s

5 Push Pike 4 30s 5 45s

6 Bear Crawls – fwd/bwd 4 30s 5 45s

Body Weight Strength 3 

HIIT Workout 2

At the end of every strength day, choose your ‘Finisher’

BONUS 2 WEEKS OF PROGRAMS 
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Glossary 
of  Training 

Terminology   
To help you understand 

a lot of the fitness 
related terminology in 

this ebook, we have 
put together a 

simple cheat sheet, 
so you can get 

to know their 
definitions and 

acronyms.

Aerobic fitness 
A measure of how well your blood transports 
oxygen around the body, and how well your 
muscles utilize the oxygen. 

Aerobic metabolism  
The metabolic process that occurs in the 
cells, by which the body uses oxygen to 
produce energy. 

Aerobic 
Meaning with oxygen. Aerobic training is 
at a lower intensity, with the purpose of 
stimulating aerobic metabolism to improve. 

Aerobic endurance 
(Cardiorespiratory endurance) 

A term for someone’s aerobic fitness 
capacity – their ability to do prolonged 
exercise without fatigue. 

Anaerobic 
Anaerobic processes occur in the cells of 
the body without the presence of oxygen. 
Anaerobic training is of high intensity and 
short duration, with the aim of improving the 
efficiency of the body’s anaerobic energy-
producing systems. 

Anaerobic threshold 
The physiological point during exercise at 
which lactic acid starts to accumulate in 
the muscles. It occurs around the point of 
the exercise intensity increasing such that 
anaerobic processes are becoming more 
dominant. 
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Beats per Minute (bpm) 
The units of heart rate, beats per minute 

Basal metabolic rate (BMR)  
The lowest rate of body metabolism (rate of energy use) that can sustain life, 
measured after a full night’s sleep in a laboratory under optimal conditions of quiet, 
rest and relaxation. 

Body composition 
Body composition refers to the components of the body. It is usually divided into 
two components: the amount of fat mass (weight) and the amount of fat-free mass 
(muscle, bone, skin and organs) in the body. 

Cardiorespiratory 
Concerning the heart and respiratory system. 

Cardiovascular 
Concerning the heart and blood vessels. 

Endurance 
The body’s ability to exercise with minimal fatigue. Often used with other terms such 
as; endurance training, muscular endurance and cardiorespiratory endurance. 

Fartlek training (speed play) 
Training in which the pace is varied from a fast sprint to slow jogging. 

Fat-free mass (FFM)
The combined mass of the body that is not fat (e.g. muscle, bone, skin and organs). 

Frequency 
How often you work out, such as the number of days you lift weights per week. 

Glycogen 
The form in which carbohydrates are stored in the body. Primary sites for storage are 
the muscles and the liver. 

Heart rate 
A measurement of the work done by the heart, commonly expressed as the number 
of beats per minute (bpm). 

Beats per Minute (bpm) 
The units of heart rate, beats per minute
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Basal metabolic rate (BMR)  
The lowest rate of body metabolism (rate of energy use) that can sustain life, 
measured after a full night’s sleep in a laboratory under optimal conditions of quiet, 
rest and relaxation. 

H.I.I.T.
A training session that involves repeated bouts of anaerobic exercise, separated by 
aerobic intervals. 

Interval training 
A training session that involves repeated bouts of exercise, separated by rest intervals. 
Depending on the length of exercise and rest periods, it may be anaerobic or aerobic 
training. 

Isotonic 
Literally means equal tension. 

Lactate 
A salt formed from lactic acid. See also lactic acid. 

Lactate threshold 
The point during increasingly intensive exercise at which blood lactate begins to 
accumulate above resting levels. 

Lactic acid 
Anaerobic exercise produces lactic acid, which quickly forms lactate in the muscles. 
Because of this, the terms “lactate” and “lactic acid” are often used interchangeably. 

LIT 
Low Intensity Training. LIT is exercising that keeps your heart rate at 65% of your 
Maximum heart rate (MHR). 

Maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) 
The maximum capacity for oxygen consumption by the body during exercise. 
Also known as aerobic power or maximal oxygen intake/consumption, VO2max 
is commonly used as a measure of aerobic fitness. 

Maximum heart rate (MHR) 
The highest number of heart beats per minute (bpm) when exercising maximally. 
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Oxygen Consumption 
Oxygen consumption (VO2) may be defined as one’s ability to extract oxygen from the 
atmosphere via the respiratory system and transport it in the blood to the working 
tissues (e. g. muscles) for energy production by the oxidation of carbohydrate and 
fat. The highest rate at which you can uptake oxygen is termed the maximal oxygen 
consumption (VO2max). Research has shown VO2max to be one of the most important 
determinants of aerobic or endurance performance. 

Repetitions or Reps 
The number of times a lift or effort is made continuously, one after another, and without 
any rest. 

Resistance training 
Training designed to increase the body’s strength, power, and muscular endurance 
through resistance exercise. The most common form of resistance training is weight 
training. 

Resting heart rate 
The number of heart beats in one minute (bpm) when a person is at complete rest. A 
person’s resting heart rate decreases as they become more fit. 

Resting metabolic rate (RMR) 
The body’s metabolic rate (rate of energy use) early in the morning after an overnight 
fast and a full eight hours’ sleep. This is different than basal metabolic rate (BMR).  

Range of Motion (ROM)
Range of Motion. The range of movement around a joint, such as the knee. 

Sets 
A set is a group of repetitions. A workout usually includes several sets of each exercise. 

Spotting 
A person, normally your workout partner, who watches your lifts for technique and 
safety. Their role is also to help you finish your movement. 

VO2 
Oxygen consumption/uptake by the body. Usually expressed in ml.kg-1.min-1, 
sometimes in l.min-1. 

VO2max 
See maximal oxygen uptake. 
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Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY
Recipe
Manual

Includes 62 Awesome 
Healthy, Easy 

to prepare meals:

8 Smoothie Recipes
5 Dressing Recipes
6 Breakfast Recipes
7 Salad and Wrap Recipes
12 Dinner Recipes
5 Soup Recipes
9 Amazing Side Dishes
5 Super Snacks
3 Dessert Recipes
3 Juice Recipes

SPECIAL BONUS 
How to perfect your 
vegetables, eggs and 
Quinoa.

Daniel
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green     &   protein
Smoothies
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Chia Berry Green Protein Smoothie (green)
1 cup of water, ½ cup mixed frozen berries, ½ frozen banana, 

1-2 cups spinach, handful ice, 1 serving protein powder
(chocolate or vanilla) sprinkle of chia seeds

Vanilla Almond Protein Smoothie (green)
½ banana, handful spinach leaves, 1 ½ cups vanilla unsweetened 

almond milk, 1 serving vanilla protein powder, 1 tsp. honey (or 
stevia to taste)

Chocolate Covered Blueberry (green)
½ cup unsweetened almond milk, 2 cups spinach, ½ cup 

frozen blueberries, 1 scoop chocolate protein powder

Sprouted Smoothie (green)
1 cup water, 2 cups organic baby spinach, ½ banana, ¼ cup 

frozen blueberries, ¼ cup frozen blackberries, ½ cup sprouts, 

3 ice cubes, vanilla protein - optional

Mighty Brain Booster
½ cup water, ½ avocado ½ banana, ½ cup blueberries, 

5-6 walnuts, 1 scoop vanilla protein powder

Pumpkin Smoothie
½ cup vanilla unsweetened almond milk, 3 leaves kale, 1 

TB flax seed, ½ frozen banana, ¼ tsp. cinnamon, ½ cup 
pumpkin puree, 3 ice cubes, vanilla protein optional

Berry Good Morning Smoothie 
1/3 can coconut milk, 1 scoop vanilla protein powder, 

1 cup frozen berries, ½ tsp. cinnamon, raw honey or 
stevia to taste

Chocolate Avocado Smoothie 
½ cup frozen strawberries, ½ avocado, 1½ tsp cacao 

powder, ¾ cup coconut or almond milk, ¼ tsp vanilla, 
raw honey or stevia to taste

Trainer Tip: Blend the water and greens FIRST, then add the rest of the ingredients y 
(each recipe makes 1 serving)
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Homemade
Dressings & Condiments
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House Balsamic Dressing 
(12 servings, 2 Tbsp. per serving.  Store in refrigerator)

Ingredients
• 1 cup extra virgin olive oil (preferably first cold pressed)

• ⅓ cup good quality aged balsamic vinegar

• 1 Tbs. dried parsley

• ½ tsp. sea salt.

• Freshly ground pepper to taste

• 1 Tbs. honey mustard  (organic if possible)

• 1 garlic clove, passed through a garlic press or minced
(optional)

Directions
Add all ingredients into a bowl & whisk until thick and creamy.  Check for seasoning.

Beet Dressing
(12 servings, 2 Tbsp. per serving.  Store in refrigerator)

Ingredients
• 2 cups cooked beets, chopped

• 2 TB Braggs Apple Cider Vinegar

• ½ tsp. Sea Salt

• 2 TB filtered water

• 2 TB Flax Oil

Directions
Blend all ingredients on high.  This is perfectly sweet, tart, and creamy and perfect over any 

type of greens with cucumber, red onion, and carrots.  Enjoy! y

Creamy Avocado Dressing 
(12 servings, 2 Tbsp. per serving.  Lasts about 7-10 days in the fridge)

Ingredients
• 2 ripe avocados

• Juice of 1.5 limes

• 1/8 cup balsamic vinegar

• 1/8 cup water

• 4 sprigs of fresh cilantro

• 1-2 pinches of Sea Salt

• 1 tsp. garlic powder

• Fresh ground black pepper, to taste

Directions
Blend all ingredients in a food processor or blender until smooth.  If it’s too creamy for you, 

just add a little water (about 1 teaspoon at a time).  Enjoy!
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Homemade Mayo 
(32 servings, 1 Tbsp. per serving. Compliments of Eileen from PaleoSimplified com)

Ingredients
• 3 pasteurized large eggs

• 1.5 tsp. dry mustard

• 1 tsp. Himalayan pink salt

• 1/4 cup fresh lemon juice

• 1 small garlic clove, peeled

• 1 cup unrefined coconut oil

• 1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil

• 1/2 cup fresh basil chopped

Directions
Combine the two oils in a small bowl and set aside.  Put the eggs, mustard, salt, and lemon 
juice into blender and process 10 seconds to mix. While machine is running, drop in peeled 
garlic clove.

Very slowly pour the mixed oils into blender while running.  Process until all of the 
oil is incorporated.  Mixture will be the consistency of mayonnaise.

Add chopped basil & stir to combine.  Refrigerate for 1 hour before using.  Sooo 
good :)

(Stays good in the refrigerator for about a week!)
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breakfast
Deliciousness
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Saturday Morning Power Skillet 
Hash Ingredients: (serves 2) 
• 2 strips nitrate-free bacon
• 2 Tbsp. olive oil
• 1 sweet potato, peeled & cubed in ¼” pieces
• 1/4 red onion, diced in ½ “ pieces
• 1 cloves garlic
• ¼ tsp ground cumin
• Pink Salt and pepper, to taste

• 4 Eggs (make 2 eggs per serving.  Save half the hash for following day.)

Directions
In a sauté pan over medium-high heat, add bacon and olive oil. When the bacon begins to 
sizzle, add sweet potatoes and spread out as much as possible to allow the potatoes to rest 
in the pan in 1 layer.  Cook for 5 minutes or until potatoes start to brown.  

Toss potatoes until all sides of potatoes are browned and bacon is crisp. (about 3-5 min)  
While potatoes are cooking, in a separate pan, cook 2-4 eggs to your liking.  

Add onions, garlic, cumin, and season with salt and pepper.  Allowing everything to sit in the 
heat of the pan for a minute or 2.   Once the eggs are done, add them over the top of the 
skillet or on the side.  Enjoy!  

Veggie Scramble
Ingredients: (Serves 1) 

• 1/2 Tbsp. coconut oil

• 1/2 cup broccoli, chopped

• 1/2 cup onion, diced

• 1/3 green pepper, diced

• 2 Eggs

• 1/2 tomato, diced,

• 1/4 Avocado, sliced, for garnish

Directions
Heat coconut oil in a sauté pan over medium heat. Sauté the vegetables for 3-4 minutes or 

until tender.  In a small bowl, whisk eggs.  

Pour the eggs over the vegetables and stir. Stir frequently and scramble them in with the 

veggies. Season with salt and pepper, top with tomato and avocado.  Enjoy y
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Easy Pumpkin Protein Egg Pancakes
Ingredients:  (Serves 1) 
• ½ cup egg whites (need about 4 eggs)
• ½ cup pure pumpkin
• 1 scoop vanilla protein powder
• Cinnamon, to taste

Directions
Blend together and cook on a skillet.

Proscuitto Wrapped Mini Frittata Muffi
(6 Servings, serving size = 2 muffin  (makes 12 muffins. Keep in refrigerator on hand for 

breakfast in a hurry.  Inspired by NomNomPaleo.com) 

Ingredients: (Serves 1) 

•4 TB coconut oil

•½ medium onion, finely diced

•3 cloves of garlic, minced

•½ lb. cremini mushrooms, thinly sliced

•½ lb. frozen spinach, thawed & squeezed dry

•8 large eggs

•¼ cup coconut milk

•2 TB coconut flour

•1 cup of cherry tomatoes, halved

•5 ounces of Prosciutto di Parma

•Himalayan Pink Salt & Fresh Ground Pepper

•12 cup muffin tin

Directions
Pre-heat oven to 375°F.  Heat coconut oil over medium heat in a large cast iron skillet 
and sauté onion until soft and translucent. Add garlic and mushrooms and cook until the 
mushroom moisture evaporates. Season with salt and pepper and spoon to a plate to cool 
to room temperature.

In a large bowl, beat the eggs with coconut milk, coconut flour, salt, and pepper 
until combined. Then, add the sautéed the mushrooms and spinach and stir to combine.

Brush the remainder of melted coconut oil onto a muffi tin and line each cup with prosciutto, 
covering the bottom and sides.  

Spoon the egg mixture into the prosciutto cups and top with halved cherry tomatoes.  
Bake in oven for 20 minutes- rotating the tray at the halfway point.  Let muffins cool in the 
pan for a few minutes.  Enjoy!! y
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Vanilla Almond Overnight Quinoa 
Ingredients: (2 servings)
• 1 cup almond milk
• 1/2 cup cooked quinoa
• 1/2 cup almond pulp

(or almond flour or finely ground almonds)
• 4 TB chia seeds
• 2 TB maple syrup
• 1/4 tsp. almond extract
• 1/4 tsp. vanilla extract
• Stevia, to taste (optional)
• Chopped almonds, to garnish (optional)

Directions
Divide all ingredients between 2 mason jars.  Stir until incorporated.  Place in refrigerator 

and let sit overnight.  Remove and garnish with chopped almonds.  Enjoy! (save the second 

serving for another day)

Overnight Oats in a Jar
Ingredients: (Serves 1) 

• 1/4 cup oat groats, rinsed

(soaked for at least 4 hours)

• 1/4 cup steel cut oats

• 1 TB unsweetened shredded coconut

• 1 TB chia seeds

• 1 TB chopped nuts (I used almonds)

• 1/3 cup blueberries or berries of choice

• 1/2 -1 cup almond milk

• 1 tsp. ground vanilla beans (optional)

Directions
Mix all of the ingredients in a mason jar the night before.  Store in the fridge overnight.  Just 

pull out and eat in the morning.  SO easy! y
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Salads     &    Wrap 
Recipes…
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Blueberry, Avocado, & Toasted Pecan Quinoa Salad
(1 serving)  

Ingredients: (2 servings)
• 1/2 cups quinoa, cooked
• 1/4 cup blueberries
• 1/2 large avocado, diced
• 1/4 cup pecans

Lime Basil Dressing:
• 1/4 TB extra virgin olive oil
• 1/4 TB maple syrup
• Squeeze of fresh lime juice
• 1 TB basil, finely choppe
• Himalayan Salt, to taste
• Fresh ground black pepper, to taste

Directions
In a large bowl - add quinoa, blueberries and avocados.  In a small skillet, toast pecans on 
low-medium heat until lightly brown, about 4-5 minutes. Stir frequently and watch closely 
not to burn. Transfer to a bowl with other ingredients.

In a small bowl, whisk together Lime Basil Dressing ingredients, pour over the salad and 
gently stir to combine. Serve cold.

Veggie “Detox” Lettuce Wraps
***1 Serving. These wraps are included to help 

rid your body of impurities and detoxify your 
body…. it’s extremely important that you follow 
the ingredient list below y

Ingredients: (serves 4)

• 2 large leaves of Butter lettuce leaves

• Any sliced up veggies you want to wrap up in

there: peppers, cucumber, tomato, broccoli,

carrots, mushrooms, etc. (no corn, beans,

nuts, or seeds)

• Dressing: Fresh Squeezed Lemon Juice or

Balsamic Vinegar ONLY

• (***ONLY add tuna, turkey, or chicken if it calls for it in your meal plan)

Directions
Take all of your sliced veggies and place them inside the middle of your large Butter lettuce 
leaves.  Sprinkle a small amount of balsamic or lemon juice over your veggies and then wrap 

it UP!y
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Simple Greek Salad
Ingredients: (1 serving)
•2-3 cups chopped romaine lettuce

• 1/2 tomato, chopped

• 1/2 cucumber, sliced

• 2 Tbsp. chopped purple onion

• 1/4 cup Kalamata olives (optional)

• 1/4 cup Pepperoncini peppers (optional)

• 2 Tbsp. Greek dressing (recipe on page 4)

• Protein of choice (suggested: chicken)

Directions
Combine all ingredients and toss in a bowl.  Top with your protein of choice, and enjoy!

Fennel, Pear, Arugula & Walnut Salad
Ingredients: (1 Serving)

• 1 cup baby arugula, packed

• 1/2 fennel bulb, sliced thinly

• 1 pear (core removed & cut into ¼” chunks)

• 1/4 cup roasted walnuts (unsalted- see below for

directions)

• 2 Tbsp. Balsamic Dressing (recipe page 3)

• Add Sliced Turkey – if called for in plan

Directions
Combine all ingredients in a bowl and mix well. 
Next, whisk the oil and vinegar together in a small 
bowl before dressing the salad.

*Roasted Walnuts: Preheat the oven to 400F. Roast for 5-6 minutes on a baking sheet and
keep a close eye to make sure they don’t burn.
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Kitchen Sink Salad
Ingredients: (1 Serving)

•2-3 cups Mixed Greens (not iceberg)

• 1/2 tomato

• 1 TB Pumpkin seeds

• Shaved carrot (1/2)

• Sliced zucchini (1/2)

• Diced Red Bell Pepper (1/2)

• Handful of Sprouts

• ¼ avocado, sliced

• 2 Tbsp. Balsamic Dressing (recipe page 3)

Directions
In a bowl, toss everything together any way that you please.  Enjoy!

Go-To Chicken Salad Roll-Ups 
Ingredients: (1 Serving)

• 4-8 ounces Chopped chicken breast

(precooked)

• 2-3 Butter lettuce leaves

• 1/4 cup chopped almonds

• 1/4 cup red seedless grapes, halved

• 1/4 Mashed avocado

• Salt & pepper, to taste

Directions
Mix all ingredients (minus the lettuce leaves) 
in a bowl.  Spoon into butter lettuce leaves to 
make a nice wrap!
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Protein:  
Chicken & Turkey Recipes
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Sesame Crusted Turkey
Ingredients: (3-4 servings)

• 1 lb. organic turkey loin

• 1.5 oz. toasted sesame seeds

• 1 tsp. ground cumin

• 1 tsp. lemon pepper

• 1 egg white, lightly beaten

• 1 pinch salt

• 1 TB extra virgin olive oil

Directions
Preheat oven to 400°F.  Mix the sesame seeds, 
cumin, and lemon pepper together in a large bowl. Also- preheat a sauté pan to medium-
high.  

Season the turkey with 1/4 tsp. salt. Dip the turkey the egg allowing the excess egg to drip 
off.  Finish by coating it completely with sesame seeds.

Add 1 Tbsp. olive oil to the sauté pan and sear crusted turkey for 1-2 minutes each side until 
crispy and golden.  Place in a glass baking dish.  Roast in oven for 15 minutes or until internal 
temp 150°F. Let rest 5 minutes once cooked.

Hummus Chicken 
Ingredients: (Serves 3)

• 3 boneless, skinless chicken breasts

• 1 yellow squash, sliced

• 1 zucchini, sliced

• 1 red bell pepper, 2” chopped

• 1 medium onion, chopped

• 2 lemons

• Salt and pepper, to taste

• Italian seasoning

• 1/2 cup hummus, homemade

or store-bought

• 2 Tbsp. dried rosemary

• 1 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil

• 1 tsp. smoked paprika

• Generous drizzle of Balsamic Vinegar

Directions
Preheat oven to 450°. Prepare one large baking 
dish and lightly coat with olive oil.  Season the 
chicken breasts with salt, pepper, and Italian 
seasoning.

In a large bowl, toss the sliced zucchini, squash 
and onion with olive oil until evenly coated. 
Season with salt, pepper, and Italian seasoning.

Cover each chicken breast with 1 TB of hummus 
each.  Then place on top of the vegetables.  
Place all vegetables on the bottom of a 9×13 
dish in an even layer. Lay the chicken evenly on 
top.  Squeeze the juice of one lemon over the 
chicken and vegetables.

Lightly season the entire dish with chopped 
rosemary and paprika.  Thinly slice the 
remaining lemon, and place a few thin slices in 
the dish.

Drizzle balsamic vinegar over the top, then bake 
for about 25-30 minutes, until the chicken is 
cooked through and the vegetables are tender. 
Serve immediately.
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Chicken with Sautéed Onions and Lemon
Ingredients: (3 servings)

• 6 pastured chicken thighs, boned but with
skin

• 1 Tbsp. Coconut oil

• 1 sweet onion, halved and thinly sliced

• 1-2 garlic cloves, thinly sliced

• 1/2 lemon thinly sliced

• 1/4 cup organic chicken or vegetable broth

• 2 Tbsp. fresh flat leaf parsley

• Salt and pepper, to taste

Directions
Season chicken with salt and pepper.  In a large 
sauté pan over medium heat, place chicken skin 
side down in a preheated pan with extra virgin 
olive oil or unrefined coconut oil.  *The trick is not 
to turn the chicken over until the pieces are well 
browned.

When both sides are browned and cooked through, remove chicken from pan and continue 
with remaining pieces.  Remove chicken from pan.  Pour off all but 2 tbsp.’s of the remaining 
oil.  Add onions.  Season with salt and pepper, to taste. Sauté onions until almost golden 
brown.  Add the garlic and cook until onions are golden. 

Add the lemon slices and sauté for one minute. Add the stock and stir.  Add the chicken back 
to the pan.  Add the parsley and stir.  Check for proper seasoning.  Enjoy! 

Cilantro Lime Chicken 
Ingredients: (Serves 3-4)

• 1 lb. organic chicken breasts

• 1 Tbsp. Extra Virgin Olive Oil

• 1 lime, juice and zest

• 2 TB fresh cilantro, coarsely chopped

• 1/2 jalapeno, coarsely chopped (optional)

• 1 clove garlic, coarsely chopped

• Salt and pepper, to taste

Directions
Puree the oil, lime, juice and zest, cilantro, 
jalapeno and garlic in a food processor until 
smooth.

Place the chicken on foil on a baking sheet, pat dry, and season with salt and pepper.  

Spread the cilantro and lime mixture and bake in a preheated 400° oven (or on the grill) until 
internal temperature reads 165 degrees F (about 25-35 minutes.)
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Protein:  
Pork & Steak…
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Simple & Delicious Pork Chops
***Makes 2 servings.  (you may want to double this recipe- it’s a GOOD one!)

Ingredients: (3 servings)

• 2 pork chops (all-natural or organic, 1” thick)

• 1 teaspoon olive oil

• 1/2 lemon

• 2 cloves of garlic

• Pink Himalayan Salt & Fresh Ground Pepper to taste

Directions
Preheat your oven to 350 degrees F.  Then, pre-heat an 
oven-safe sauté pan to med to med-high on the stove.  
Rinse and pat dry both pork chops.  Season both sides of 
chop with salt and pepper.  Smash your garlic cloves with 
the side of your knife and cut your lemon in half. 

Once your sauté pan is heated, add the olive oil. Once oil 
is heated (in a couple of seconds), place the 2 garlic cloves in the pan carefully separated by 
a few inches).  

Place each pork chop on top of a garlic clove.  Allow to sear for 2-3 minutes.  Flip chops and 
sear for an additional 2-3 minutes. (You’re looking for a nice crust on each side).  Squeeze ½ 
lemon over the chops.   

Place the pan in the oven for about 10 minutes or until the internal temperature reaches 145 
degrees.  Let rest for 3 minutes and enjoy!

Chimichurri Steak
***Makes 2 servings.  (you may want to double this recipe- it’s a GOOD one!)

Chimichurri Ingredients
• 1 cup fresh fl t leaf

parsley

• ¼ cup fresh cilantro

• ½ cup extra virgin olive oil

• 1/3 cup red wine vinegar

• ½ tsp. sea salt

• 2 cloves garlic

• ½ tsp. cumin powder

• ½ tsp. red pepper flakes

Directions
Chimichurri: Blend all ingredients in a food processer or blender until smooth.

Steak: Let steaks sit out for about 30 minutes to bring to room temperature before cooking.  
Season with salt and pepper.  Drizzle with balsamic vinegar and just enough olive oil to coat.

Heat a grill-pan over medium heat.  Add the steaks to the pan and cook for 4-5 minutes, 
then flip the steaks and cook an additional 5-6 minutes.  Avoid moving the steaks around in 
the pan while cooking.  Remove from the pan, and let rest about 5 minutes.  Slice the meat 
in thin strips and drizzle with the chimichurri sauce.  Serve and enjoy! 

For the Steak:

• 2 boneless rib-eye steaks (8 ounces each)

• 1 TB balsamic vinegar

• Extra virgin olive oil

• Salt and pepper, to season
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Easy Grass-Fed Beef Burgers
(Serves 3)

Ingredients:

• 1 pound of grass-fed (and finished) g ound beef

• Himalayan Pink Salt & Fresh Ground Pepper

• Any other seasoning you like!

Directions
Take meat out of the fridge and allow it to come to room 
temperature for 20-30 minutes.  Divide the meat into 3 
parts and by hand, create four separate patties.  Heat a 
sauté pan to medium heat.  

Season both sides of the patties with salt and pepper 
(and any other seasoning you like).  Place all 3 patties in 
the pan for 3-5 minutes per side.  Remove from the pan 
and allow to rest for a few minutes.  Enjoy! 
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Fish       &     Seafood 
Dishes...
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Pan Seared Trout with Tomato Basil 
***Makes 2 servings 

Ingredients:

• 1 ounce chopped pancetta

•1 cup cherry tomatoes, halved

•1/2 tsp minced garlic

•1/2 tsp freshly ground black pepper, divided

•1/4 tsp Himalayan salt, divided

•1/4 cup small basil leaves

•1 tablespoon olive oil, divided

•2 trout fillets, divided (12 16 ounces total)

•2 lemon wedges

Directions
Over low heat, heat pancetta in skillet. Cook just until pancetta begins to brown (for about 
4 minutes). 

Add cherry tomatoes, garlic, 1/2 the pepper, and ½ the salt, and cook for 3 minutes or until 
tomatoes begin to soften. Remove from the heat, and stir in basil leaves. 

In another large non-stick skillet, heat over medium-high heat. Add enough oil to lightly coat 
the bottom of the pan. Sprinkle fish venly with remaining salt and pepper. 

Add both fillets to the pan; cook for 2 minutes on each side or until fish fla es easily when 
tested with a fork.  Remove fish from pan.  Top fish with tomato sauté.  Serve with lemon 
wedges. 

Chipotle Salmon Burgers with Mango Salsa  
*Serves 3.  Serve with Mango Salsa (recipe page 26)..

Ingredients:
• 1 lb. salmon (Wild if possible)

• 2 TB chipotle peppers in adobo sauce – chopped

• 1 TB + 1 tsp. wholegrain mustard

• 1 lime (just the zest)

• 1/2 lime (just the juice)

• 1/2 tsp. salt

• 1/4 tsp. pepper

• 1 TB extra virgin olive oil

Directions
Combine all ingredients in a food processor and pulse for 30 seconds to combine.  If no 
food processor available, finely dice the salmon in a large mixing bowl combine everything 
together and mix.  Divide into 3 burger patties… 

Preheat non-stick skillet on medium for 1 minute. Drizzle olive oil and sear burgers for 3-4 
minutes each side until golden brown.  Enjoy!
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Citrus Fish Tacos  
(Serves 2)

Ingredients (marinade):

 • 2 large oranges (juiced)
 •  ½ lime (juiced)
 • 3 TB olive oil
 • 1 tsp. cumin powder
 •  ½ tsp. salt
 • 2 wild-caught tilapia fillets 
 • (cut in 1” chunks)

Directions

Mix the orange juice, lime juice, olive oil, cumin, and salt in a bowl and combine well.  

Gently place the pieces of Tilapia into a large Ziploc bag and pour in the juice.  Marinade for 
2-4 hours in the refrigerator, flipping the bag over about half way through.

Next, heat some olive or coconut oil over a large skillet. When the pan is warm, add the Tilapia 
and cook for about 4-5 minutes on 1 side, then turning only once, finish cooking on the other 
side (about 8-9 minutes total)

Then, simply prepare your tacos to your liking, adding the fish, pepper, onion, & mango! (be 
creative and add anything else you think may taste great on there!)

It’s very refreshing and absolutely DELICIOUS!  Once you get the marinade in the fridge, it will 
only take you about 10 minutes to prepare them.   

Broiled Salmon
Makes 2 servings 

Ingredients:
 •2 x 6 oz. ounces Salmon Fillets
 •Himalayan Pink Salt 
 •Fresh ground pepper
 •1 tsp grated lemon rind
 •2 Tbsp. fresh squeezed lemon juice, divided
 •2 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil, divided
 •1 tsp. dried rosemary
 •Lemon slices for garnish

Directions

Season salmon fillets evenly with salt and pepper.  In a plastic bag, place salmon, lemon rind, 
1 Tbsp. of the lemon juice, 1 Tbsp. of the olive oil, and rosemary in a Ziploc bag.  Make sure 
the salmon is evenly coated.   Marinate in the refrigerator for 30 minutes. 

Preheat your broiler.  Brush a baking dish with olive oil.  Remove salmon from marinade.  
Place fillets, skin side down, on the oil-coated dish.  Broil fish 6 inches from heat  for about 
8-10 minutes or until fillets flake easily with a fork. 

Whisk together remaining tablespoon of lemon juice and 1 tablespoon oil; drizzle over fillets. 
Garnish, with lemon slices. 

Ingredients (wraps):

 • 3-6 butter lettuce leaves
 • ½ red pepper (diced)
 • ½ red onion (diced)
 • ½ mango (diced)
 • ½ avocado (sliced)
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Sautéed Shrimp 
***Makes 2 servings 

Ingredients:

• 2 Tbsp. Grass-fed Butter (or olive oil)

•8-12 ounces Wild-Caught Shrimp, shelled & deveined

•1 Red or Yellow Bell Pepper

•2 garlic cloves, minced

•Himalayan Pink Salt & fresh ground pepper to taste

•1 tsp. fresh thyme, chopped

Directions
In a skillet, melt the butter over medium-low heat.  Add 
the bell peppers and cook for about a few minutes until 
softened.  Add garlic and cook until fragrant (about 30 
seconds) 

Add the shrimp and salt and pepper and sauté for 5-6 
minutes (until shrimp is no longer translucent)

Add the thyme, mix all of the ingredients one last time, and 
enjoy!  

***Shrimp cooks very fast, so a good rule of thumb is to 
remove the pan from the heat as they are almost finished
cooking.  Once you remove the pan from the heat, continue 
tossing and the heat of the pan will continue to cook them 
until they’re done. 
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Favorite     Soups
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Chilled Avocado Soup
* 3-4 servings

Ingredients (marinade):
•3 ripe avocados

•3 cups chicken broth

•3 Tbs. fresh lime juice

•⅓cup fresh cilantro leaves

•1 tsp. ground cumin

•½ jalapeno, diced into small pieces (optional)

•¼ tsp. cayenne pepper

•1 tsp. Himalayan Pink Salt

•Fresh Ground pepper, to taste

Directions
Combine all of the ingredients in a blender or food 
processor and blend until smooth.  Season with 
additional salt and pepper if necessary.  Refrigerate for 
about 2 hours.     

Zucchini and Fennel Soup
*3-4 servings

Ingredients:
•1 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil

• 3 zucchini, chopped and peeled

•½ Vidalia onion, chopped

• ½ fennel bulb, chopped

• 3 cups chicken stock (low-sodium)

• Salt and pepper, to taste

Directions
Heat olive oil in a large skillet or soup pot with 
zucchini, onion, and chopped fennel.  Season 
with salt and pepper.  Cook for about 10-15 min. 

Add stock, bring to a boil and then simmer 
until soft. Put everything in blender and blend.  
Serve immediately and enjoy!
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Butternut Squash & Bacon Soup 
*6 servings.  (inspired by civilizedcavemancooking.com)

Ingredients (marinade):

 • 1 large butternut squash, peeled and cut into large chunks (about 2.5-3 pounds)
 • 3 carrots, peeled and cut into large chunks 
 • 1 1/2 tablespoons coconut oil, melted 
 • 1/2 pound raw bacon, chopped 
 • 1 small onion, chopped 
 • 1 small apple, chopped 
 • 2 cups chicken stock 
 • 1 cup full fat coconut milk 
 • 1 teaspoon salt 
 • 1-2 Tbsp. cinnamon 
 • 1 Tbsp. nutmeg

Directions

Preheat your oven to 350 Degrees F.  Toss squash 
and carrots with the coconut oil.   Place in a 
baking dish and roast uncovered for 35 minutes 
or until tender.

In a large stock pot over medium heat, cook 
bacon until crisp.  Remove bacon and set aside 
for the garnish.  Add the onion and apple to the 
pot and sauté in bacon fat over medium heat 
until tender, about 5 minutes.  

Add the roasted butternut squash, carrots, 
chicken broth, and coconut milk to stock pot and 
bring to a boil, stirring often. 

Remove from heat.  Use an immersion blender 
to blend your soup or working in several small 
batches, blend soup in food processor or blender 
until smooth.  

Return to stock pot, bring to a simmer and season 
with salt, cinnamon, and nutmeg.  Serve soup in 
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Oh So Good! Chili with a Twist
*4 servings. Inspired by Primal Cravings (I 
recommend doubling this recipe- it’s AWESOME!)

Ingredients (marinade):
•1 Tbsp. Extra Virgin Olive Oil

•1/2 yellow onion, diced

•2 garlic cloves, minced

•1/2 lb ground grass-fed beef

•1/2 lb ground turkey

•1/4 cup pumpkin puree

•14-ounce can crushed tomatoes

•8 ounces tomato sauce

•2 ounces can diced green chili’s

•1/2 cup beef stock

•1 Tablespoons chili powder

•1/2 Tablespoon ground cumin

•1/2 Tablespoon paprika

•1 teaspoon ground coriander

•1 teaspoon cocoa powder

•1/2 teaspoon granulated garlic

•¼ teaspoon cayenne pepper

•Pink Himalayan salt to taste

•OPTIONAL: 1/2 jalapeno, seeded and finely diced to taste

•Sliced avocado

Directions
In a large soup pot over medium heat, sauté the onion and garlic until onions begin to soften.  
Then, add the beef and turkey, and stir occasionally until browned. 

Add the rest of the chili ingredients (except the avocado). Let simmer, stirring every so often 
for 15 minutes.  Garnish with sliced avocado.  Serve and enjoy!
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Mom’s Minestrone 
* 6 Servings

Ingredients (marinade):
•1 slice (¼-inch-thick) prosciutto, about 4 ounces, cut

into ¼–inch dice (do not trim off the fat)

•¼ cup extra-virgin olive oil, plus more for serving

•1 large yellow onion, cut into ½–inch dice

•1 large leek, white and pale green parts only, cut into

½-inch dice

•2 celery ribs, cut into ½-inch dice

•2 small carrots, cut into ½-inch dice

•4 garlic cloves, minced

•1 teaspoon oregano

•¼ teaspoon crushed hot red pepper fla es

•1 zucchini, trimmed and cut into ½-inch dice

•1 can (14.5 ounces) diced tomatoes in juice

•1 tablespoon tomato paste

•6-8 cups reduced-sodium chicken broth

•Rind from a 1-lb chunk of Parmesan cheese

(OPTIONAL)

•1 bay leaf

•1 can kidney beans

•1½ cups packed thinly sliced kale, thick stems

removed

•Sea salt & freshly ground black pepper

Directions
 Cook the prosciutto and oil together in a soup pot over medium heat just until the prosciutto 
is lightly browned, about 3 minutes. 

Then, add the onion and leeks. Cook, stirring occasionally, until softened, about 3 minutes.  
Add the celery, carrots, garlic and oregano, and cook until the vegetables are beginning to 
soften, about 3 minutes more. 

Add the zucchini and cook until it begins to soften, about 3 minutes.  Add the tomatoes and 
their liquid and the tomato paste, bring to a boil and cook 3 minutes. 

Add the broth, bay leaf and the Parmesan rind. Bring to a boil. Reduce the heat to medium-
low. Simmer until the fl vors are blended, about 1 hour. 
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Amazing   
Side Dishes...
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Simple Roasted Butternut Squash
Ingredients: (serves 4)
•1 small butternut squash, seeded and cubed

•2 Tbsp. Extra Virgin Olive Oil

•Himalayan Pink Salt

•Fresh Ground Pepper

Directions
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.  Toss squash with the 
olive oil and spread on a baking sheet, making sure none 
of the cubes are touching each other.  Season with salt 
and pepper.  Roast until lightly browned (about 25-30 
minutes.)   

Butternut Squash with Pancetta and Sage
*Serves 6-8.

Ingredients:
• 2 TB Extra Virgin Olive Oil

• 4 oz. Pancetta or nitrite free bacon, chopped

• ½ finely chopped f esh sage or ¼ tsp. dried

• 2 lbs. butternut squash, peeled, seeded and

cut in to 1” chunks

• 1 small onion, chopped

• 1 garlic clove, minced

• 1 dash of ground nutmeg

• Salt and pepper, to taste (white pepper if you

have it)

• 1 cup organic chicken stock

Directions
Add bacon and olive oil to sauté pan and cook until bacon is crisped.  Remove bacon with 
a slotted spoon. Add squash and chopped onions.  Cook over medium heat until onions are 
clear and started to turn golden.  Add sage, nutmeg and season with salt and pepper (white 
pepper if you have it).  

Add broth and bring to a boil, reduce heat to simmer and cover with lid.  Cook until squash 
is tender when pierced with a fork.  Serve and enjoy.w
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Mango Salsa
(Compliments of PaleoSimplified com) *4-6 servings, 
Serving Size is ½ cup.

Ingredients: (serves 4)
•2 mangos (peeled & cubed)

•1 purple onion (peeled & diced)

•2 kiwi (peeled & diced)

•1 jalapeno (seeds removed, minced)

•1 red pepper (seeds removed, diced)

•1 avocado (peeled & diced)

•1 tomato, diced

•Juice of 1 lime

•Bunch of cilantro, chopped

•½ tsp. sea salt

Directions
Mix ingredients in a bowl & refrigerate for 2 hours.  Serve and enjoy! 

Mashed Cauliflower
*4 servings

Ingredients:
• 1 entire head of cauliflower, remove leaves

(chopped into small pieces)

• 1 cup of low sodium chicken stock

• 2-3 cloves of garlic

• Sea salt & pepper to taste

Directions
In a large pot, add the chicken stock and cauliflower.  Cover and bring it to a boil.   Reduce 
the heat and simmer for 30-35 minutes until the caulifl wer is until very tender, and you can 
smash it with your fork.   (If you need to add more stock during this time, you can add it.  
Make sure your pot doesn’t run dry.)

Add the garlic cloves and simmer for a few minutes longer (about 5).  Drain the liquid and 
add all of the remaining ingredients to a food processor or blender.  Blend to your desired 
consistency. (I like mine pureed with a few chunks.)

Season with salt & pepper, and any other seasoning you like! Enjoy.
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Zucchini Pasta with Sundried Tomatoes
(Compliments of PaleoSimplified com) *4-6 servings, 
Serving Size is ½ cup.

Ingredients: (serves 4)
•2-3 zucchini, shredded (can be made ahead and

refrigerated)

Pesto:
•¼ cup roasted unsalted almonds

•1 cups tightly packed basil leaves

•2 Tbsp. extra virgin olive oil

•1 TB lemon juice

•¼ cup sundried tomatoes

•Salt and pepper, to taste

Directions
With a spiralizer, mandolin, or peeler – cut the zucchini into long noodle shaped pieces and 
set aside.

In a blender, place all of the other ingredients except olive oil and sundried tomatoes and 
process for 5 seconds.  With machine running, drizzle in the olive oil until blended.

Place all ingredients (including zucchini) in a bowl.  Stir in sundried tomatoes.  Toss and serve. 

Spaghetti Squash
(Serves 4-6)

Ingredients:
• 1 Spaghetti Squash cut in half length-wise, and

de-seeded (use a spoon)

• Extra Virgin Olive Oil

• Sea salt & fresh ground pepper to taste

Directions
Pre-heat your oven to 400.  Cover a baking pan in aluminum foil and set aside.  Place your 
two halves face up, and lightly brush the inside with olive oil.  Then, season with salt & pepper 
to taste.  Let the oil soak in for a couple of minutes.  Then, place the two pieces of squash 
face DOWN in the pan, and place into the oven.  Cook for 45-60 minutes.

Flip over the squash when it’s finished cooking, Use a fork to “shred” & pull out the spaghetti 
squash.  It comes out like spaghetti- pretty AWESOME!  Place the squash in a colander 
to drain any excess water for a minute or two (covered with foil to keep warm).  Top with 
tomato sauce or season with salt & pepper and enjoy! 
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Roasted Broccoli & Garlic
* 3-4 servings

Ingredients: (serves 4)
• 1 entire broccoli (about 1.5 pounds) Cut into flo

ets.(if you want to use the stems, cut into bite-

sized pieces)  (this is great with cauliflower, too!)

• 2 Tbsp. Extra Virgin Olive Oil

• 1 entire garlic, cloves peeled. (I prefer not to slice

the cloves, but you can if you like)

• Himalayan Pink Salt  & Freshly Ground Pepper to

taste

Directions
Preheat oven to 450 degrees.  In a large bowl, drizzle the olive oil over the broccoli.  Add the 
garlic, salt, and pepper and toss well with your hands.  

Spread the mixture on a large baking sheet, trying not to let any broccoli overlap.   Cook for 
about 20 min. or until the edges of broccoli are crispy!  

Protein Packed Grain Salad
*Serves 6-8.  Perfect to make ahead of time and
keep in fridge.  You’ll have a little extra on hand for
a quick and easy side in case you need one!

Ingredients:
• 1/4 cup brown rice

• 1/4 cup red rice

• 1/4 cup quinoa, rinsed

• 1/2 can chickpeas, drained and rinsed

• 2 roasted red peppers, chopped (jar)

• 8 marinated artichoke hearts, chopped (from a

jar)

• 1 medium handful of parsley, chopped

• 1/4 cup pine nuts, roasted

• Sea salt and freshly ground pepper, to taste

Directions
Combine the brown and red rice together in a medium size pot with 1 cup of water. Bring to 
a boil, cover, and reduce heat to medium-low. Cook for 15 minutes and then add the quinoa 
and another cup of water. Cook for another 10 minutes or so. You may need to add another 
¼ cup water.  While the grains are cooking prepare the rest of your ingredients.

Once the grains are cooked, remove from heat and allow to cool for 15 minutes.  Combine all 
the ingredients together in a bowl and mix well. Taste and adjust seasoning. Enjoy!
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Simple Sautéed Spinach  
*Serves 2

Ingredients: (serves 4)
• 1.5 lbs. of baby spinach, cleaned & dried

• 3 cloves of garlic, peeled & thinly sliced

• 1/2 fresh lemon

• 1.5 Tbsp. coconut oil

• Sea salt & fresh ground pepper to taste

Directions
Heat up a large sauté pan with coconut oil over med 
heat.  Add 1/3 of the spinach to the pot and with tongs, 
continually turn the spinach for 1-2 minutes.  Add the 
next 1/3 of spinach to the pot, continually turning 
(about 1 min).  Add the final 1/3 of spinach AND the 
sliced garlic, and continually turn until all of the spinach 
is mostly wilted (another 1-3 minutes).  

Remove spinach mixture from the pot and squeeze ½ 
lemon over the spinach.  Season with salt & pepper and 
toss well.  That’s it!  Very easy & super healthy! 
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Snacks
and Such...
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Spicy Baked Plantain Chips
Serves 1-2

Ingredients: (serves 4)

 • 1 green plantain
 • ½ tsp. paprika
 • ½ tsp. ground cumin
 • ½ tsp. dried thyme
 • ½ tsp. sea salt
 • ¼ tsp. black pepper
 • ¼ tsp. cayenne pepper
 • 2 TB coconut oil

Directions

Preheat the oven to 450 F with a rack in the center of the oven.  Mix all the spices together in 
a bowl.  Peel the plantains with a knife. 

Slice the plantain into thin slices (about 2mm thick). Place the plantain slices in a mixing bowl. 
Pour the coconut oil into the bowl and all but ½ tsp. of the spice mix. You’ll use the remaining 
½ tsp. once they are cooked.

Mix the slices together with the oil and spices until they are coated. Lay the slices out flat onto 
a baking sheet making sure none are stuck together.

Place in the oven and bake for about 7 minutes. Remove the sheet from the oven and flip the 
chips over one at a time. Place back in the oven and bake for mother 3-5 minutes being sure 
not to burn the chips.

Remove from the oven. Transfer to a bowl and add the rest of the spice mix. Mix well and enjoy.  
Better than potato chips! q

Roasted Butternut Squash Seeds
Ingredients:

 • Scoop the seeds out of the squash and remove as much of the 
stringy orange pulp as you can.  Rinse the seeds.

 • Lay the seeds out on a plate or baking sheet to dry overnight.  If 
you want to use them right away pat them dry with a kitchen 
towel. 

 • Spread the seeds out on a baking sheet and put it in the oven 
and roast for 10-15 min until crispy.  **Keep your eyes on deck 
because these can burn quickly!

“Grab & Go” Choices:
 • Apple & 1 TB Almond Butter

 • Lox salmon with sliced tomato (a few capers – optional)

 • 4 oz. Sliced Nitrate-Free Turkey roll-ups with ½ sliced bell pepper (red, yellow, green)

 • Greek Yogurt & Fresh Berries (blueberries, raspberries, blackberries, strawberries)
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How-To’s...
How to Hard Boil an Egg
Ingredients: 
• 4-6 eggs (you can make as many as you want at a

time)

Directions
Fill a small sauce pot half way with water & add your 
eggs.  Do not crowd the pot.

Bring water to a boil over med - high heat.  When the 
water boils, remove the pot from the heat and set aside with a tight lid for 15 minutes.

Drain water and place eggs in a bowl with cold water & ice.  Peel when ready to use!

How to Bake a Sweet Potato
Ingredients:
• 2-4 Sweet potatoes, rinsed & dried

Directions
Pre-heat oven to 400° Pierce each sweet potato a few 
times with a fork (don’t get trigger happy… it’s just to let 
some of the steam out).  

Please the sweet potatoes on a rimmed baking sheet 
lined with foil. Bake for about 45 minutes, or until 
potatoes are tender.  That’s it!  (Serving size = 4 oz.)

How to Steam Veggies (Broccoli, Carrots, Mixed Veg, etc.)
Ingredients:
• Any Vegetable of choice, cut to bite sized pieces

(Broccoli, Pepper, Caulifl wer, Asparagus, Carrots, etc.)

• ½ tsp. Sea Salt (Optional)

Directions for Steaming in a Pan
Bring a 1/4 inch of water to a boil in a large sauté pan.  

Add salt to the water if desired.  Add your vegetable of 
choice, cover, and then steam your veg until they are as 
tender as you want (about 3-5 minutes).

Directions for Steaming in a Steamer Basket:  
Bring an inch of water to a boil in the bottom of a pot (where you will then place your 
steamer basket into).  

Place veggies into the steamer basket, set over the boiling water.  Cover and steam until 
cooked to your liking (about 3-5 minutes).
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How to Make Quinoa
Ingredients: 
•  1 cup quinoa

• 2 cups water

• ½ tsp. salt

Directions
Rinse quinoa in a fine sieve until water runs clear.  Then, 
drain and transfer to a medium pot.  Add 2 cups water 
and salt and bring to a boil.  Cover, reduce heat to medium 
low and simmer until water is absorbed, about 15-20 
minutes.  Set aside away from heat for about 5 minutes.  
Uncover and fluff with a fork.  Will make 3 cups quinoa.

**Quinoa naturally has a protective coating, called 
saponins, that easily rinse off.  However if not rinsed, will 
be bitter and may cause an upset stomach.

**If you toasted quinoa in a skillet with a little olive oil over 
low heat for a few minutes before adding to the boiling 
water, it will have an even tastier, nutty flavor.
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Desserts…
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Lemon Bites
Serves 1-2

Dry Ingredients:
• 1 ½ cup almond flour

• 1/3 cup organic raw coconut flour

• 1 - 2 pinch Himalayan pink salt

Dry Ingredients:
• 6 TB organic liquid sweetener (maple syrup,

coconut nectar, or raw honey)

• 1/4-1/3 cup organic lemon juice

• 1 TB organic lemon zest

• 2 tsp. organic vanilla extract

• 1/4 cup organic coconut oil (+ 1 TB, melted/liquid)

Directions
Add all the dry ingredients into a bowl and fold together.  Next, add all the wet 
ingredients (EXCEPT the coconut oil) to a separate small bowl and mix. 

Slowly add the wet ingredients (EXCEPT the coconut oil) to the dry ingredients until they are 
mixed well.  Slowly add the melted/liquid coconut oil and mix until it is blended in.

Take out about a spoonful at a time and roll them in the palms of your hand into a bite-sized 
ball.

Leave them plain or roll in shredded coconut fla es, almond flou , or sprinkle with coconut 
sugar.  Put them in the refrigerator to firm for about 20-30 minutes.  Keep them in the cold 
until ready to serve because they will get soft/mushy if left out at room temperature.  Enjoy!

Pumpkin Pie Chia Pudding
Ingredients:
• 1.5 cups almond milk

• ½ cup pumpkin puree

• 1 scoop ID Life protein
powder

• 2 TB almond butter

• 1 TB raw honey

• 1 tsp. vanilla extract

• 1 tsp. cinnamon

• ¼ tsp. nutmeg

• 1/8 tsp. ground ginger

• 1/8 tsp. ground cloves

• ¼ cup chia seeds

• Sea Salt, a pinch

Directions
Blend all ingredients, except chia 
seeds, until smooth.  Place the 
blended mixture into a reseal-
able large jar (or 2 smaller jars) 
then add chia seeds. Seal jar 
and shake.

Place in refrigerator overnight 
or for at least 3+ hours. Feel 
free to shake jars once or twice 
in between to make sure they 
didn’t become too gelatinous.  
Breakfast, snack or post workout 
recovery is served!
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Cookie Dough Greek Yogurt
Ingredients: (serves 4)
• 1 serving vanilla Greek Yogurt (full fat)

• 1 tsp. almond butter

• 1 TB mini chocolate chips

Directions
Just mix together ingredients and enjoy!

Chocolate Chip Pumpkin Mug Cake
(Compliments of Running with Spoons Blog)

Ingredients:
• 2 TB coconut flour

• ¼ tsp. baking powder

• ¼ tsp. ground cinnamon

• 1/8 tsp. ground ginger

• 1/8 tsp. ground nutmeg

• 1 TB sweetener (raw honey, maple sugar)

•  ¼ cup unsweetened almond milk

• 1 egg white

• 2-3 TB pumpkin puree

• 1 TB chocolate chips

Directions
Add coconut flour, baking powder, and spices to 
a microwave-safe mug or bowl. Stir until well 
combined.

Add in sweetener of choice and milk, stirring until 
no clumps remain before adding in your egg white. 
Use a fork or whisk to beat the egg into the batter. 
Add pumpkin, mixing well to make sure that 
everything is fully incorporated. Fold in chocolate 

chips, reserving a few to sprinkle on the top.
Microwave on high for 2 ½ to 3 minutes, depending on microwave strength and thickness 
of mug.  Remove from microwave, grab a spoon, and enjoy!
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Salted Chocolate Coconut Pistachio Clusters
(Compliments of PaleOMG)

Ingredients: 
•  1 cup mini dark chocolate chips

• •1 tsp. coconut extract

•  1 ½ cup raw pistachios

•  ¼ cup unsweetened shredded coconut

•  1 pinch of Himalayan Pink Salt

Directions
Melt chocolate in a bowl (microwave or in a double boiler 
on the stove).  Mix in coconut extract.  Fold in pistachios.  

Line a plate with parchment paper.  Use a spoon to scoop 
a spoonful of the chocolate mixture and push onto the 
parchment paper.  Sprinkle a tiny bit of salt and sprinkle 
with coconut.  

Repeat with all the chocolate pistachios.  Makes 10-12 
clusters.  Place in freezer and let cool for 30 minutes 
or more.  Once chocolate is hard, eat up.  1 cluster is a 
serving size.  Store in the refrigerator.
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Juices
and drinks
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Homemade Super-Hero Juice
(Great for reducing inflammation and cell maintenance)

Ingredients: (serves 4)
• 32 oz. Water

• 1/2 Lemon (sliced)

• 1/4 tsp. Turmeric

• 1/4 tsp. Cumin

• 1 Pinch Cayenne

• 1 Pinch Cinnamon

• 1 Pinch CoQ10 Powder (Coenzyme Q-10)

Directions
Mix ingredients together and drink.

Homemade Gatorade
Ingredients:
• 33 oz. Water or Coconut Water

• 1/4 tsp. Himalayan Pink Salt

• 1/2 tsp. calcium magnesium powder or crushed tablets

• 1/4 cup of juice (lemon, lime, grape, apple, etc.)

• 1 tsp. sweetener (raw honey or stevia)

Directions
Mix ingredients together and drink.

Morning Mojo: Lemon Ginger Detox
Ingredients:
• 12 oz. glass water (at room temperature)

• Juice of ½ lemon

• Either:  ½ inch knob ginger root OR pinch of cayenne pepper

Directions
Add the lemon juice to the glass of water.  

If ginger: finely grate the ginger using a zester, and add the zest to 
the glass of water.  If cayenne pepper:  add a pinch of cayenne to 
your water.  Perfect way to start your day!
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Introduction

You are holding the “28 day Training & Nutrition Journal” in your hands. It will be your 
best friend for the coming 28 Days to help you keep track of your nutrition, energy, 
fitne s, and chart your overall happiness as all of these improve. Tracking will also 
help you become more aware of your well-being to make positive changes in your 
overall lifestyle and health.

Record the foods and drinks you ingest (not necessarily amounts) daily as well as 
your satiety index and any additional notes that are relevant.

Take note of the physical activities you engage in and review your happiness, energy 
levels, and hours of sleep.

It takes about 3 weeks to create a habit. There is no better time than today – do it 
now and MAKE A CHANGE!

To Your Success. 

Daniel



Daniel

Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Nutrition & Lifestyle
Journal
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Day I  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 2  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 3  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 4  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 5  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 6  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 7  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Compliance Grid. Make sure you complete the compliance grid at the end 
of every week.

Your Compliance Grid is your Instant feedback system where you can gain instant insight 

into your progress, your accountability, and your current rate of success. It is very simple 

how this works, yet also incredible powerful. Print it out and post on your fridge, in your 

bathroom, or next to your bed, so you can see it every day, visualise your goals, repeat your 

affirmations, and go to bed knowing you have accomplished your daily tasks AND moving 

you towards your goals every single day.

Exercise & Affirmation Compliance Grid
F = Fitness, A = Affirmations, N = Nutrition

 Day 1       Day 2        Day 3      Day 4       Day 5       Day 6        Day 7

Week 1

Affirmations

Week 2

Affirmations

Week 3

Affirmations

Week 4

Affirmations

O Completed

X  Missed

F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N

Affirmations: I MUST AND I AM SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE I AM 
STRONG, FIT & DETERMINED TO DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO 
ACHIEVE MY GOALS.
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Day 8                                              date

Time             Food                   Drink                 Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

                                   DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

 Resistance Time: Type:

 Active Recovery Time: Type:

 Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY                   HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5                      1  2  3  4  5                       1  2  3  4  5

 WEEK 1 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water
2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a 

meal) and make any additional related notes.
3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.
4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 9  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 10  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 11  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 12  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 13  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 14  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Your Compliance Grid is your Instant feedback system where you can gain instant insight 

into your progress, your accountability, and your current rate of success. It is very simple 

how this works, yet also incredible powerful. Print it out and post on your fridge, in your 

bathroom, or next to your bed, so you can see it every day, visualise your goals, repeat your 

affirmations, and go to bed knowing you have accomplished your daily tasks AND moving 

you towards your goals every single day.

Exercise & Affirmation Compliance Grid
F = Fitness, A = Affirmations, N = Nutrition

 Day 1       Day 2        Day 3      Day 4       Day 5       Day 6        Day 7

Week 1

Affirmations

Week 2

Affirmations

Week 3

Affirmations

Week 4

Affirmations

O Completed

X  Missed

F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N

Affirmations: I MUST AND I AM SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE I AM 
STRONG, FIT & DETERMINED TO DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO 
ACHIEVE MY GOALS.
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Day 15                                              date

Time             Food                   Drink                 Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

                                   DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

 Resistance Time: Type:

 Active Recovery Time: Type:

 Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY                    HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5                      1  2  3  4  5                       1  2  3  4  5

 WEEK 2 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water
2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a 

meal) and make any additional related notes.
3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.
4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 15  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 16  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 17  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 18  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 19  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 20  date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 21   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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WEEK 3 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Your Compliance Grid is your Instant feedback system where you can gain instant insight 

into your progress, your accountability, and your current rate of success. It is very simple 

how this works, yet also incredible powerful. Print it out and post on your fridge, in your 

bathroom, or next to your bed, so you can see it every day, visualise your goals, repeat your 

affirmations, and go to bed knowing you have accomplished your daily tasks AND moving 

you towards your goals every single day.

Exercise & Affirmation Compliance Grid
F = Fitness, A = Affirmations, N = Nutrition

 Day 1       Day 2        Day 3      Day 4       Day 5       Day 6        Day 7

Week 1

Affirmations

Week 2

Affirmations

Week 3

Affirmations

Week 4

Affirmations

O Completed

X  Missed

F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N

Affirmations: I MUST AND I AM SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE I AM 
STRONG, FIT & DETERMINED TO DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO 
ACHIEVE MY GOALS.
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Day 22   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 23   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 24   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 25   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 26   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 27   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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Day 28   date

Time            Food Drink Satiety (1-10)/Notes 

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG

Resistance Time: Type:

Active Recovery Time: Type:

Cardio Time: Type:

ENERGY HAPPINESS    SLEEP

1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Rules & Reminders
1. Drink plenty of water

2. Record everything you eat/drink as well as rate satiety level (aim for a 7 after a

meal) and make any additional related notes.

3. Record daily activities with an “X” and note type and time.

4. Make a daily note of your happiness/energy and sleep index.
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WEEK 4 - Nutrition & Lifestyle Journal

Your Compliance Grid is your Instant feedback system where you can gain instant insight 

into your progress, your accountability, and your current rate of success. It is very simple 

how this works, yet also incredible powerful. Print it out and post on your fridge, in your 

bathroom, or next to your bed, so you can see it every day, visualise your goals, repeat your 

affirmations, and go to bed knowing you have accomplished your daily tasks AND moving 

you towards your goals every single day.

Exercise & Affirmation Compliance Grid
F = Fitness, A = Affirmations, N = Nutrition

 Day 1       Day 2        Day 3      Day 4       Day 5       Day 6        Day 7

Week 1

Affirmations

Week 2

Affirmations

Week 3

Affirmations

Week 4

Affirmations

O Completed

X  Missed

F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N F   A   N

Affirmations: I MUST AND I AM SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE I AM 
STRONG, FIT & DETERMINED TO DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO 
ACHIEVE MY GOALS.
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28 
DAY

Accountability 
Tasks Success 

Tracking 
Checklists

Welcome to Your 

Daniel
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Initially:
There will be a checklist for you to complete. It 
will include things like: completing the goal setting 
section of the book, taking your ‘before photos’ 
and other assessments, clearing out your cupboard, 
downloading and writing out your shopping list etc.

Weekly:
There will be a checklist for you to fill out on a Sunday 
night/ Monday morning. Which will include things 

like: completing your weekly food 
shop and meal prep, if you did the 
complete the weekend challenge, a 
gratitude log and how many sessions 
you attended the last 7 days and how 
many you will commit to attending 
for the week ahead.

Daily:
Post up a screenshot of an overview 
of your calories and also your macros 
(macronutrient breakdown). 

You will post these in the private 
Facebook chat groups which you will 

be put into for the 28 Day Fitness Challenge. This 
will include weekends, especially, because weekend 
activities can disrupt even the most stringent fitne s 
plan.

ACCOUNTABILITY 
TASKS  

TO  KEEP YOU
On Track

making 

decisions 
yourself 
greatly 

impact your 

success in
the long term.
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28 Day Fitness Challenge Weekly 
Check-Sheet
Initial Checklist

Tick when completed

Goal Setting & Removing Limiting Beliefs

Take ‘Before’ Photo

Complete all other measurements

Clean out pantry and fridge

Grocery shopping

Weekly lunch meal prep

Complete your SMARTer goals

Write your affirmations 

Start your Training program 

Start your Nutrition plan 
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Activity Tick when completed

Complete weekly grocery shop

Complete weekly food prep

Did you complete the previous week’s 

weekend challenge?

Sunday night goal setting & Grateful log

Sunday Night Goal Setting
How many training sessions am I planning on attending next week? 
(Aim for 4-6)

What are my 2 planned treats/ treat meals for the week and when will I 
be having them? (BTW, this isn’t an invitation to have a blow out)

What do I have happening this week and on the weekend that may 
cause problems for my adherence to my nutrition and training plan? i.e. 
kids birthday parties, dinner at a friends house, going to be away from 
home all day Saturday etc.

Weekly Checklist- Week 1
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How am I going to plan ahead to overcome these obstacles to my 
success?What are 5 things I love about myself?

What are 3 things I am grateful for about my life?

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.
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Activity Tick when completed

Complete weekly grocery shop

Complete weekly food prep

Did you complete the previous week’s 

weekend challenge?

Sunday night goal setting & Grateful log

Sunday Night Goal Setting
How many training sessions am I planning on attending next week? 
(Aim for 4-6)

What are my 2 planned treats/ treat meals for the week and when will I 
be having them? (BTW, this isn’t an invitation to have a blow out)

What do I have happening this week and on the weekend that may 
cause problems for my adherence to my nutrition and training plan? i.e. 
kids birthday parties, dinner at a friends house, going to be away from 
home all day Saturday etc.

Weekly Checklist- Week 2
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How am I going to plan ahead to overcome these obstacles to my 
success?What are 5 things I love about myself?

What are 3 things I am grateful for about my life?

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.
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Activity Tick when completed

Complete weekly grocery shop

Complete weekly food prep

Did you complete the previous week’s 

weekend challenge?

Sunday night goal setting & Grateful log

Sunday Night Goal Setting
How many training sessions am I planning on attending next week? 
(Aim for 4-6)

What are my 2 planned treats/ treat meals for the week and when will I 
be having them? (BTW, this isn’t an invitation to have a blow out)

What do I have happening this week and on the weekend that may 
cause problems for my adherence to my nutrition and training plan? i.e. 
kids birthday parties, dinner at a friends house, going to be away from 
home all day Saturday etc.

Weekly Checklist- Week 3
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Activity Tick when completed

Complete weekly grocery shop

Complete weekly food prep

Did you complete the previous week’s 

weekend challenge?

Sunday night goal setting & Grateful log

Sunday Night Goal Setting
How many training sessions am I planning on attending next week? 
(Aim for 4-6)

What are my 2 planned treats/ treat meals for the week and when will I 
be having them? (BTW, this isn’t an invitation to have a blow out)

What do I have happening this week and on the weekend that may 
cause problems for my adherence to my nutrition and training plan? i.e. 
kids birthday parties, dinner at a friends house, going to be away from 
home all day Saturday etc.

Weekly Checklist- Week 4
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How am I going to plan ahead to overcome these obstacles to my 
success?What are 5 things I love about myself?

What are 3 things I am grateful for about my life?

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.
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DISCLAIMER
If you obtained this eBook from anywhere other than 28dayfitne schallenge.com (or 

one of our reprint rights license holders) you have a pirated copy. Please help 
stop Internet crime by reporting this to http://www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever, 
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational 
storage or retrieval system without express writer, dated and signed permission from 
the authors.

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES
The information presented herein represents the view of the authors as of the date 
of publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the authors reserve 
the right to alter and update their opinion based on the new conditions. The report is 
for informational purposes only.

While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in this report, 
neither the authors nor their affil tes/partners assume any responsibility for errors, 

inaccuracies or omissions.

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

You must not rely on the information in this report as an alternative to medical advice 
from your doctor or other professional healthcare provider.

If you have any specific questions about any medical matter you should consult your 
doctor or other professional healthcare provider.

If you think you may be suffering from any m edical condition you s hould seek 
immediate medical attention.

You should never delay seeking medical advice, disregard medical advice, or 
discontinue medical treatment because of information on this website.

http://www.28dayfitnesschallenge.com


Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Fitness Challenge!

Daniel



Myth #1: 

Eating   Carbs 
Will Make 
You Fat
A lot of diet programs 
lead you to believe that 
you have to cut out 
carbohydrates if you 
want to lose weight.

The truth is, while some 
carbohydrates aren’t 
so good for you, you 
do need certain carbs 
to get the necessary 
vitamins and nutrients 
for your body to function 
appropriately.
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What types of carbs should you eat?
You want to focus on eating what is called complex 
carbs. These are the carbs that are more difficul
for your body to digest. They include foods like 
brown rice, whole wheat bread, veggies and fruit.

Complex carbs are higher in fiber and good for 
your digestive system. Plus, they help keep your 

hunger at bay as they are more filling

What are the simple carbs 
that you want to either limit 
or eliminate?
They are going to be your dishes made with 
sugar and white flou . This includes baked sweets 
like cookies and cakes, white breads and sauces, 
candy, etc.

These types of carbs throw your blood sugar out 
of control which puts your health at risk and sets 
you up for cravings that will make your weight loss 

journey a nightmare.
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Myth #2: 

If  You   Work   Out, 
You Should Drink 
Sports Drinks
Some health professionals like you to 
believe that if you work out at all, you 
need to rehydrate your body with sports 
drinks. Specificall , the ones they sell.

The reality is that water is your best 
choice for hydration, hands down. 
Water is necessary to keep your blood 
fl wing and your digestive track working 
properly.

As long as you drink six to eight glasses 
a day, you should be good.

The only time you need something more 
than water is if you are engaging in an 
activity that involves major exertion for 
extended periods of time.

This can be a long hard workout or any 
other strenuous physical activity, such 
as splitting wood. If that’s the case, you’ll 
want something to replace the sodium 
and electrolytes that you lose when you 
sweat.

Again, if you choose to drink a sports 
type drink, make sure you read the label 

so you aren’t just picking up sugar water.

Grab a drink that is high in vitamins and 
nutrients and low in sugar.

Not into strenuous exercise but don’t 
like the taste of plain water or get bored 
with it?

Add some cucumber, lemon, lime or 
orange slices to it. It gives it great taste 
with no additional calories.
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Myth #3: 

You    Shouldn’t   Eat     Fat
You go on a diet to lose fat, right? 
So isn’t it counterproductive to eat t? 
Aren’t you defeating the purpose?

Actually, your body does need some fat 
to run efficient . The key is knowing what 
fats are good for you and which ones you 
should avoid.

The fats you want to stay away from are the 
trans fats and saturated fats. These types 
of fats raise your cholesterol and put you 
at greater risk of cardiovascular disease. [1]

How do you know which ones 
are trans and saturated?
A basic rule of thumb is that these types 
of fats are solid when they’re at room 
temperature. Some examples are beef and 
pork fat, butter, margarine and shortening.

The fats that you do want to include in your diet, although in limited amounts, are 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated.

Compared to trans fats and saturated fats, these healthier fat options help lower 
your cholesterol and are actually beneficial o your heart.

These types of fats are generally more liquid at room temperature. You can fin  
them in fatty fish (like salmon) and in certain oils, like olive, safflower, corn and 

peanut oils. 
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Myth #4: 

All    Calories    Are    Equal
A calorie is a calorie right? 
While technically the answer is yes, it’s actually a little more complicated than that. 

There’s more to food than just the calorie content. For instance, one Snickers bar 
has 273 calories.

For roughly the same amount of calories, you could eat 2 apples (104 calories), 1 
banana (94 calories) and 1 cup of blueberries (81 calories). Now, which option do 
you think is healthier?

When you’re watching what you eat, you do want to stay within a certain calorie 
range based upon your age, sex, height, activity level, etc.

But just as important as watching your calorie count, you also want to “spend” your 
calories wisely by picking foods high in nutrients and vitamins.

This is where the healthy eating guidelines come in. They are put in place to assure 

that you receive adequate nutrition while not eating more than your body needs. If 
you do, that is when fat is stored.

Try to get as many colors on your plate as possible. Go for the bright green 
vegetables and choose fruits that are red and blue and orange.

The more multi-colored your plate is, the greater the likelihood that it holds a good 
variety of the vitamins and minerals you need.

And, while we’re talking about your plate, you should fill half with fruits and veggies, 
one quarter with complex carbs and one quarter with protein. Don’t forget your 
dairy to keep your bones strong, too.
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Myth #5: 

You   Can’t   Lose   Weight
Without Diet Aids

There are two different types of aids out there; pills and 
supplements. Pills tend to focus on suppressing the 
appetite and reducing water retention. Supplements 
are products like your protein drinks and additional 
substances that help you build muscle or lose fat.

Here’s the deal.

If you’re looking to get in shape, slim down and tone 
up, you don’t need to take anything. You can do it 

with a healthy diet and exercise.

Do pills that control appetite and get rid 
of water work?
There’s conflicting information on this. The main 
question is whether the risk of taking them outweighs 
the benefit

A lot of them have ingredients that are known to 
raise blood pressure, which puts you at risk of heart 
attack or stroke [2].

Kind of defeats the purpose of getting healthy, 

doesn’t it?

What about supplements?
Serious weight lifters are known to take supplements 
like protein drinks and a ton of other products to 

help them build huge muscles.

But, for the everyday person who wants to slim, trim and tone they are unnecessary.

In the end, my advice to you is to go all-natural. Just eat healthy foods and get in 
daily activity.

That’s all you need to reach your goals.
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Myth #6: 

Starving    Myself
Will Take the Weight Off faster

So, how do you keep 
your metabolism 
stoked and your 
hunger under 
control?
The key is to eat every 3 to 
4 hours. When you don’t 
feel hungry all the time, it 
makes it easier to reach 
and maintain your weight 
loss goals.

While it seems like this should be true, reality lies 
in the exact opposite of this statement.

If you starve yourself, you are actually putting 
more obstacles in your way and making weight 
loss harder than ever.

This is because, physiologically, your body goes 
into what’s called starvation mode. And it then 
slows  its metabolism and starts to conserve fat 
to protect itself.

Way back in time, this was necessary for survival 
as food wasn’t always as readily available as it is 
today. The body had to adjust so that it didn’t die 
when it wasn’t regularly fed.

Not only does your body slow down, but if you 
let yourself get too hungry it makes it harder to 
control your eating later in the day.

You tend to make not so good choices and portion 
sizes get bigger because you’re ravenous and will 
eat just about anything.

You send yourself right into a yo-yo diet tail spin. 
You eat a lot, then a little, then a lot, then a little. 
You gain and lose and gain and lose. That’s not 
healthy for your body or mind.
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Myth #7: 

The    Quicker    the     Weight    Comes    Off, 
the Better
While everyone wants to get the weight off as quickly as possible, and that’s 
understandable, it’s actually better to take the slow and gradual approach.

We know, we know. This isn’t what you want to believe, but hear us out anyway. If 
you set out to lose the weight too quickly, you’ll actually hinder your success. How?

You’re setting yourself up for failure.

While it is possible to lose quite quickly at fir t if you have a lot of excess weight or 
if you make drastic changes to your lifestyle, it’s unreasonable to expect that pattern 
to continue.

Setting your goals too high will lead to disappointment and frustration (which are 
two primary emotional eating triggers).

We understand that it’s easy to get sucked into the excitement and energy of losing 
weight and getting into shape so you set lofty goals for yourself.

But the key to losing the weight and keeping it off is to make changes to your 
lifestyle that you can live with.

Changes that you’ll be able to keep doing day after day.
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Myth #8: 

I    Need     to     Watch     My     Sugar      Intake, 
But Salt Doesn’t Matter
Most people pay more attention to sugar 
intake than they do salt because sugar issues 
are associated with diabetes and a whole 
arena of health concerns.

However, monitoring your salt intake is just 
as important.

Not only does salt affect blood pressure (too 
much makes it rise) [3], it also affects your 
body’s ability to determine its satiety level.

In other words, when you eat salty foods, 
your body has a hard time figuring out if it’s 
full or not.

It’s no coincidence that bars put salty 
peanuts and pretzels out for their customers. 
Is it because they’re nice and want to offer 
free munchies?

Possibly, but doubtful.

It’s more likely that they realize that the more salt their customers consume, 
the more they’ll continue to eat and drink.

How do you cut down on salt without eating a bland diet?

Try to use seasonings that aren’t sodium based. You can buy products like 
Mrs. Dash that are salt-free but will add great fl vor to your food.
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Myth #9: 
It Won’t Hurt Me 

to    Cheat    Just   Once 
Okay, we’ll give you a little leeway on this one.

Are you cheating just once this month, once this week, once today or once this 
morning?

See the difference? 

While one occasional treat won’t derail your health goals, several treats added up 
will take away from all the hard work and effort you’re putting into getting and 
keeping your body healthy.

Not to mention, lying to yourself about how often you cheat isn’t going to get you 
any closer to your goals.

To indulge in a treat every 
now and again is okay. 
Spending the rest of your 
life telling yourself you’ll 
never eat chocolate or 
pizza is no way to live.

But, this requires a whole 
lot of self-honesty on your 
part.
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First, keep track of how often you are 
allowing indulgences. Put a little check 
mark on your calendar so you can see at 
a glance whether or not it is becoming an 
issue.

Second, if you’re going to allow yourself a 
decadent treat, make it worth it. If you’re at 
Thanksgiving and it’s the only time of year 
your Grandmother makes homemade pumpkin 
pie, go for it. But, if it’s a corner store cupcake 
that really isn’t to die for, why waste a treat on 
something that you can have every day that is 
just so-so?

Third, when you eat your treat, be fully 
present. What we mean is don’t do anything 
else while you’re enjoying it, like watch TV 
or read e-mail. Pay attention to each bite. 
Notice the texture and the fl vors. Fully 
engage in the eating process.

Finally, realize that allowing yourself a treat 
does not mean that you’re giving yourself 
permission to pig out. A treat is a single 
serving of something that you wouldn’t 
normally eat when you’re trying to live a 
healthy lifestyle. So, pay attention to your 
portions.

Our advice when it comes to
treating yourself is four things.

2
3
4

1
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Myth #10: 

As    Long    as    I     Eat    Healthy,
I Don’t Have to Exerciser
What happens to a door on a metal gate if it is never moved? It rusts solid, 

right?

Well, same principal with your body. If you don’t use it, it will stiffen up and make 
even day-to-day activities even harder.

Here’s the good part. You don’t have to exercise for hours on end to realize the 
benefits of m ving your body.

General guidelines are to try to be active for approximately 30 minutes a day most 
days of the week, but go for ten or twenty minutes a day if that’s all you have.

Nice try, but no.

If you want to be 

healthy, 
and we assume you’re 
reading this because 
you do, you need to not 
only give your body 
adequate 
nutrition,
but you also need to 
keep it 
moving.
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At least do something!

A lot of people get turned off by the idea of exercise because they think inside the 
box.

You can commit to walking on a treadmill or 
doing the elliptical for 30 minutes a day for 
the rest of your life, but what’s the likelihood 
you’ll stick to it?

Chances are that you’ll get bored by the 
second month, if not sooner.

The nice thing is that you don’t have to use 
exercise machines to get in a great body 
workout. Go outside for a walk or run and get 
some fresh air. Do yard work if that’s what 
you enjoy. Or grab a friend and engage in a 
game of tennis or racquetball.

The key to staying active is doing things you 
enjoy.

Think back to when you were a kid and you 
could run around all day without ever getting 
tired.

Why?

Because you had fun! Look to bring that same 
kind of fun back into your exercise routine.
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Myth #11: 

As    Long    as    I     Eat    Healthy,
I Don’t Have to Diet Anymore
What’s the good thing about diets? They’re temporary.

If you want results that last a lifetime, you have to make changes that last a lifetime. 
[4]

Sorry, but there’s no way around this one.

Losing weight and getting in shape is a lifestyle change. It’s about implementing 
behaviors that you’re willing to live with forever.

That’s why diets may work short-term but often you gain back all the weight, and 
then some. It’s because you go back to old behaviors and habits that don’t support 
your weight loss.

What’s the bad 
thing about 

diets?
Their 
results are 
temporary 
too.
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When you’re trying to create a plan to lose weight and get in shape, ask yourself if 
you’re willing to commit to the changes every day for the rest of your life.

If the answer is no, you need to rework your plan to something that you can live 
with.

Change is hard 
and it isn’t going to happen overnight.
Whether you’re trying to undo months, years or decades 
of bad habits, if you try to do too much at once you’re 
only going to make the process more difficul
Break your changes down into small, manageable increments.

For instance, let’s say you want to eliminate drinking regular soda but right now you 
drink an average of 5 cans a day.

Set a goal to only drink 4 cans a day this week, and then drop it down to 3 cans a 
day the following week, and so on.

You’ll reach your end desire of eliminating it completely, but you’ll do it in a manner 
that is gradual and easier to do. There’s no point in making yourself crazy in the 
process.
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Myth #12: 
If I Read it In a 
Magazine or on the 
Internet,

it    Must    Be   True
While it would be nice to believe everything 
you read, unfortunately that isn’t the case.

Manufacturing companies pay people to 
write false reviews about their products to 
make them look good. And, even if it looks 
like it was written by an honest consumer, it 
just may not be the case.

Look, here’s the rule of thumb, as with 
everything: if it sounds too good to be true, 
it probably is.

It’s easy to get caught up in all the hype and promises that products, manufacturers 
and service providers make of helping you reach your goals quickly, but the reality 
is that if you want permanent, lifetime results you’re going to have to do it the old 
fashioned way; eat healthy and exercise.

Now, we’re sure you’re wondering what to think of this statement since you’re 
reading this report. We are telling you to believe us, yet we’re also telling you to not 
believe everything you read. What are you supposed to think now?

Look, we’re not trying to sell you a product or anything like that.

We just want to help you live a healthy lifestyle and everything we’ve sharing is 
based on what we’ve seen.

It’s time to end your struggle with weight and start making well educated, informed 
decisions that will keep your body healthy for decades to come.
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Myth #13: 

Zero      carbohydrate 
or very low carbohydrate diets
are the best way to lose body fat 
permanently.
Thanks to Tom Venuto of ‘Burn the Fat, Feed the Muscle’ fame for 
debunking this last myth.

I couldn’t have said it better myself. Take it away Tom…

No diet issue has created more confusion and controversy than the low 
carbohydrate vs. high carbohydrate debate.

Contrary to what certain diet “guru’s” tell you, carbohydrates are not 
fattening. It is a fl t out LIE to say “carbohydrates are fattening.”

What’s fattening is eating more calories than your body can utilize at 
one time.

However, it’s true that some people lose weight more quickly on a low 
carbohydrate diet (that’s not the same thing as saying carbohydrates 
are fattening.)

It’s also true that almost every bodybuilder or fitne s competitor uses 
some variation of the low carb diet to prepare for competitions.

But very low carb diets are not the ultimate answer to permanent weight 
loss. At worst they are unhealthy. At best they are a temporary tool that 
should only be used for short periods to achieve specific fat-loss goals 
(preparing for bodybuilding competition, for example).
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Even for people who respond well to less carbs and more protein, 
there are many drawbacks:

1. Very low carb diets are difficul to stick to. If you remove
carbohydrates from your diet for a long period of time, you are setting yourself
up for cravings and bingeing. The more you cut back the carbs, bigger the
rebound will be when you put carbs back in. That’s why 95% of people gain
back all the weight they lose on a very low carb diet.

2. Very low carb diets are unbalanced and missing many nutrients. It’s never
healthy to remove entire food groups from your diet for a prolonged period of
time. A healthy diet is one that has balance between protein, carbs and fats and
includes a wide variety of foods, not an overemphasis on one food or food group.

3. Very low carb diets may be unhealthy. Many low carb diets like the anabolic
diet or the Atkins diet, suggest eating large amounts of saturated fat. (no pancakes
allowed, but bacon, sausage and whole eggs for breakfast are just fine). In the
absence of carbohydrates you can eat fat with protein and still lose weight, but
it’s never smart to eat large amounts of saturated fat. If heart disease or health
problems run in your family, you’re asking for serious trouble.

4.  Very low carb diets cause your energy levels to plummet. Not only will
you feel tired and irritable without carbs, but it will also affect your training: Low
carbs = low energy. Low energy = poor workouts. Poor workouts = poor results.

5. The weight loss on a very low carb diet can be deceiving. You will defini ely
lose weight if you don’t eat carbs, but much of the weight will be muscle and water.
Suppose you lose 5 lbs in one week on a low carb diet: That sounds impressive,
but if one pound is fat, two pounds are water and two pounds are muscle, what
good is that? Your goal should never be weight loss. Your goal should be to lose
1-2 pounds of fat per week while maintaining your lean body mass.

Most people will lose fat simply by adding a regular exercise routine to their  schedule 
and by “cleaning up” their diets.

By “cleaning up” your diet, I mean that you have mastered all the nutritional basics 
like eating small frequent meals, controlling portion sizes, cutting down on saturated 
fats, avoiding sugar and junk foods, etc.
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What I’m saying is that a low carb diet should be considered a “last resort.”

If you’ve already tried the conventional approach to dieting (which works for 
most people) then you might want to consider low carb diets as an alternative.

The conventional fat reducing diet looks something like this:
•50-55% carbohydrates

•30% protein

•15-20% fat

If you choose the low carb approach to dieting, the best method is to decrease 
your carbohydrates moderately.

Never cut your carbs out completely!

It’s not necessary, it’s not healthy, it’s hard to stick to and it’s no fun!

It’s usually not wise to go to extremes in anything and this is as true for 
nutrition as with anything else in life: moderation is the key.

The “modified” l w carb diet might look something like this:
•40% carbohydrates

•40% protein

•20% fat

Competitive bodybuilders might 
decrease the carbohydrates to 
25-30% of total daily calories, but
only for short periods right before
competitions. They may also zig-
zag their carbohydrate intake so
that they don’t stay on low carbs
all the time. Every few days or so,
they have a high carb day.

My advice to you is forget about 
those diets that suggest you must go into ketosis or require you to limit your 
carbs to miniscule amounts, such as the common recommendation of 30 - 
40 grams a day.

Carb cutting, when taken to the extreme, will do more harm than good.
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So,  Now  What?
Now that you’ve been given (finally!) solid, reliable information, where 
do you start?

First, we would recommend that you read this over a couple more times. It’s a lot to 
take in all at one time and we don’t want you to miss anything important.

Second, create an eating plan that you can live with. Come up with healthy foods 
that you like to eat and add them to your grocery list (don’t be afraid to try new 
foods either). Make new dishes. Modify old recipes with healthier options.

Third, increase your activity level. Set aside time each day to move your body so 
that you keep it healthy and strong. Pick activities that you enjoy doing.

Although it’s hard to make changes initially, just like it takes time for a child to get 
into the habit of brushing their teeth every day, your new healthy lifestyle will soon 
be something you do without even thinking about it. It will become second nature 
to you.

If you know anyone who could benefit from this report, please feel free to share it 
with him or her. We don’t mind. The more people it can help, the better.

And to you, we wish you the best of luck on your weight loss journey. We know you 
can do it!

Recommended Reading:

#1 Recommended DIET Book - Eat Stop Eat by Brad Pilon

If your main goal is fat loss then I can’t recommend highly enough Brad Pilon’s 
revolutionary fat loss book Eat Stop Eat.

One of my fat loss tips above is to fast intermittently as a simple and easy way to 
start stripping away fat while preserving muscle all without a lot of work. Although 
this technique is simple, there is a bit more to it than just not eating. 

Brad’s book provides a cutting edge eating plan that helps you lose weight in as 
little as 24 hours - all while having a fast metabolism and building lean muscle.

Brad Pilon has his Masters degree in human nutrition and is a Certified Strength & 
Conditioning Specialist. His trademarked Eat Stop Eat program has been featured 
all over the national television. This program has helped thousands of men and 
women around the world lose fat, and heal their relationship with food.

For information on Eat Stop Eat that will help you burn fat while literally doing 
nothing, I highly recommend checking out Eat Stop Eat.

Copyright 2016 28dayfitne schallenge.com 
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DISCLAIMER
This e-book is for information purposes only. The information presented is in no 
way intended as medical advice or to serve as a substitute for medical counseling.  
The information should be used in conjunction with the guidance and care of your 
physician. 

You must consult your physician before beginning this program as you would with 
any exercise program. If you choose not to obtain the consent of your physician and/
or work with your physician, you are agreeing to accept full responsibility for your 
actions. 

By utilizing the exercise strategies contained herein, you recognize that despite all 
precautions on the part of www.danremon.com there are risks of injury or illness that 
can occur.  

You assume all risks and waive, relinquish, and release any claim to which you may have 
against www.danremon.com in the event of any physical injury or illness incurred in 
connection with, or as a result of, the use or misuse of the information in this e-book. 

**IMPORTANT: This e-book is copyrighted.  To copy, share, or reproduce is in 
violation of the law and prosecution will be enforced.



Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY
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Body Weight & Travel
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Daniel
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Workout #1: 

total  body   blaster
30 minutes total
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Timed: (10 minutes) As many cycles through as possible

• 10 Push-Ups

• 10 Full Sit-Ups

• 10 Regular Burpees

1-3 Minutes Rest

Timed: (10 minutes) As many cycles through as possible

• 10 Body Weight Squats

• 10 Reverse Lunges (5 On Each Side)

• 20 Mountain Climbers

1-3 Minutes Rest

Core: 2 Sets

• 45 Sec Alternating Quadruped

• 30 Sec Jackknife (Left Side)

• 30 Sec Jackknife (Right Side)

• 30 Sec Hollow Rockers

• 30 Sec Oblique Crunches (Left)

• 30 Sec Oblique Crunches (Right)

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Minutes)
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Workout #2: 

total  body   Challenge
20-30 Minutes Total
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Complete This Circuit In The Best Time Possible With Perfect Form. 
(Modify Where Necessary)

• 400 Meter Run

• 50 Push-Ups

• 400 Meter Run

• 50 Squats

• 400 Meter Run

• 50 Burpees

• 400 Meter Run

• 50 Bicycle Crunches

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes)
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Workout #3: 

Tabata   Time 
30-35 min workout
Tabata Time! (Reminder: 20 seconds on, 10 seconds recovery for 8 
sets/4 minutes)  Alternate between the following exercises throughout 
the Tabata section.  You will need a stopwatch for this one!

Allow a 1-2 minute rest period between EACH Tabata! 

Warm-Up (5-10 min)

Tabata #1: 
• 20 Sec 3” Lunges (Alternate Each Work Period Between Right And Left Side)
• 10 Sec Recovery

Tabata #2: 
• 20 Sec Suicide Tap-Downs
• 10 Sec Recovery

Tabata #3: 
• 20 Sec Push-Ups
• 10 Sec Recovery

Tabata #4: 
• 20 Sec Jump Squats
• 10 Sec Recovery

Tabata #5: 
• 20 Sec Knees-To-Elbows

• 10 Sec Recovery

Tabata #6: 
• 20 Spiderman Plank
• 10 Sec Recovery

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes)
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Workout #4: 

leg
30 Minutes Total
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Strength Circuit: 3 Sets. Allow 1-2 Minutes Rest Between Sets.

• 30 Sec Lateral Lunges Left (Stationary Or Stepping)

• 30 Sec Lateral Lunges Right (Stationary Or Stepping)

• 30 Sec 1-Leg Reaches (Left)

• 30 Sec 1-Leg Reaches (Right)

• 30 Sec Suicide Push-Ups

• 30 Sec Bench Crunches

• 30 Sec Plank

1-2 Min Rest

Tabata #1: (20 Seconds Work/10 Sec Recovery For 4 Minutes).  Example:
20 Sec High Knees, 10 Sec Rest, 20 Sec Flutter Kicks, 10 Sec Rest, REPEAT Until You 

Reach 4 Minutes Total.

Exercises: High Knees Vs. Russian Twists 

1-3 Min Rest

Tabata #2: (20 Seconds Work/10 Sec Recovery For 4 Minutes)

Exercises: V-Jumps Vs. Tuck Jumps

1-3 Min Rest

Core: 2 Sets. Allow 30-60 Sec Rest Between Sets.

• 60 Sec Jackknives (Switch Legs After 30 Seconds)
• 60 Sec Plank
• 30 Sec Quadruped (Alternating)

• 30 Sec Opposite Arm- Opposite Leg

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #5: 

20     Minute     Quickie!
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Timed : (10 Minutes) As Many Rounds As Possible (AMRAP)
• 8 Squat Jumps
• 8 Push-Ups
• 15 Hollow Rockers

1-3 Min Rest

Timed : (10 Minutes) As Many Rounds As Possible (AMRAP)
• 8 Lateral Lunges (4/Side)
• 8 Dips (On A Bench)
• 16 Mountain Climbers (16/Side)

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #6: 

Core    &    Metabolic    Booster
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Timed : (10 Minutes) As Many Rounds As Possible (AMRAP)

• 8 Nurpees
• 10 1-Legged Reaches Per Side
• 10 Russian twists

Then... (Core!)  10 exercises for 10 minutes (45 seconds of work with
15 seconds of recovery)

• Jack Knife (Right Leg Extended)
• Bicycle Crunches
• Jack Knife (Left Leg Extended)
• Superman Hold
• Oblique Crunches (Right Side)
• Plank
• Oblique Crunches (Left Side)
• Reverse Crunches
• Side Plank With Dip (Right Side)

• Side Plank With Dip (Left Side)

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #7: 

Lucky 7’s    Challenge 
Warm-Up: 25-30 minutes

7 Rounds Of This Circuit Without Stopping In Your Best Time Possible!

• 7 Pike Push-Ups

• 7 V-Jump Into Tuck Jump (7 Of Each)

• 7 Inchworms OR Deck Squats

• 7 Basic Squats

• 7 Straight Leg Sit-Ups (Full Sit-Ups With The Legs Straight)

• 7 Reverse Lunges (7 Per Side)

• 7 Nurpees

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #8: 

The    Smoker!   !  (A 40-50 Min Boot Camp FAVORITE!)

Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes
Complete this entire workout in your best time possible.   Modify anything 
needed (for example rep count, distance on the 400 meter etc., and even the 
exercise itself if you have any limitations.)

• 400m Run

• 50 Lunges (25/Side)

• 400m Run

• 50 Dips (On A Bench Or Chair)

• 400m Run

• 50 Rows (25/Side) (Hollow Rockers If You Don’t Have Weights)

• 400m Run

• 50 Squats

• 400m Run

• 50 Incline Push-Ups400m Run

• 50 Mountain Climbers

• 400m Run

• 50 Lunges (25/Side)

• 400 Meter Run

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #9: 

 The    Twisted    Ladder    Challenge!   
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes
Complete This ENTIRE Circuit At One Time In Your Best Time Possible (With 
Perfect Form).  Use Modific tions And Scale When Necessary. 

• 200 Meter Run

• 10 Full Sit-Ups

• 40 Box Jumps (Mod With 40 Burpees Or 40 Step-Ups Per Side)

• 20 Full Sit-Ups

• 30 Box Jumps (Mod With 30 Burpees Or 30 Step-Ups Per Side)

• 200 Meter Run

• 30 Full Sit-Ups

• 20 Box Jumps (Mod With 20 Burpees Or 20 Step-Ups Per Side)

• 40 Full Sit-Ups

• 10 Box Jumps (Mod With 10 Burpees Or 10 Step-Ups Per Side)

• 200 Meter Run

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #10: 
The    100’s    Workout!
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes
You Must Complete These In Order, And Finish ALL 100 Reps. You Can Break The 
Exercises Into Different Reps (Ex 25 Reps Instead Of 100, But You Must Do 25 
Reps Of Each Exercise In A Row, And Then Go Back And Complete 3 More Sets.)  
Minimal Rest Periods!!  Have Fun!  Don’t Forget To Cool Down When You Are 
Done. 

• 100 Jumping Jacks

• 100 Alternating Backward Lunges

• 100 Assisted/ Regular Push-Ups

• 100 Squat Jumps

• 100 Dips (Use A Chair Or Bench)

• 100 V-Jumps

• 100 Inchworms

• 100 Alternating Front Kicks

• 100 Prisoner Squats (Quick- No Lock At The Top)

•  100 Supermans

• 100 Mountain Climbers

• 100 Crunches (Legs Down)

• 100 Bicycle Crunches

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #11: 
 Quick    Core    &    Glute    Buster (20 Min)

Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes
Interval training 30 minutes: bring a watch with you that keeps seconds.  Run at a 
fast pace for 1:30 (minute and a half) and recover (slow jog/very fast walk) 1 min.  
Keep repeating this until you complete the 30 minutes.  The time will go by faster 
than you think because you will be watching the clock.  Do the best that you can! 
Cool down and stretch well when you are finished

Core Work:
• 60 Seconds Jackknife (30 Sec On Each Side)

• 50 Basic Crunches (For Speed)

• 40 Supermans

• 35 Scissor Kicks

• 30 Sec Left Side Plank

• 25 Reverse Crunches

• 20 Second Straight Arm Plank

• 25 Butterfly Sit up

• 30 Sec Straight arm Right Side Plank

• 35 Second Flutter Kicks

• 40 Bicycle Crunches

• 50 Mountain climbers

• 60 Seconds Jackknife (30 Sec On Each Side)

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #12: 
 Fat    Blaster    Cardio    &    Core
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Core Set #1: 2-3 Sets Each:
• 30 Sec V ups
• 30 Sec Hollow Rockers
• 30 Sec Reverse Crunches
• 30 Sec Spidermans
• 3 X 10 Sec Hold Hip Bridges

• 30-60 Sec Rest Between Sets

Core Set #1: 2-3 Sets Sets:
• 30 (15 + 15) Abduction

(15 Full Range Straight To 15 Top ½ Of Range) Left Side
• 30 (15 + 15) Abduction

(15 Full Range Straight To 15 Top ½ Of Range) Right Side
• 20 Fire Hydrants Left
• 20 Fire Hydrants Right
• 20 Single Leg Bridge Left
• 20 Single Leg Bridge Right

• 30-60 Sec Rest Between Sets

Core Set #2: 2-3 Sets
• 30 Sec Opposite Hand, Opposite Leg (Left Hand, Right Leg)
• 30 Sec Opposite Hand, Opposite Leg (Right Hand, Left Leg)
• 30 Sec Lateral Hip Drops (Left Side)
• 30 Sec lateral Hip Drops (Right Side)
• 30 Sec Plank (1-Leg Up)

• 30 Sec Hip Bridges

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #13: 
 Sculpting    For     Tight    Glutes,    Hips,    & Thighs 
Warm-Up: 5-10 minutes

Circuit 1:  Repeat 3 Times With Minimal Rest Between Circuits
• 20 Basic Squats
• 20 Mountain Climbers
• 20 Walking Lunges
• 10 Burpees

Circuit 2:  Repeat 3 Times With Minimal Rest Between Circuits
• 10 Lateral Lunges
• 20 V-Jump To Tuck Jump (The Set Counts As 1 Rep)
• 20 Sumo Squat
• 20 High Knees (Each Side!)

Circuit 3:  Repeat 2 Times With Minimal Rest Between Circuits
• 20 Groucho Walk Forward (A Favorite Of Mine From P90X!)
• 20 Groucho Walk Backward
• 20 Jumping Jacks
• 20 Front Kicks (Each Side)

Circuit 4:  Repeat 1 Time With Minimal Rest Between Circuits
• 25 Abduction- On Each Side
• 25 Fire Hydrants On EACH Side
• 25 Donkey Kicks On EACH Side
• 25 Supermans
• 25 Hip Bridges

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #14: 
 Upper    Body    Strength    &    Toning    (Weights Needed)

Warm Up With: 
• 15 Large Arm Circles (Forward And Backward)
• 10 Down Dog With SCOOP Into Cobra
• 10 Push-Ups (Assisted Or Regular)

Then, Complete 3 Sets (Straight Though Without Rest If Possible):
• 10 Push-Ups (Assisted Or Regular)

Then Complete This GIANT Circuit:  Repeat 2-3 Times (Use 5-10 Lb Weights)
• 18 Rows (On Each Side With Weight)
• 18 Tricep Kickbacks (With Weight)
• 18 Bicep Curls (With Weight)
• 18 Presses (Left Arm) (With Weight)
• 18 Flys (With Weight)
• 18 Reverse Flys (With Weight)
• 18 Dips On A Chair Or Bench
• 18 Hammer Curls (For Biceps - With Weight)
• 18 Presses (Right Arm) (With Weight)
• 18 Push-Ups
• 18 Pullovers (With Weight)
• 18 Skull Crushers (With Weight)

After You Have Completed Your 2-3 Sets, Your Upper Body Should Be 
Pretty Fatigued!  Finish It Off with 2 MINUTES Of Arm Circles!  60 Seconds 
To The Front And Another 60 Seconds Backward.  Enjoy!

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #15: 
WICKED    Challenge   (Mostly Lower Body)

Warm Up With: 5-10 minutes 
Complete This ENTIRE Workout At One Time In Your Best Time Possible.  Use 
Modific tions And Scale When Necessary. It Looks Easy- But This One Is VERY 
Deceptive! 

Complete 3 Rounds In Your Best Time Possible: 
• 400 Meter Run
• 30 Squat Jumps
• 30 Dips (On A Bench)
• 30 Walking Lunges (30 Per Side)
• 30 Sit-Ups

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)

Workout #16: 
Fast    Total    Body    Metabolic    Challenge
Warm Up With: 5-10 minutes 
Complete 2 SETS Of This ENTIRE Workout At One Time In Your Best 
Time Possible.  Use Modifications And Scale When Necessary.

Complete 3 Rounds In Your Best Time Possible: 
• 50 Reps Of Jump Rope
• 40 Reps Of Squats
• 30 Reps Of Push-Ups
• 20 Reps Of Burpees
• 10 Reps Of Deck Squats Or Inch Worms

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Min)
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Workout #17: 
Ladder    &    Core    Conditioning!   
Warm Up With: 5-10 minutes 

Ladder Challenge: Ladder The Following Exercises From 10 A1 With The 
Exercises Listed Below.  Challenge Will Run As Follows: 10 Reps Set-Ups (Left 
Side), 10 Reps Step-Ups (Right Side), 10 Dips, 10 Floppy Burpees, Then 9 Reps 
Set-Ups (Left Side), 9 Reps Step-Ups (Right Side), 9 Dips, 9 Floppy Burpees, 
And So On Until You Reach One Rep For Each Exercise. 

• Step-Ups (Left Leg)
• Step-Ups (Right Leg)
• Dips
• Floppy Burpees Baby!

Rest As Needed And Then…

Core: 2-3 Sets 
• 30 Sec Regular Plank (1-Leg Up If Possible)
• 60 Sec Jackknives (30 Sec Left & 30 Sec Right)
• 2 X 10 Sec Hold On Hip Bridges

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Minutes)
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Workout #18: 
Body    Weight    Conditioning
Warm Up With: 5-10 minutes 

Complete This GIANT Circuit:  3 Sets As Fast As You Can (With Perfect Form). 
20 Seconds Each Exercise:

• 20 Sec Push-Ups
• 20 Sec Knees-To-Elbows
• 20 Sec Burpees
• 20 Sec High Knee
• 20 Sec Basic Squats
• 20 Sec Bicycle Crunches
• 20 Sec V-Jumps
• 20 Sec Flutter Kicks
• 20 Sec Superman Plank
• 20 Sec Jump Lunges
• 20 Sec Russian Twist

3 Minutes Rest Between Each Set

Then, Complete 3 Sets Of The Following Core Circuit (30 Sec Per Exercise):

• 30 Sec Plank
• 30 Sec Side Plank With A Dip – Left Side
• 30 Sec Plank
• 30 Sec Side Plank With A Dip  – Right Side

1 Minute Rest Between Sets

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Minutes)
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Workout #19: 
Glass    Box    Of    Emotion…
Great Workout And It’s A Camper Favorite! (Weights 
Needed)20 Sec Push-Ups
Warm Up With: 5-10 minutes

Complete Each Circuit Below Once, Allow 1-2 Minutes Rest Between Each Set

Set #1: 6 Minutes-Complete As Many Rounds As Possible (AMRAP) 
• 15 Squat Jumps
• 10 Sumo-Deadlift High-Pulls
• 5 Push-Ups

Set #2: 5 Minutes AMRAP
• 5 Reverse Lunges (5 Per Side)
• 7 Presses (7 Shoulder Presses Per Side)
• 9 Sit-Ups

Set #3: 4 Minutes AMRAP
• 5 One-Legged Reaches
• 10 Cross-Body Mountain Climbers
• 15 Bicycle Crunches

Set #4: 3 Minutes AMRAP
• 6 Step-Ups (6 Each Side)
• 6 Dips

Set #5: 2 Minutes AMRAP
• 5 Bicep Curls
• 5 Suicide Push-Ups
• 5 Bench Crunches

Set #6: 2 Minutes AMRAP
• Floppy Burpees!

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Minutes)
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Workout #20: 
KILLER    500    Workout    Challenge! 
This Is The ULTIMATE Hotel Workout That Is Guaranteed To 
Kick Your Butt! 
Warm Up With: 5-10 minutes

Challenge: Complete This Entire Circuit In Your Best Time Possible With 
Perfect Form.  Modify Where Needed And Rest ONLY As Needed Only.  
The 400 Meter Run Should Be Used As A “Recovery Run.”  Go As Slow As 
Needed To Recover!  DO This Outside If Possible, If Not A Hotel Gym Will 
Usually Have Everything You Need.

• 25 One-Legged Burpees (Left Leg)
• 50 Push-Ups
• 50 Box Jumps (50 Step-Ups/ Side On A Bench, Or 100 Jumping Jacks)

400 Meter Run

• 50 3” Lunges (25 Each Side)
• 50 Floor Wipers (Flutter Kicks If No Weights)

400 Meter Run

• 25 Dive Bombers
• 25 Rows Left Side (If No Weight, Do 25 Sit-Ups)
• 25 Rows Right Side (If No Weight, Do 25 Sit-Ups)

400 Meter Run

• 50 Snow Angels/Plank Jacks
• 50 Bicycle Crunches

400 Meter Run

• 50 Windmills (25 Per Side- Zero Or Light Weight!)
• 25 V-Ups OR Bench Crunches
• 25 One-Legged Burpees (Right Leg)

400 Meter Run

Cool Down & Stretch (5-10 Minutes) 
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BONUS   Workouts:  
5    Ten - Minute     Timed    Workouts 
Use These When You Are Short On Time!
***Always Warm Up The Joints Before You Workout For About 5 Minutes.  Remember To Cool-
Down & Stretch Afterwards!

BONUS Workout 1:
Complete Each Exercise Until 10 Minutes Are Done
• 10 Jump Squats
• 10 Push Ups
• 10 Bent Over Rows

BONUS Workout 2:
Complete Each Exercise Until 10 Minutes Are Done
• 25 Jumping Jacks
• 25 Bicycles – Abs
• 25 Box Jumps (Use A Step Or Mat)
• 25 Push Ups

BONUS Workout 3:
Complete Each Exercise For 1 Minute, Repeat Through 2 Times
• Plank
• Bodyweight Squats
• Suicide Push Ups
• Jogging High Knees With Hands Overhead
• Mountain Climbers

BONUS Workout 4:
Complete Each Exercise For 30 Seconds, Repeat Through 4 Times’
• Inchworms
• Reverse Lunges With Hands Overhead
• Burpees
• Tricep Dips Off A Bench Or Chai
• Walking Kicks With Clap

BONUS Workout 5:
Interval Cardio Workout- Wind Sprints (Repeat For 10 Minutes)
• 20 Seconds Hard Run
• 10 Seconds Walk (Recovery)
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DISCLAIMER
This e-book is for information purposes only. The information presented is in no 
way intended as medical advice or to serve as a substitute for medical counseling.  
The information should be used in conjunction with the guidance and care of your 
physician. 

You must consult your physician before beginning this program as you would with 
any exercise program. If you choose not to obtain the consent of your physician and/
or work with your physician, you are agreeing to accept full responsibility for your 
actions. 

By utilizing the exercise strategies contained herein, you recognize that despite all 
precautions on the part of www.danremon.com there are risks of injury or illness that 
can occur.  

You assume all risks and waive, relinquish, and release any claim to which you may have 
against www.danremon.com in the event of any physical injury or illness incurred in 
connection with, or as a result of, the use or misuse of the information in this e-book. 

**IMPORTANT: This e-book is copyrighted.  To copy, share, or reproduce is in 
violation of the law and prosecution will be enforced.
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Introduction: 
I have designed and discovered through research these 53 recipes with one 
solitary purpose: to create filling smoothie ecipes that work to stimulate 
the fat-burning process, balance hormones, fuel your body with just enough 
complex carbs that you will feel more energetic without adding too many 
calories, and with healthy protein that will help you develop supple, lean 
muscle mass. 

You can use these shakes and smoothies for meal replacement, I’ve made 
sure they are filling enough or that and that they won’t leave you hungry. 

They are also designed to help you recover after your workouts or to fuel 
you before workouts with super energy. 

You will notice high, healthy fats such as fla seed oil to some smoothies. 
Healthy fat, as you’ve probably learned by now, is very good for us and 
actually aids in thermogenesis and revving the metabolism. 



49 
Delicious, Sliming,
Muscle Carving
Shake and Smoothie 
Recipes
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Shake #1: Banana Bread Shake 
Ingredients
• 2 scoops Whey Protein

• 1 Banana

• 1/2 Cup Quaker Oatmeal (cook with boiling water)

• 3/4 Cup Kellogg’s Bran Flakes

• 1 Bottle of Water

• Sugar, Brown Sugar or Artificial Sweetener to taste

Blend and enjoy!

Shake #2: Banana Protein Shake  
Ingredients
• 30g Protein Powder (plain or vanilla)

• 1 medium to large banana

• 8 oz. light Soy Milk

• 1 TBSP Linseed, Soy and Almond Mixture

• 1 tsp. Golden Syrup

• Few drops vanilla essence/extract

• 3-4 cubes ice

• 1 TBSP low fat natural yoghurt (optional depending on diet)

Throw into blender for several minutes. Solid filling shake with zero fat and PLENTY 

of energy. Great as a meal replacement or after workout snack!
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Shake #3: Berry Good Shake
Ingredients
• Mix 2 scoops of Raspberry Yogurt Protein Delite or other protein with

• 4 strawberries

• 15 blueberries

• 16 ounces of non-fat milk

• 1.2 cup of ice cubes.

It is so good that you should serve it with a little umbrella in it! 
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Shake #4: Protein-Carb Almond Blast 
Ingredients
• Mix 2 Scoops of Vanilla MyoMax Meal or other protein with

• 10-12 oz. of skim milk

• 1.2 cup of dry oatmeal

• 1.2 cup of raisins

• 12 shredded almonds

• 1 tbsp. of peanut butter.

It’s like pudding! 

Shake #5: Strawberry Nut Shake  
Ingredients
• Mix 2 Scoops of Vanilla Isolean or other protein with

• 1 cup of fat-free strawberry yogurt

• 6 shredded macadamia nuts.

A good easy shake before the gym for super energy! Macadamia’s curb hunger too!

Shake #6: Plum Ice Shake    
Ingredients
• Mix 2 scoops of Vanilla Scipro or other protein with

• 1 ripe plum (pitted) juice of 1 lemon

• 16 ounces of ice water

• 1.2 cup of ice cubes.
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Shake #7: 
Peppermint Oatmeal 
Shake 
Ingredients
• Mix 2 scoops of Alpine Milk Chocolate

Protein Delite or other protein with

• 1 cup sugar free vanilla ice cream

• 1 cup oatmeal

• 2 cups non-fat milk

• 1.5 cup water

• A splash of peppermint extract!
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Shake #8: Chocolate Coffee Shake  
Ingredients
• Mix 2 scoops of Alpine Milk Chocolate Protein Delite or other protein with:

• 1 cup of skim milk

• 5 ice cubes

• 1 cup of water

• 1 spoonful of instant coffee!

Tastes like a gourmet concoction! 

Shake #9: Plum-Lemon Cooler   
Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla fl vor whey protein powder (Whey Best, Scipro)

• 1 ripe plum, pitted

• Juice of 1 lemon

• 1 tablespoon multi-vitamin powder

• 16 ounces ice water

• 1/2 cup ice cubes

Great May through October when plums are in season and bursting with fl vor!

Shake #10: Wild Berry Boost     
Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla flavor whey protein powder (Whey Best,

Scipro)

• 8 raspberries

• 4 strawberries

• 15 blueberries

• 16 ounces nonfat milk

• 1/2 cup ice cubes
This one gets your recommended red and blue fruit in there deliciously.
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Shake #11: 
Peanut Butter 
Chocolate Truffle
Ingredients
• 2 scoops chocolate flavor whey protein powder (Whey Best, Scipro)

• 1 tsp. creamy peanut butter

• 16 ounces non-fat milk

• 1/2 cup ice cubes

Enjoy a healthy Reese’s Cup! 
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Shake #12: Creative Catalyst   
Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla flavor whey protein powder (Whey Best, Scipro)

• 5 Granny Smith apples

• 5 grams (one teaspoon) Creapureä creatine powder

• 1/2 cup ice cubes

This creatine and protein concoction is great before the gym. Creatine gives you strong, 

lasting energy while protein fuels your muscles!

Special Thanks To Reformmag.com For These Recipes! 

Shake #13: Peanut Brittle Protein Shake 
This is a delicious favorite I discovered quite by accident as I sat staring at my "boring" vanilla 
protein powder and wanting something sweet. This mimics peanut brittle only in taste. It 
won't send your blood sugar soaring and it's a fun way to get in some healthy unsaturated 
fat.   

Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla protein

• 1 tbsp. sugar-free instant butterscotch pudding mix, dry

• 1 tbsp. natural peanut butter, chunky

• 8 oz. cold water or low-fat milk.

• 3-6 ice cubes

Add all ingredients to blender, blend, and serve. I like to add the peanut butter in last so it 

stays a little chunky, just like the peanut brittle it is replacing. 

Nutritional Information for added ingredients (excludes milk & protein powder): 

Per Serving: 
Calories - 108 
Carbs - 6 g 
Protein - 4g 
Fat - 8 g 
Fiber - 1g 
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Shake #14: The Hulk  
This is a pistachio fl vored shake that I came up with one busy morning for my son. He loved 
it because it was green and walked around the rest of the day doing lat spreads that "ripped" 
his shirt. I loved it because it only added 19 calories to my protein shake.   

Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla protein

• 1 tbsp. sugar-free pistachio pudding mix

• 1 mint leaf or a few drops peppermint extract (optional)

• 1 few drops green food coloring (optional)

• 8 oz. cold water or low-fat milk

• 3-5 ice cubes

Add all ingredients to blender, blend, and pour into cup. This tastes great without the mint 

so don't worry if you don't have it around. The shake is a light green even without the food 

coloring but if you want it green (like The Hulk!), you'll need a few drops. 

Nutritional Information for added ingredients (excludes milk & protein powder): 

Per Serving: 
Calories - 19 
Carbs - 5g 
Protein - 0g 
Fat - 0g 
Fiber - 0g 
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Shake #15: Oatmeal Meal Replacement Shake   
This is a homemade meal replacement that contains all the nutrition of a hearty bowl of 
oatmeal. It's got complex carbs, protein, and a little good fat to extend its contribution to 
your energy stores. If you expect the rest of the day to be hectic, why not double it up and 
take half of the shake to work to ensure you don't skip a meal just because you'll be stuck in 
a meeting.  

Ingredients
• 1 cup dry measure oatmeal, cooked in water and cooled

• 2 scoops vanilla protein

• 3 dashes cinnamon

• 1/8 c sugar free maple syrup or equivalent amount brown sugar replacement

• 1 tbsp. chopped almonds (or fla seed oil or natural peanut butter)

• 12 oz. water or low-fat milk

Add all ingredients to blender, blend, and pour into cup. If you’re short on time, just use 

dry oatmeal or oat flour. 

Nutritional Information for added ingredients (excludes milk & protein powder): 

Per Serving: 
Calories - 215 
Carbs - 33g 
Protein - 7g 
Fat - 7g 
Fiber - 5g 

Shake #16: Cinnamon Roll Protein Shake   
Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla protein powder

• 1 tbsp. sugar-free instant vanilla pudding

• 1/4 tsp. cinnamon

• 1/2 tsp. imitation vanilla (or 1/4 tsp. extract)

• 1 packet artificial sweetener

• A few dashes butter fl vor sprinkles or butter-flavor extract

• 8 oz. water (or low-fat milk)

• 3 ice cubes

Add all ingredients to blender, whip, and serve.  

Nutritional Information: 

Per Serving: 
For added ingredients (excludes protein powder & use of milk)
Calories - 25
Carbohydrates - 5g
Protein - 0g
Fat - 0 g
Fiber - 0 g 
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Shake #17: Nada Colada Protein Shake    
Ingredients
• 2 scoops vanilla protein powder

• 1/2 c pineapple-orange juice*

• 1/4 tsp. rum extract

• 1/4 tsp. coconut extract (or 2 tbsp. shredded coconut)

• 1 packet artificial sweetener

• 4 oz. water (or low-fat milk)

• 3-6 ice cubes

• Low-carb version: Omit juice and use 1/2 tsp. sugar-free pineapple-orange drink mix (dry).

Increase water or milk to 8 oz.

Add all ingredients to blender, whip, and serve. 

Nutritional Information : 

For added ingredients (excludes protein powder & use of milk)

Calories - 61
Carbohydrates - 15g
Protein - 0g
Fat - 1g
Fiber - 0g 

Shake #18: Protein Shake    
Ingredients
• 1 cup skim milk

• 2 tsp. safflower oil

• Several pieces of ice

• 1 banana

• 1 package of Carnation Instant Breakfast (there's also a lo-carb mix)

• (any fl vor--strawberry, chocolate, cappuccino, French vanilla, chocolate malt)

Mix together in blender until ice is completely crushed and mixed well. 
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Shake #19: : Banana Delight     
Ingredients
• 8 oz. pure water

• 1/2 banana (frozen)

• 2 oz. protein of choice

• 2 tsp. flax seed oil

Shake #20: Strawberry Cheesecake     
Ingredients
• 10 oz. pure water

• 8 frozen strawberries

• 4 tbs. low fat sour cream

• 10-15 drops liquid stevia (optional)

• 1.5 oz. protein of choice

Oh, yeah! This has dreamy flavor!

Shake #21: Blueberry Dream      
Ingredients
• 10 oz. pure water

• 1/2 cup fresh or frozen blueberries

• 1.5 oz. protein of choice

• 2 tsp. flax seed oil

• 15 drops liquid stevia (optional)

Another sweet dream! 

Shake #22: Fat Burning Peaches and Cream       
Ingredients
• 8 oz. pure water

• 1 ripe peach

• 2 tbs. low fat sour cream

• 8 drops liquid stevia (optional)

• 1.5 oz. protein of choice

Boy, is this good! And burns fat to boot!
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Shake #23: 
Quick Start 
Ingredients
• 3 oranges (fresh juiced only, NOT canned or
bottled

• 6 drops liquid stevia (optional)

• 1 oz. protein of choice

Great on busy mornings. Try to juice your own 
oranges!
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Shake #24: Tropical Treat     
Ingredients
• 8 oz. pure water

• 1/2 banana (frozen)

• 2 tbs. low fat sour cream

• 1 tsp. coconut extract

• 10-15 drops liquid stevia (optional)

• 1.5 oz. protein of choice (vanilla flavor)

Shake #25: Tropical Pleasure      
Ingredients
• 8 oz. pure water

• 1/2 tsp. pineapple extract

• 1/2 tsp. coconut extract

• 1 tbsp. heavy cream

• 1/2 frozen banana

• 1 heaping scoop (1 oz.) of Egg Protein

• Stevia or Agave to taste (optional)

• 2-3 ice cubes (optional)

Shake #26: Chocolate Almond Delight      
Ingredients
• 10-12 oz. pure water

• 15 raw almonds

• 1/2 tsp. coconut extract

• 1.5 oz. protein of choice (chocolate flavor)

• Stevia to taste (optional)

• 3-5 ice cubes (optional)

First, blend the almonds until creamy smooth in 1/2 the water. Then add the rest of the 
ingredients. 

Shake #27: Chocolate Almond Delight      
Ingredients
• 12 oz. pure water

• 1 tsp. pure cocoa powder

• 2 tbs. low fat sour cream

• 10-15 drops liquid stevia

• 2 oz. protein of choice (chocolate flavor)

• 2 tsp. flax seed oi
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Shake #28: High Energy Shake!     
Ingredients
• 10 oz. pure water

• 10 strawberries (Fresh or Frozen)

• 1 tbs. flax seed oil

• 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract

• 1 heaping scoop (1 oz.) of protein of choice

• Stevia to taste (optional)

• 2-3 ice cubes (optional)

Super energy booster!

Shake #29: Super Slimmer      
Ingredients
• 8 oz. pure water

• 1 tbs. flax seed oil

• 1/2 ripe peach (peeled)

• 6 frozen strawberries

• 1 heaping scoop (1 oz.) of protein of choice

• Stevia to taste (optional)

High-healthy fat and protein helps this shake slim you down and rev the metabolism!

Shake #30: Heavy Gainer       
Ingredients
• 10-14 oz. pure water

• 1/2 cup raw almonds - blend with water only until creamy smooth then add...

• 1/2 large frozen banana

• 2 level scoops (2 oz.) of protein of choice

• Stevia to taste (optional)

Shake #31: Weight Gainer       
Ingredients
• 14 oz. pure water

• 2 bananas or 2 scoops YAM Power

• 3 tbs. peanut butter

• 6 drops liquid stevia (optional)

• 2 oz. protein of choice
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Shake #32: Mineral Power     
Ingredients
• 10 oz. pure water

• 1 oz. liquid ionic plant source minerals

• 1 packet Knox gelatin

• 1 tbs. flax seed oil

• 1 heaping scoop (1 oz.) of protein of choice

• Stevia or to taste (optional)

Special Thanks to Jay Robb for His Protein Shake Recipes! Be Sure To Check Out His Website, 
http://www.jayrobb.com! 

Shake #33: Super Healthy Honey Banana Shake 
Super healthy shake that tastes pretty damn good - the flax seed oil helps the nutrients 
digest gradually so you get a steady supply of protein, I always put some honey in, cause it's 
healthier than sugar, and after a workout it will feed your body's need for simple sugar.  

Ingredients
• 1 cup of pure water

• 1 big scoop of vanilla whey protein powder

• 3/4 cup of natural yoghurt

• 1 banana

• 1 tsp. of fla seed oil

• 2 tsp. of honey

• 1 tsp. spirulina

The spirulena defin tely changes the color and fl vor of this shake alot! So if you can’t get 
used to the taste simply leave it out. The shake provides carbs, protein and plenty of vitamins/
minerals, so you can easily use it as a meal replacement. 
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Shake #34: 
Rock N' Roll Protein Shake 
Here is my favorite protein smoothie I have for breakfast a few 
times a week! If you are close to a show, knock out the banana 
and essence! This shake gives you a good start to the day with 
high protein, good fats, good carbs, and lots of potassium. 

Ingredients
• 1 cup of pure water

• 1 big scoop of vanilla whey protein powder

• 3/4 cup of natural yoghurt

• 1 banana

• 1 tsp. of fla seed oil

• 2 tsp. of honey

• 1 tsp. spirulina

This ambrosial shake with protein 
milk and honey will make you feel 
like a god or goddess!
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Shake #35: Banana Almond Crème     
Ingredients
• 1 Banana

• 1 Cup Milk

• 10 Almonds

• 1 Serving Protein

• 5 Ice Cubes

Shake #36: Fruit Smoothie  
Ingredients
• 2 scoops Designer Whey Strawberry

• 4 large strawberries

• Blueberries (a small handful)

• Water (just a few drops)

• 1/2 C ice

• Splenda

Start off by crushing the ice in the blender and then gradually add the fruit and enough 
water to get it smooth. Finish off with the two scoops of whey and enough Splenda to make 
it sweet. 

Shake #37: Pineapple Power   
Ingredients
• 1 cup of pineapple juice

• 3 strawberries

• 1 banana

• 1 teaspoon of yogurt

• 1 scoop of your choice of protein

Shake #38: Orange and Cream Delight  
Ingredients
• 1 Bottle of Orange Gatorade

• 1 Packet Vanilla myoplex

Simple, yet tasty! 
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Shake #39: Strawberry Savior      
Ingredients
• 4 scoops vanilla designer whey

• 8 fluid ounces water

• 1 Colombo strawberry yogurt

• 3 frozen strawberries

• 1 teaspoon creatine

• 1 teaspoon fla seed oil

Tastes great and is an awesome mass gaining combination! 

Shake #40: Vanilla Coffee Delight     
Ingredients
• 10-12 oz. low-fat milk

• 2 scoops vanilla protein powder

• 1/2 cup low-fat coffee flavored ice cream

Add all ingredients in blender. Blend and enjoy. 

Shake #41: Iso-Egg Heavy Gainer  
Ingredients
• 3 scoops Isopure Whey Protein (Vanilla/Chocolate)

• 4 egg whites

• 1 tbsp. Peanut Butter

• 8 oz. cold water

• 2 cups ice

Put all in blender, and mix, mix, mix! 

Shake #42: Egg-cellent Shake  
Ingredients
• 3 eggs

• 1/2 cup milk or 3-4 scoops vanilla ice cream

Add all ingredients in blender. Blend and enjoy. 
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Shake #43: The Best Protein Shake Ever      
Ingredients
• 2 scoops chocolate protein

• 10 Ice Cubes

• 12 oz. fat free milk

• 2 tbsp. fat free vanilla yogurt

• 1 tbsp. reduced fat peanut butter

• 2 tbsp. hazelnut coffee

• 1/8 cup caramel ice cream topping

• You can add more or less caramel topping, depending on how sweet you want your shake.

Shake #44: Peanut Butter And Banana Shake      
Ingredients
• 2 scoops USn Vanilla Muscle fuel

• 100g almond flakes

• 1 tablespoon peanut butter

• 500ml skim milk

• 1 half banana

• 1 tablespoon honey

Shake #45: The Best Overall Tasting Homemade 
Protein Shake   
This recipe includes cottage cheese - the king of all cheap, easy, high BV protein sources! 

Don't worry, you can't taste it and the blender eliminates the texture.  

Ingredients
• 16 oz. skim milk
• 2 cups no-fat cottage cheese
• 3 scoops Optimum Nutrition Whey Protein Powder (vanilla)
• 1/2 cup non-fat, reduced-sugar vanilla yogurt scoop of your favorite fruit (I like frozen

strawberries & banana)
• Splenda or Sweet-n-Low to taste (about 2 packets)

• Handful of Ice

Blend together and chill. Makes 3 two-cup servings. 
Guzzle for an awesome post-workout shake. The high-glycemic-value carbs spike insulin to 
deliver protein to your muscles. Add dry oats for more complex carbs, and add more cottage 
cheese to boost the protein! Add more milk if the mix is too thick. 

Nutritional Information for 1 Serving: 
Calories = 414
Protein = 40 grams
Carbs = 26 grams
Fat = 2 gram 
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Shake #46: Dinner Shake - Chocolate Moose      
Ingredients
• 1 tsp. chocolate extract or 1 heaping tsp. cocoa
• 2 to 3 packets diet sweetener
• Dash of vanilla extract (about 1/2 tsp.)
• 10 cup distilled water
• 5 ice cubes

• 2 scoops chocolate whey protein

Shake #47: Reese’s Peanut Butter Smoothie       
Ingredients
• 1 pack Myoplex Deluxe 5 min
• 6 oz. skim milk
• 2 tablespoons Low Fat Peanut Butter
• 4 ice cubes
• 42 grams of protein 12 grams of Carbs 8 grams of fat

Shake #48: Grace's Super Universal Protein Drink        
Ingredients
• 1 Scoop Universal Nutrition Chocolate Whey Protein Powder
• 1 Scoop Universal Nutrition Chocolate Soy Protein Powder
• 8 oz. Skim Lactaid Milk
• 2 teaspoons Low Fat Peanut Butter
• 3 ice cubes

50 grams of Protein 14 grams of carbohydrates 6 grams of fat 

Shake #49: Holiday Party Protein Slushy         
Ingredients
• 6 oz. cranberry juice
• 2 scoops whey protein (vanilla)
• 6 oz. orange juice
• 16 oz. distilled water
• 4 ice cubes
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DISCLAIMER
This e-book is for information purposes only. The information presented is in no 
way intended as medical advice or to serve as a substitute for medical counseling.  
The information should be used in conjunction with the guidance and care of your 
physician. 

You must consult your physician before beginning this program as you would with 
any exercise program. If you choose not to obtain the consent of your physician and/
or work with your physician, you are agreeing to accept full responsibility for your 
actions. 

By utilizing the exercise strategies contained herein, you recognize that despite all 
precautions on the part of www.danremon.com there are risks of injury or illness that 
can occur.  

You assume all risks and waive, relinquish, and release any claim to which you may have 
against www.danremon.com in the event of any physical injury or illness incurred in 
connection with, or as a result of, the use or misuse of the information in this e-book. 

**IMPORTANT: This e-book is copyrighted.  To copy, share, or reproduce is in 
violation of the law and prosecution will be enforced.



Welcome to 
YOUR 

28 
DAY

Bonus Eating Out 
Guide

Daniel
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16    Hacks 
to    Eating    Healthy    
While Eating Out
Before the Restaurant:
• Look at the menu before you leave home and choose the items you want (check
online)

• Drink a big lass of water before you leave home

• Eat something light before you go (apple + almonds). This’ll help you ward off the
chip/bread bowl.

At the Restaurant:
•  Choose a protein with 2 vegetables and a healthy fat (avocado)

•  Always order sauce on the side

•  Order your burger with no bun or on a salad

•  Change it up – if meat over pasta, ask for over salad instead.

•  Make sure not to order anything fried

•  Add extra vegetables

•  Ask for a double order of mixed vegetables instead of pasta or rice

•  For breakfast, instead of potatoes, ask for tomatoes or Vegetables.
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Tips 
for     Eating     Clean    
While Dining Out
Going to a restaurant shouldn't be your excuse to eat unhealthy foods. 
Follow these tips and not only will you enjoy your meal more, you'll 
feel satisfied and happy when you're done. You will also gain a lot of 
confiden e from knowing how to order healthy food when out so you 

don’t have to lose friendships by 
not socializing with your friends.

Eating out is one of the most 

challenging areas that people 

struggle with when trying to lose 

weight and live a healthy lifestyle. 

So one of the most crucial and 

helpful parts of this program is 

right here. I teach you 16 ways 

to hack your healthiness while 

eating out.

Most importantly, when 

improving your healthy lifestyle, 

it is essential to not deprive 

yourself of normal lifestyle 

activities, like going out, eating 

out, socializing with friends. So 

this guide is designed to help you do just that. Continuing going out, 

socializing with your friends, work colleagues and ultimately to live a 

normal life, while having the tools to hack your way to health even while 

eating out.
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eating    out
Guide

1. Ask for it off the menu
Don’t be afraid to ask off the menu. Michael F. Jacobson, Ph.D.,
executive director of the Center for Science in the Public Interest
(CSPI) and coauthor of the book Restaurant Confidential. “You need
to be an assertive consumer by asking for changes on the menu,”
he says. For instance, if an item is fried, ask for it grilled. If it comes
with French fries, ask for a side of veggies instead. Ask for a smaller
portion of the meat and a larger portion of the salad; for salad instead
of coleslaw; baked potato instead of fried. “Just assume you can have
the food prepared the way you want it,” says Dr. Jacobson. “Very

often, the restaurant will cooperate.”

2. Take half home.
The portion size of most meals, even entrees these is out of control.
Half an entrée size meal is normally enough, depending  on what it is,
so be super aware of portion sizes. A great tip is to ask to box half of
your order before it even comes out to the table. Or split the meal with
whomever you are having dinner with. Interestingly enough, a CSPI
survey found that restaurants often serve 2-3
times more than food labels list as a standard

serving.

3. Order fish
Fish is always a good choice, just make sure
its grilled or steamed or broiled. Anything
fried, deep fried avoid like the plague. And
if a healthy preparation method isn’t on the
menu, ask to speak with the Chef to see if he
will grill or steam it for you. I’ve never had a
chef refuse to prepare fish another way when

requested. Just  need to ask.
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4. Don’t believe the menu.
For instance, cholesterol-free does not mean fat-free; the dish could
still be filled with calorie-dense oil. Neither does “lite” necessarily
mean light in calories or fat. Ask how the food is prepared, or cooked,
and ask to speak with the head chef if you need to. You will find that
many ‘cooks’ don’t even know themselves, and are bombarded with
the same propaganda rubbish that is fed to everyone else through
the media. So educate yourself, be informed, ask questions and make

the right choices.

5. Double appetizers.
If the menu is good, and there are a more than a  few  good choices
in the appetizer section, order two of those instead of an additional 
main meal. Often that will be more than enough to fill you up and 
give you enough satisfaction before you are ready for your next 

meal.

6. Drink water throughout the meal.
Another great hack is always have your water with you, and drink

plenty of it when you’re out. That goes for before you leave home, at

the table before you order and during dinner. You will feel full faster,

and eat less food and therefore less calories.

It will slow you down, help you enjoy the food more, and let the 
message get to your brain that you’re full—before your plate is empty.

7.Beware of the low-carb options.
Restaurant chains have jumped on the low-carb bandwagon, offering

numerous low-carb options on their menu. Low carb doesn’t mean

low calories, and you could be consuming just as many if not more

calories with the additional fats and sugars they add to improve the

fl vor of your meal.
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6. Drink water throughout the meal.
Another great hack is always have your water with you, and drink
plenty of it when you’re out. That goes for before you leave home, at
the table before you order and during dinner. You will feel full faster,

and eat less food and therefore less calories.

It will slow you down, help you enjoy the food more, and let the
message get to your brain that you’re full—before your plate is empty.

7.Beware of the low-carb options.
Restaurant chains have jumped on the low-carb bandwagon, offering
numerous low-carb options on their menu. Low carb doesn’t mean
low calories, and you could be consuming just as many if not more
calories with the additional fats and sugars they add to improve the
fl vor of your meal.

8. Ask to “double the vegetables, please.”
Often a side of vegetables in a 
restaurant is really like garnish—a 
carrot and a forkful of squash. When 
ordering, ask for double the portion 
of the normal serving of veggies, 
and offer to pay extra if you need to. 
More often than not, you won’t even 
be charged for it. Even if you do, it’s 
ok right? Do what you need to do, 
without exception.
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9. Read the details.
Most menus will have an extended description of the meal, and  will
give you lots of information as to how the food is prepared, what
kind of sauce it is prepared in and what the meal comes with. Any
menu description that uses the words creamy, breaded, crisp, sauced,
or stuffed is likely loaded with hidden fats—much of it saturated or
even trans fats. Other “beware of” words include: buttery, sautéed,
pan-fried, au gratin, Thermidor, Newburg, Parmesan, cheese sauce,
scalloped, and au lait, à la mode, or au fromage (with milk, ice cream,
or cheese).

Another short cut, if it sounds French, avoid itw

10. Skip the bread.
Easy to do, every time and also becomes
a habit. A no brainer here, and something
you need to do every time. It just isn’t
necessary and we know where bread
falls in the nasty basket of why you put
on weight in the first place.

11. Order a salad first.
No brainer. Many restaurants do make
bigger than average sized salads, so order
your salad fir t. Don’t order an additional
meal until you have eaten your salad and
see how you feel in 20 minutes. Even after the salads, you may still 
feel hungry, so sit back. Scientists at Pennsylvania State University 
found that volunteers who ate a big veggie salad before the main 
course ate fewer calories than those who didn’t have a fir t-course 
salad. 
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12. Not all salads are healthy.
This is a vegetable course—keep it tasty AND healthy. As you know,
many salad dressings are creamy, full of fat and highly processed.
Avoiding anything in a creamy sauce (coleslaw, pasta salads, and
potato salads), and skipping the bacon bit. Some salads also include
fried noodles so avoid those too.

Instead, load up on the raw vegetables, treat yourself with marinated
vegetables (artichoke hearts, red peppers, or mushrooms), and for
a change, add in some fruit or nuts. Indeed, fruits such as mango,
kiwi, cantaloupe, and pear are often the secret ingredient in four-
star salads. Another little tip is, bring your own handful of natural
almonds to add some crunch to your salads.

13. Dip Your Fork.
ALWAYS ask for your salads on the side. Just in case. It’s one of
the best habits and routines to get into, and after a few weeks you
will find those words automatically coming your mouth whenever
you are ordering. It is pretty common these days and waiters and
waitresses are more than welling to accommodate.

Then, rather than pouring the salad dressing over your salad, keep it
on the side and simply dip your empty fork into the dressing, before
plunging your fork into your salad. You’ll be surprised at how this
tastes just right, and how little dressing you’ll use. Plus, your lettuce
won’t get all soggy either!

14. Go the baked Spud.
Baked potatoes, or basked sweet potato are always a good choice
to fill you up. Other alternatives would be a fresh mash, or salsa.
Just avoid the butter and sour cream.
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15. Skip the fancy drinks.
Overall, we now alcohol is the worst thing for your health, weight loss
and fitne s goals. Basically every system in the body shuts down,
trying to process the toxins and alcohol out of you system. Which
means, you are back to becoming an efficien fat storage machine!
If you must order an alcoholic drink, skips the drinks and cocktails
which are full of even more additives, sugar, cream, colorings and
artificialne s such as margaritas, piña coladas, and other exotic
mixed drinks. Just more useless calories. Best choices are wine, a
light beer, gin and tonic, or vodka soda with a slice of lime.

16. Be Mindful of dessert.
You can always have a small piece of fruit, some dark chocolate with
a couple of almonds when you get home. Which is way better and
healthier than showing down a triple mid cake or 3 tiered cheesecake
with cream and ice cream.

Although here are some additional health hacks when it comes to
dessert.

• Split dessert with the table. You will find that even with 4-6 people,
choosing just desserts and sharing with the table is enough to satisfy
your sugar needs.

• Skip the dessert all together

• Take a taste of someone elses. Make sure you ask first! w

• Bring your own chocolate and nut mix

• Go for fruit.

There you go, 16 health hacks to help you when eating out.
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Food      Swap
Instead of THIS Ask for THIS

Spaghetti Spaghetti Squash

Chips Baked sweet potato chips or beet chips

Fries Baked sweet potato or carrot fries or

Rice Cauliflower rice

Mashed potatoes Mashed rutabaga

Baking with flour Sal Lemon juice (salad dressing, fish,
chicken, etc.

Milk/Dairy Almond milk or coconut milk

Potatoes Sliced tomatoes Lettuce wrap

Mayonnaise Honey mustard or Paleo Mayo

Sugar NO SUBSTITUTE – ILLIMINATE 
COMPLETELY

Sour cream Greek yogurt, coconut oil, or applesauce

Bread Rye bread

Toast Croutons Sliced almonds
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